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CHAPTER 1


INTRODUCTION


1.11 Purpose of Document
 

The purpose of this document is to serve as a final report on


NASA Contract No. NAS4-2148 awarded to the University of Kansas Flight


Research Laboratory (KU-FRL) for the time period from February 1, 1974


to August 1, 1976. The work accomplished under the contract can be


summarized as follows:


1. 	 Fabrication of necessary electronics to implement an


attitude command control system on a Beech Model 99


airliner using separate surface controls.


2. 	 Modification of a Beech Model 99 to include separate


surface controls.


3. 	 Performance of a fault analysis and an environmental


test of the control system electronics.


4. 	 Completion of a flight test program defining the


performance of the SSSA attitude command control


system.


Steps one through three above are documented in References I and 2 and


will not be discussed in detail in this report. The bulk of this report


deals with the performance and evaluation of the SSSA Model 99 flight


test program.


1.2 Program Objectives


The primary objective of the SSSA Model 99 program was to


determine whether an attitude command control system could be imple­

mented on a Beech Model 99 airliner using separate surface controls.


Two 	secondary objectives were to determine whether the pilot workload


required to perform a specified maneuver modeling an Instrument Landing


System (ILS) approach in turbulence was reduced, and whether the ride


qualities of the aircraft were improved by the SSSA attitude command


control system. The results of the flight test program and the


accomplishment of the specified objectives will be discussed in this


report.


L.-3 Program Organization


Theoretical and wind tunnel studies for the SSSA program were


done under NASA grants from September 1, 1971, to January 31, 1974. The


hardware fabrication and installation and the flight test program were


done under NASA contract NAS4-2148 from February 1, 1974 to August 1,


1976. A complete list of reports detailing this work is included in


the Bibliography.


KU-FRL was the prime contractor responsible for all aspects of


the program. The feedback control network was designed, fabricated


and installed by KU-FRL. The control surfaces were designed and the


flight test program was planned by KU-FRL.


Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kansas,, was subcontracted


to make the necessary aircraft modifications and control surface


installations. Beech Aircraft was also responsible for the flutter


evaluation and for supporting the flight test program under the


direction of KU-FRL engineers.


The Boeing Company, Wichita, Kansas, was subcontracted by


Beech Aircraft to perform the flutter analysis, and by KU-FRL to reduce


the flight test data.


Figure 1.1 shows the organization of the program and responsi­

bilities of the various organizations involved. For a detailed summary


of previous KU-FRL organization see Reference 1.


1.4 Acknowledgements


The-authors would like to acknowledge Dr. D. G. Daugherty and


Mr. Leland R. Johnson for their contributions in the electrical design


area, and the cooperation and contributions of Beech Aircraft Corp.


and Boeing Aircraft Co. of Wichi-ta, Kansas.
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CHAPTER 2


AIRCRAFT CONTROL CONCEPTS


2.1 Rate Command Control


Conventional 
aircraft are controlled in the roll 
axis by a rate


command system. 
 This means that the pilot commands a rate of aircraft


response with a control deflecti'on.. A 'typical roll response to 
 a step


aileron 
 input for a rate command system is shown in Figure 2.1.


When the pilot of a rate command system wants to fly a constant


bank angle he must make the following physical and mental manipulations:


1. 	 Determine the desired bank angle (mental);


2. 	
 Determine how fast the aircraft is to respond (mental);


3. 	 Displace the lateral controls to attain the desired


response (physical); .


4. 	 Determine the precise time to reduce the control displace­

ment (mental);


5. 	 Displace the controls to command zero roll 
 rate and the


desired roll attitude (physical).; and


6. -Monitor the aircraft attitude and make necessary control


inputs to maintain the desired attitude (mental and


physical).


Under certain circumstances, the pilot's ability to make these manipula­

tions may be exceeded resulting in a degradation in control or complete


loss 	of control of the aircraft. Examples of circumstances that may


degrade the pilot's performance are weather conditions, cockpit dis­

tractions, system failures, vertigo, nausea, atrhospheric turbulence and


inherent aircraft instabilities.


2.2 Attitude Command Control


A basic premise of attitude command 
 is that if the manipulations


required by the pilot to control the aircraft are 
 reduced, the chances


for loss of control under the circumstances described in section 2.1


will be reduced. Attitude command control 
 means that a control input


establishes a steady state attitude, not a ratei 
 An attitude command
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FIGURE 2.1 Rate Command Roll Response Due to


a Step Aileron Input


roll response as a result of a step aileron input is shown in Figure


2.2. The attitude established is directly proportional to the control 
input which reduces the pilot manipulations required to fly a constant 
bank angle to the fol-l-owing: - ­
1. 	 Determine the roll attitude desired (mental) and


2. 	 Displace the control wheel to attain the desired roll 
attitude (physical). 
No mention has been made of the aircraft's response in the 
pltch and yaw axes. The conventional aircraft appears to respond as 
attitude command about these axes as shown in Figure 2.3. Close 
examination of the aircraft equations of motion (Reference 3) reveals 
that the attitude is not being controlled directly, but indirectly by 
the angle of attack, a, or the angle of sideslip, P. Attitude command 
is the control of the Euler angles: bank angle, j; pitch angle, 0; and 
yaw angle, p. These angles are described in Figure 2.4. However, the 
Euler angles, 0 and i, can be related to the angle of attack, a, and the 
angle of sideslip, B, by the following relationships: 
0 	 = Flight Path Angle, y + a (2.1) 
= Aircraft Track - (2.2) 
These relationships are graphically presented in Figure 2.5. The


equations of motion indicate that the controls of a conventional air­
craft directly control a and 6 and affect 6 and p by the relationships 
described by equations (2.1) and (2.2). Th'is gives the pilot the impression 
that he has attitude command but, in the strictest sense, it is not 
attitude command because there are no forces or moments that are 
generated to maintain the Euler angle or attitude. The only forces and


moments generated are those associated with angle of attack, a, and


sideslip, .


6 
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FIGURE 2.2 Attitude Command Roll Response Due


to Step Aileron Input
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CHAPTER 3


IMPLEMENTATION OF ATTITUDE COMMAND


3.1 Attitude Command Control System


The concept of attitude command, as described in the previous


section, was extensively investigated by the NASA Dryden Flight Research


Center (NASA-DFRC), Edwards, California. 
 This investigation was


summarized in Reference 4. The conclusion of that investigation was that


attitude command resulted in a significant improvement in the handling


qualities of the airplane while flying an ILS 
 approach in turbulent


air.


The method utilized to implement attitude command for the NASA


investigation was as follows:


I. 	 All aircraft control surfaces were servo controlled.


2. 	 An irreversible, hydraulic system was installed to activate


the control surfaces.


3. 	 An on-board computer was installed to control the


hydraulically activated, servoed control surfaces.


This configuration worked quite well for the investigation;


however, it would present some practical limitations if the system were


implemented on a production aircraft.


The first limitation is the prohibitive cost of this type of


control system. 
 Most light, general aviation aircraft do not have a


hydraulic system. 
 Therefore, this cost alone would substafitially


increase the unit price.


Another limitation to consider is the weight of this type of


configuration. 
 Inmany instances this installation could reduce the


payload of the aircraft by as much as 50%.


The complexity of this configuration also presents some limita­

tions. Due to the requirement for a hydraulic system rework, the


possibility of modifying existing production aircraft 
 is impractical.


The final limitation, and possibly the most important, is


meeting the Federal Air Regulations (FAR),certification criteria for
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control 	 system malfunctions. The FAR specify aircraft response limita­

tions in the event a servo controlled surface fails in a hard-over


condition. The aircraft must meet these criteria or provide an adequate


level of redundancy to preclude the possibility of a control hard-over.


It would be quite difficult to meet these criteria with the entire


control surface servo controlled, which implies that redundancy would be


required. This would result in a further'increase in weight and cost.


3.2 	 Separate Surface Stability Augmented, Attitude Command


Control System


3.2.1 	 Separate Surface Stability Augmentation (SSSA) Concept. One


method of minimizing the limitations mentioned above is 'Separate Surface


Stability Augmentation. This concept is depicted in Figure 3.1. The


existing, conventional control system is retained. However, a small


separate surface 'isisolated from the primary control system and


operates independently for implementation of attitude command.


This configuration alleviates some of the most critical limita­

tions that existed on the NASA attitude command control system. The


system is relatively-lightweight; it does not require a hydraulic


system; and the conventional control system is retained intact except for


the loss of the separate surface area. The most important consideration


is that 	 the surface can be sized to meet the FAR hard-over criteria,


therefore eliminating the necessity for redundancy. The actual sizing


of the separate surface, or secondary control, considered the trade-off


between sizing the control for saturation during atmospheric turbulence


versus aircraft performance in the event of a control surface hard-over.


The control surface sizing for the Beechcraft Model 99 is described in


detail in Reference 2. A summary of SSSA control surface areas is


presented in Table 3.1.


3.2.2 	 Model 99 SSSA System Operational Description. The KU-FRL SSSA


system provided attitude command in all three axes: roll, pitch and yaw.


There were two operational modes for the 'ystem: slave and command.


The slave mode did not provide attitude command; the secondary


or separate surfaces were slaved to the primary control surfaces
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SSSA RUDDER 
PRIMARY RUDDER 
. ; SSSA AILERON SSSA EEAO
LEVATOR 
/'PRIMARY ELEVATOR 
PRIMARY AILERON 
FIGURE 3.1. General Arrangement of the SSSA Surface 
Table 3.1. SSSA Model 99 Control Area 
SSSA 
Control 
Elevator 
Aileron 
Rudder 
Total Area 
Aft of 
Hinge Line, 
m2 (ft2 ) ,,, 
8.04 (26.39) 
2.12 ( 6.95) 
3.68 (12.08) 
SSSA Area, 
m2 (ft2) 
1.67 (5.46) 
0.80 (2.61) 
1-07 (3.52 
SSSA Area 
% of Total 
20.7% 
37.6% 
29.1% 
12 
providing primary control 
 tracking by the separate surfaces. This mode


also represented the basic Model 99 with the exception of a slight


reduction in control forces.


The command mode, which implemented attitude command, is


represented in block diagram form for the roll, pitch and yaw axes 
 in


Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.


In all three axes the attitude command control loop can be


represented as shown in Figure 3.5. 
 This diagram is not intended to be


an accurate representation of the control system but it does exemplify


the basic attitude command control system: a single input or control­

ling function, primary control deflection, and two feedback loops,


angular rate and angular displacement.


3.2.3 SSSA Sub-System Operational Description. The previous section


simplified the system block diagrams by considering only the attitude


command control loop. However, to physically implement the control


system several sub-systems were required thich complicated the basic


system. These systems are listed below.


I. auto-trim;


2. gyro erection cut-out;


3. pitch reference; and


4. yaw attitude command (heading'hold)


The following paragraphs provide a detailed description of the purpose


and function of the sub-systems listed above.


3.2.3.1 Auto-Trim 
- The auto-trim system was incorporated to perform


two functions. 
 The first and primary function was to keep the separate


surface elevator position as close to zero as possible.


The basic pitch axis attitude command system is rather limited in


authority, approximately +100 pitch attitude control. Therefore, it


would not be unusual for the basic system to become saturated. If a


malfunction occurred or the pitch axis system .was disengaged under these


saturated conditions, the aircraft would experience a rather drastic


trim change. To preclude this possibility,the auto-trim system


monitored the separate surface elevator position and automatically
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trimmed the aircraft until the separate surface elevator position


returned to approximately zero.


The auto-trim system also fulfilled a second purpose. The


automatic trimming increased the author-ity of the basic attitude


command system to a full +100 of pitch about any pitch attitude.


The auto-trim system was incorporated into an existing aircraft


system, the standby trim system. The Beech Model 99 is designed with


a main electric and a back-up or standby trim system. The main system is


controlled by a thumb operated switch on the pilot's and co-pilot's


control wheels. This system operates at approximately three times the


speed of the standby trim system which allows the pilot to override


a standby trim system failure. The standby trim system is normally


operated by a two position on-off toggle switch and separate up-down


trim switches. The auto-trim system was wired into the aircraft


standby trim system by way of the standby trim on-off switch. Provided


this switch was in the "off" position,. the auto-trim system controlled


the aircraft mounted standby trim relays which controlled the standby


trim motor. If the pilot selected standby trim "on", the auto-trim


system was disabled. For a complete description of this system see


Reference 5, page 27.


3.2.3.2 Gyro Erection Cut-Out - The SSSA System obtained the roll and


pitch attitude information from a vertical gyro. This gyro automati­

cally erected itself relative to the normal acceleration force that it


experienced. In straight and level flight this reference point was


the vertical position. However, in a turn, when the aircraft experi­

enced accelerations other than gravity, it erected to a reference


different than the vertical position. If this occurred the gyro would


provide an erroneous signal to the control system. To eliminate this.


the bank angle was monitored and the system automatically cut out the


erection circuit whenever the roll attitude exceeded a pre-set value.


For a complete description see Reference 5, page 29.
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3.2.3.3 Pitch Reference - Figure 3.5 graphically describes that the


pilot's input to the attitude command system is primary control deflec­

tion. However, the pilot must-physically overcome the aerodynamic


forces generated when the primary controls are deflected. This does


not present a problem in the roll and yaw axes because the pilot


normally does not fly for extended periods with large lateral or


directional control deflections. However, the pilot is required to


sustain long duration elevator deflections. To relieve this load in a


conventional aircraft the pilot is provided with a longitudinal trim


system.


The SSSA system utilized the aircraft trim system in the same


fashion that the conventional aircraft utilizes it; it traded primary


elevator position for stabilizer position. This was accomplished by


monitoring the pilot's main trim switch position. Anytime this switch


was in the trim up or down position a time varying signal was generated


which replaced the primary elevator position signal in the attitude


command control system. For a complete description see Reference 5,


page 22.


3.2.3.4 Heading Hold Implemented by Roll or Yaw Command - The heading


hold was actually a portion of the basic attitude command control


system. It was included in the sub-system section of this report


because there are two methods for implementing heading hold: (i) roll


axis control, and (2) yaw axis control, the two methods were incor­

porated to evaluate which axis would provide the most.effective heading


hold. The two systems were not designed to be used simultaneously.


The system operation was as depicted in Figures 3.2 and 3.4. A


heading error signal was generated which produced a control deflection


in the roll or yaw axis depending upon wh'ich had been selected. For a


complete description see Reference 5, page 12.
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CHAPTER 4 
SSSA MODEL 99 INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE


4.1 PCM Data Acquisition System


The SSSA Model 99 was equipped with an 80 channel Pulse Code


Modulation (PCM) digital data acquisition system that was supplied,


connected and calibrated by NASA-DFRC.


Each of the 80 channels was scanned at a high frequency and


the results stored on a magnetic tape. This tape, when reduced,


yielded a quasi-continuous time history of the recorded parameters.


No data telemetry was used in this program.


The parameters recorded and their identifications and channel


numbers are listed in Table 4.1. 
 The variable name is an abbreviation


of the parameter required for the Boeing computer data analysis. The


parameter identification name appears on all data and plots generated


by the Boeing Company.


It should be noted that there are two sets of angular displace­

ment and angular rate gyros. NASA-DFRC supplied the second set of


gyros to obtain an independent source of aircraft performance. The


SSSA system gyros are identifiable by a -gyro suffix on the parameter


identification name.


4.2 Turbulence Intensity Measuring System


The SSSA 'Model 99 was equipped with a Turbulence Intensity


Measuring System (TIMS), manufactured by Meteorology Research, Inc.


It consists of a high frequency dynamic pressure sensor coupled to


a TIMS computer which filters the transducer signal and generates


a DC voltage ranging from 0 to 5 volts. The TIMS computer filter


network incorporates a 6 Hz to 20 Hz bandpass filter (i.e. passes


frequencies from 6 to 20 hertz). Reference 6 indicates that this


filter adequately removes the aircraft response to both control


inputs and turbulence from the turbulence intensity measurement. The
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Table 4.1. List of Recorded Parameters 
Channel Parameter Parameter-ID 
01 Normal Acceleration ZACC 
02 Lateral Acceleration YACC 
03 Longitudinal Acceleration XACC 
04 Angle of Attack ALFA 
05 Angle of Sideslip BETA 
06 TIM - Turbulence TIM-TUR 
07 TIM - Airpseed TIM-A/S 
o8 TIM Transducer TIM 
09 Altitude Coarse ALTI 
10 Altitude Fine ALTIFINE 
11 Airspeed Coarse VIAS 
12 Airspeed Fine VIASFINE 
13 Primary Elevator Position -PELE 
14 Primary Right Aileron Position PAILRIGHT 
15 Primary Left Aileron Position PAILLEFT 
16 Primary Rudder Position PRUD 
17 Aileron Trim Position AIL-TRIM 
18 Rudder Trim Position RUD-TRIM 
19 Stabilizer-Position STABPOS 
20 Left Throttle Position THROLEFT 
21 Right Throttle Position THRORGHT 
22 Flap Position FLAP 
23-1 Pitch Axis Status PITCSTAT 
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Table 4.1 (cont.)


Channel Parameter Parameter-ID 
23-2 Roll Axis Mode ROLLCOMM 
23-3 Pitch Axis Mode PITCCOMM 
23-4 Yaw Damper - Heading Hold YAWDONLY 
23-5 Roll Axis Status ROLLSTAT 
23-6 Roll Heading Hold ROLLHH 
23-7 not used 
23-8 Yaw Axis Mode YAW-COMM 
23-9 not used 
24-1 Yaw Axis Status YAW-STAT 
24-2 not used 
24-3 not used 
24-4 Heading Hold Logic HH--LOG 
24-5 Event Marker EVENMARK 
24-6 Tape On TAPEON 
24-7 not used 
24-8 not used 
24-9 not used 
25 Secondary Elevator Position SELE 
26 Secondary Right Aileron Position SAILRIGHT 
27 Pitch Angle TETA 
28 Roll Angle PHI 
29 Secondary Left Aileron Position SAILLEFT 
30 Secondary Rudder Position SRUD 
31 Aileron Error Signal AIL-SIGN 
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Table 4.1 (cont.) 
Channel Parameter Parameter-ID 
32 Rudder Error Signal RUDDSIGN 
33 DC Voltage Monitor DC--VOLT 
34 Yaw Angl-e PSI 
35 not used 
36 Pitch Rate Q 
37 AC Voltage Monitor AC--VOLT 
38 not used 
39 not used 
40 Roll Rate p 
41 Pitch Acceleration QDOT 
42 Yaw Rate R 
43 Roll Acceleration PDOT 
44 Yaw Acceleration RDOT 
45 Rudder Actuator Current AMP-RUAC 
46 Elevator Actuator Current AMP-ELAC 
47 Right Aileron Actuator Current AMP-RAAC 
48 Left Aileron Actuator Current AMP-LAAC 
49 Yaw Rate Gyro R---GYRO 
50 not used 
51 6 Command TETACOMM 
52 Command PHI-COMM 
53 p Command PSI-COMM 
54 Aqp Command DPSICOMM 
55 Elevator Error Signal ELERSIGN 
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Table 4.1 (cont.)


Channel 
 
56 
 
57 
 
58 
 
59 
 
60 
 
61 
 
62 
 
63 
 
64 
 
65 
 
66 
 
67 
 
68 
 
69 
 
70 
 
71 through 76 
 
77 
 
78 
 
79 
 
80 
 
Parameter Parameter-ID 
Heading Hold-Yaw Demod HH-YDEMO 
Pitch Vertical Gyro TETAGYRO 
Pitch Rate Gyro Q---GYRO 
Rudder Actuator Voltage VOLTRUAC 
Elevator Actuator Voltage VOLTELAC 
Right Aileron Actuator Voltage VOLTRAAC 
Left Aileron Actuator Voltage VOLTLAAC 
Roll Vertical Gyro PHI-GYRO 
Roll Rate Gyro P---GYRO 
not used 
not used 
Alternate Localizer ALT-LOC 
Alternate Glideslope ALT-GLID 
ILS Localizer Deviation LOC 
ILS Glideslope Deviation GLID 
not used 
Outside Air Temperature OAT 
Sync-code 000 000 011 
Sync-code 001 100 101 
Sync-code 101 01l III 
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TIMS computer filter network is designed so that a full scale output


of 5 volts is equal to 1.33 meters (4.36 feet) per second equivalent


gust velocity. Assuming a linear relationship between the TIM


computer output and equivalent gust velocity, the following conversion


factor can be used to convert TIM output to equivalent gust velocity:


1 volt = 0.266 m/sec (.872 ft/sec) equivalent gust velocity.


In addition, Table 4.2 can be used as a ''rule-of-thumb" relation


between equivalent gust velocity and subjective turbulence level.


Table 4.2. Relationship Between Subjective Turbulence


Level and Equivalent Gust Velocity


Equivalent Gust Subjective


Velocity m/sec (ft/sec) -Turbulence Level


0.305 (1) light


0.61 - 0.76 (2 to 2.5) moderate


1.22 - 1.33 (4 to 5) severe


A complete theoretical description of TIMS and its application to


the-SSSA Model 99 can be obtained from References 6, 7 and 8.
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CHAPTER 5


INTRODUCTION TO THE FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM


5.1 Flight Test Objectives and Proposed Schedule


The objectives of the flight test program were to optimize


and evaluate the performance of the SSSA Model 99 in order to determine


whether the handling and ride qualities of the aircraft were improved


by SSSA. The proposed schedule, designed to accomplish this objective,


is shown in Figure 5.1. The remainder of this section will define


briefly the terms used in the proposed schedule. Chapters 6, 7, 8
 

and 9 of this report will cover the most important aspects and results


of the flight test program in detail.


5.2 Definition of Terms


Envelope expansion: Determination of the stall speed, minimum


control speed, and flutter envelope of the SSSA Model 99.


Functional Checks and Tuft Study: Verification of correct


operation of all three SSSA axes in both slave and command mode;


and an investigation of the flow pattern around the control surfaces.


Problem Definition Meeting and Memo: A meeting to discuss


any problems encountered to date and proposed solutions to those


problems in Memo form.


SSSA System Optimization and NASA Evaluation: Selection of


the feedback loop gains to obtain optimum aircraft performance and


subsequent evaluation of the performance by NASA pilots.


Quantitative Evaluation: Determination of the aircraft


performance in both slave and command modes as defined by the following:


1. Static longitudinal stability;


2. Dynamic longitudinal stability;


3. Dynamic lateral-directional stability: and


4. Aircraft responses to step control inputs.
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SSSA MODEL ?9 
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM 
TOT. FLT. TIM E= 60 rs.* 
NO. DATA FLIGHTS = 44 
CALENDAR D),YS FROMENVELOPE EXPANSION = 213 DAYS 
WORKING D.YS FROM 
ENVELOPE EXPANSION = 146 DAYS 
REV. 4. NOV. 20, 1975 
DEVELOPMENT PHASE .­
9July 75 23 July 75 6Aug 75 12 Aug 75 26 Jan 76 
3flIts/4 hr 2 flts/a his 17 fits/20.5 hrs


v Functional Problem E hfSytem Optimization
Checks and Definition ini Tuft Study M &Meo N ...ti. 
14th Progress Report Limit Cycle 15th Progress Report


15,July 75 Test Report 15 Oct 75


16th Progress Report 
15 June 76


EVALUATION PHASE 
26 Jan 76 25Feb 76 1Mar 76 1April 76 1June 76 
4f ts/8 hrs j 2fIts/2 hrs 16 flts/22.5 hrs Fl 
Quantitative Pot NASA uitativI Qualtativ I ' 
Evaluation Familiarizotion Evcluatton Evaluation(Slve &PComm) I i t Ls& KU-FRLeFligg-'tT 
Flight Test Complete I 
Boeing Flight Data 
*Does not Include 10 hr for aircraft ferry time Reduction Report15 April 76 
FIGURE 5.1 Proposed SSSA Model 99 Flight Test Schedule


Pilot Familiarization Flights: Flights by the evaluation


pilots designed to familiarize them with SSSA attitude command and


Model 99 characteristics.


NASA Quai-tative Evaluation: NASA pilots' performance of the


qualitative flight profile in both slave and command modes and sub­

sequent rating of the aircraft using the Cooper-Harper pilot rating


scale. The qualitative flight profile is described in Figure 5.2 and


the terms used are defined in Table 5.1. The Cooper-Harper pilot rating


scale is outlined in Figure 5.3 and the terms used are defined in


Table 5.2.


Qualitative Evaluation: Evaluation pilots performance of the


qualitative flight profile in both slave and command modes and sub­

sequent rating of the aircraft using the Cooper-Harper pilot rating


scale.


Aircraft Refurbishment: Restoration of the aircraft to its


original Model 99 configuration.


5.3 Actual Flight Test Schedule


The actual flight test schedule di-ffered slightly from the


proposed schedule due to SSSA system gyro malfunctions and a program


contract renegotiation. The actual flight test'schedule including the


number of flights and hours flown in each phase of the program is


included in Reference 9.
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Table 5.1. Definition of Terms Used in Qualitative Evaluation Profile


TASK I: 
 
Vertical S 
 
Maintaining a 152 m/min (500 ft/min) rate of 
 
climb in a steady banked turn for 305 m 
 
(1000 ft) climb, then converting to a 152 m/min 
 
(500 ft/min) rate of descent in a banked turn in


the opposite direction for 305 m (1000 ft) descent. 
 
TASK 2: 
 
Precision Heading 
 
Maintaining a given heading as accurately as


possible.


TASK 3:


ILS Intercept


A 900 intercept of the localizer approximately


9.6 km (6miles) from the outer marker.


TASK 4:


ILS Approach


Performance of a Standard Instrument Landing


System approach.


TASK 5:


Go-Around


An acceleration and cl.imb following a missed


approach - incorporates retracting gear and


flaps.


TASK 6: (Optional Test)


Precision Heading


Maintaining a given heading as accurately as


possible after the go-around.
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Table 5.2. Definitions of Terms Used in Cooper-Harper Pilot Rating Scale


Compensation 
 
The measure of additional pilot effort 
 
and attention required to maintain a 
 
given level of performance in the 
 
face of deficient vehicle characteristics, 
 
Handling Qualities


Those qualities or characteristics of an


aircraft that govern the ease and precision 
 
with which a pilot is able to perform the


tasks required in support of an aircraft 
 
role. 
 
Mission 
 
The composite of pilot-vehicle functions that 
 
must be performed to fulfill operational 
 
requirements. May be specified for a role, 
 
complete flight, flight phase, or flight


subphase.


Performance


The precision of control with respect to


aircraft movement that a pilot is able to


achieve in performing a task. (Pilot­

vehicle performance is a measure of handling


performance. Pilot performance is a measure


of the manner or efficiency with which a pilot


moves the principal controls in performing a task.)


Role


The function or purpose that defines the


primary use of an aircraft.


Task


The actual work assigned a pilot to be per­

formed in completion of or as representative


of a designated flight segment.


Workload


The integrated physical and mental effort


required to perform a specified piloting task.


CHAPTER 6


ENVELOPE EXPANSION AND.TUFT STUDY


6.1 Introduction


The objectives of this flight test, program did not warrant an


extensive envelope expansion program. An abbreviated expansion program


was performed with the major emphasis on the flutter characteristics.


The minimum control speed and the stall speed were investigated for


one center of graVity location - approximately 28% of the mean aero­

dynamic chord. Additionally, the separate surface controls were


tufted for flow visualization. The purpose was to determine if any


unusual aerodynamic cross coupling occurred between the primary and


separate surface controls during maneuvering.


6.2 Stall Speed


The installation of the SSSA controls did not alter the basic


aerodynamic characteristics of the Model 99. As a consequence, the


stall speed of the modified aircraft was i'dentical to that of the


basic aircraft. The area that was affected was the control charac­

teristics during the stall. Consequently, these characteristics


were subjectively evaluated for the slave (basic aircraft), off


(SSSA controls free floating), and command modes.


In the slave mode the stall control characteristics were


identical to those of the basic Model 99.


The off mode was somewhat different from slave. Because of


the reduction in the available pitch control power, the stall recovery


rate was reduced from that of the basic aircraft. The aircraft was


completely recoverable; however, pitch control was obviously degraded.


The roll and yaw control was not noticeably degraded because of the


lack of basic aircraft excursions in these axes and consequently


the lack of demand on roll and yaw control.
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The command mode stall 
 was also quite straightforward. There


were no unusual characteristics. Initially, 
 some concern was expressed


concerning the effect of auto-trim on 
 the stall. This system tends


to trim the a-i-rcraft Tnto the stall. However, this proved to be


an insignificant consideration because the pilot retained complete


authority of the main trim system. 
 The roll attitude command provided


some improvement due to the tendency to keep the wings level. This


advantage was provided with the roll 
 heading hold system off. With


the roll heading hold on there was 
 a low frequency, approximately 0.5 Hz,


oscillation in roll 
 below 90 knots. This oscillation was very similar


to the heading hold oscillation' that occurs with most auto-pilots at


low airspeed.


6.3 Minimum Control Velocity, VMC


The minimum control velocity was calculated for the modified


Model 99 using an incremental 
 change in control 'power by assuming two 
separate surface rudder failure conditions: F 
1. Separate surface rudder faired (unpowered),


2. Separate surface rudder hardover, in adverse direction


(powered).


These calculations were made at aft center of gravity, 38.4% MAC.


The results of these calculations were 90 knots ,for the unpowered,


faired condition and Ill 
 knots for the powered, hard-over condition


in adverse direction. This corresponded to an increase of 12 and 23


knots in VMC, respectively.


During the envelope expansion phase of the flight test program,


VMC was evaluated for the unpowered, faired condition at a center of


gravity at 27% MAC. This evaluation revealed a VMC of 90 knots. 
 The


hard-over condition was not evaluated due to the apparent accuracy of


the faired condition calculations.
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6.4 	 Flutter Envelope Expansion


Definition of the flutter envelope was accomplished in three


phases: 1) Analytical defi-nition of flutter speed using SSSA control


laws, 2) ground vibration test to verify elastic modes in analytical


analysits, 3) flight evaluation to define the actual flutter speed.


Results of phase 1 and 2 are on file at KU-FRL, and results of phase


3 are included in Reference 10.


The results of the analytical evaluation revealed that the roll


axis, command mode was the limiting axis. Both the pitch and yaw


axes had flutter boundaries that far exceeded the operational requirements


for this program. However, the roll axis did reveal an instability


that was strongly affected by roll axis feedback gain. As a consequence,


prior to the first flight the analytical flutter envelope was, defined


as shown in Figure 6.1.


The flight evaluation was conducted by investigating the


nominal and 1.5 times the nominal roll axis gain. For the nominal


gain a sustained roll oscillation occurred at 215 knots at an altitude


of 3050 meters (10,000 feet) pressure altitude. At 1.5 times the


nominal gain at 1800 meters (5900 feet) pressure altitude, the


oscillation occurred at 220 knots. The oscillation occurred at a


frequency of 6 Hz with all motion confined to the roll axis. No cross


coupling between axes was detected.
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CHAPTER 	 7


SSSA SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION


7.1 	 Introduction


The purpose of the system optimization portion of the flight


test program was to identify and solve any developmental problems en­

countered, and to optimize the SSSA Model 99 feedback loop gains to


obtain peak performance from the system.


7.2 	 Developmental Problems


Prior to and during the system optimization portion of the


flight test program several developmental problems or system malfunctions


occurred. Inall cases the source of the problem was either SSSA


system gyro malfunction, inadequate electronic design, or improper


sizing of the SSSA system feedback loop gains. A discussion of each


problem encountered, its cause and its solution is given in the following


sections of this chapter.


7.2.1 Roll Asymmetry. On the first flight of the SSSA Model 99 itwas


determined that the roll response obtained from a primary aileron


deflection was not the same to the left and right. Electronic trouble­

shooting of this problem determined that there was a zero position off­

set in the roll rate gyro. The zero position offset was counteracted


by adjusting the SSSA roll trim potentiometer, but this adjustment


induced an electronic saturation of an amplifier in the roll computer


leading to the asymmetric roll respohse.


Initially, a new roll rate gyro was installed in the aircraft


but it also had a zero position offset. 'in order to eliminate the


asymmetric roll response without replacing the gyro, the roll axis


gains were redistributed in the SSSA electronics to reduce the impact


of the SSSA roll trim potentiometer adjustment and eliminate amplifier


saturation in the roll computer. For a .detailed discussion of the


electronic modifications necessary see Reference 11.
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7.2.2 Pitch Oscillation. A sinusoidal oscillation of the pitch


attitude of the SSSA Model 99 was noticed on flight one. The amplitude


of this oscillation varied with airspeed and was caused by a sinusoidal


oscilation of the- separate 'surface elevator of ampi tude ranging from


l0 to +60 at a frequency of approximately 1.25 hertz. The pitch


attitude oscillation resulting from this separate surface movement
 

was not detectable on the instrumentation, but a pitch rate oscillation


of amplitude +30fsec could be observed.


Adjustment of the feedback loop gains in the pitch computer


changed the amplitude of the separate surface elevator oscillation, but


did not eliminate it. Further troubleshooting indicated that the pitch


angle signal from the vertical gyro was oscillating in flight with the


SSSA system off. This indicated a gyro malfunction, and subsequent


replacement of the vertical gyro eliminated the pitch axis oscillation.


7.2.3 'Bank Angle Overshoot and Settling Time.' Once the asymmetric


roll response problem was solved on the fifth flight of the SSSA Model


99, it was realized that the bank angle overshoot and settling time were


greater than predicted in Reference 2. The bank angle overshoot ( OS)


is defined as the difference between the maximum and steady state bank


angles (SS). The settling time (Ts) is defined as the length of time


required to reach and maintain 95% of the steadj state bank angle.


Figure 7.1 is given to help clarify these definitions.


A program to redefine the roll axis gains in an attempt to


minimize the bank angle overshoot and settling time using flight test


results was begun. An analysis of the SSSA Model 99 roll axis (Appendix


A) indicated that the bank angle overshoot and settling time were 
functions of K K- and KA 
. 
K and K- were fixed at K = 9 deg/deg
4,' 6AP 4 4
and K; = 18 deg/deg/sec due to the flutter evaluation detailed in


chapter 6. An increase of K6A P from 15 deg/deg to 60 deg/deg yielded


satisfactory roll performance with no measurable overshoot and minimum 
settling time. 
It should be noted that at K6 = 60 deg/deg the separate sur­6AP


face aileron saturates in the following direction. This saturation
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FIGURE 7.1 Definition of Bank Angle Overshoot and Settling Time


invalidates the linear analysis of Appendix A and the bank angle over­

shoot and settling time then become functions of the magnitude of


primary aileron deflection as well as of K01 K and K AP

.


FIAght test roll 
 responses for the approach configuration


included in Appendix B indicate that separate surface aileron satura­

tion does not noticeably affect the bank angle overshoot; however, it


does significantly affect the settling time as shown 
 in Table 7.1.


Table 7.1. Effect of Separate Surface


Aileron Saturation on Settling Time


SS' deg Tsat' sec TS, sec


14 1.0 1.4


24 1.2 2.4


26 1.3 3.2


7.2.4 Excessive Ai'leron Forces. An inherent problem in the SSSA


attitude command concept is that a constant aileron deflection is


required to fly a constant bank angle. 
 The wheel force required to


maintain a constant bank angle is directly proportional to the primary


aileron deflection. The amount of primary aileron deflection required


is a function of the forward 
 loop gain K AP; for large values of K6A,


less primary aileron (and therefore less wheel force) is required to


fly a steady state bank angle. It should be noted that large values of


K6AP also make the aircraft very sensitive to primary aileron inputs


and change the roll response as discussed in section 7.2.3. K P =A=


60 deg/deg was chosen to minimize control forces required to fly a con­

stant bank angle, and still not make the aircraft too sensitive to pri­

mary aileron inputs. Figure 7.2 shows the steady state wheel force as


a function of bank angle with SSSA system gainsof K 
 9 deg/deg,


K' = 18 deg/deg/sec and K = 60 deg/deg.

AP=


7.2.5 Pitch Trim Overshoot. 
 After the fourth flight of SSSA Model 99,


the pilots 
indicated that the aircraft had a pitch trim overshoot


problem. When the pilot commanded a new reference attitude with a pilot
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trim input the aircraft overshot the commanded attitude and then


gradually returned. This overshoot made it very difficult for the pilot


to reach a desired attitude with the pilot trim.


The overshoot was caused by improper si.zing of the primary


elevator gain (K EP) in the SSSA electronics. When the primary elevator


gain was initially sized, the aircraft response to trim inputs was not


considered. As a result of a pilot trim input, the attitude commanded


by the SSSA computer was much less than that attained by the aircraft.


Consequently, the separate surface would saturate trying to oppose the


aircraft motion and the pitch attitude would overshoot the commanded


attitude. The auto-trim system would eventually trim the aircraft back


to its commanded attitude. The-problem was solved by increasing K6E P


so that the commanded attitude matched the basic aircraft response to a


pilot trim input. For a complete technical description of this problem


and its solution refer to Reference 12.


7.2.6 Go-around Pitch Transients. Comments following the first NASA


evaluation flight indicated that the pitch attitude performance of the


SSSA Model 99 ina go-around accelerationwas unsatisfactory. The basic


Model 99 has very large pitch trim transients during configuration


changes. These transients, represented by elevator control forces


required to maintain a constant pitch attitude during configuration
 

changes, are summarized in Table 7.2. The SSSA system as originally


designed would lighten these forces. However, due to its limited


authority, the separate surface elevator became saturated, which resulted


in the loss'of pitch attitude command. As can be seen from Table 7.2,


the largest factor contributing to pitch attitude changes on the Model


99 is flap retraction.


The approach taken to eliminate the loss of pitch attitude


during a go-around was to allow the auto-trim system enough time to


prevent separate surface elevator saturation by slowing the flap re­

traction speed. The flap retraction speed was slowed by the "flap


interrupt modification". This modification was designed to interrupt


the flap retraction any time the separate surface elevator exceeded a


preset Imit of +50. Then the auto-trim system would reposition the
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Table 7.2. Basic Model 99 Trim Characteristics


Configuration Change 
Elevator Push Wheel 
Required to Trim Fe 
Force 
- N (Lb) 
Gear Up - Down 33 ( 7.5) 
Flaps Up 4 Down 
Half - Full Power 
222 (50.0) 
80 (18.0) 
separate surface elevator to within +.5', and the flaps would continue
 

retracting. By proper adjustment of the separate surface elevator


deflection limits the flap retraction time was minimized for the


go-around conditions. This modification increased the flap retraction


time from 15 seconds to 25-30 seconds. The aircraft response-to a


go-around acceleration before and after installation of the flap interrupt


modification is shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. It should be


noted that this modification also changed the flap extension time.


7.2.7 Electronic Design Problems. Two electronic design problems were


encountered during the system optimization portion of the flight test


.program. First, uncommanded high frequency movement of the separate


surface controls appeared on flight fourteen. This problem was called


the electronic 'glitch" and was caused by an excess current demand from


the SSSA actuators which induced electron-ic noise on the 28 volt DC bus.


This problem was eliminated, by capacitive filtering of the SSSA power


amplifiers. The details of the solution are given in Reference 9.


The second electronic design problem was in the switching net­

work of the yaw attitude command system. Due to the sensitivity of the


digital electronics used in the heading hold function, the aircraft


often selected an erroneous heading. This problem was also solved by


electronic filtering which once again is.described in detail in


Reference II.


7.2.8 SSSA System Gyro Malfunctions. Part of the original SSSA design


concept was to use inexpensive gyros. This concept was justified


because overall system cost was of major importance. Since the aircraft


was controllable, even in the event of'a hard-over failure, expensive
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gyros were not required from a safety of flight standpoint. Several


developmental problems are directly related to the use of inexpensive


gyros.


The roll asymmetry discussed in sect.ion 7-2.] was directly


related to a zero-position offset of the roll 
rate gyro. The pitch


oscillation discussed in section 7.2.2 was caused by a faul'ty vertical


gyro. 
 Finally, the SSSA system directional gyro had an intermittent


heading drift which seriously degraded the optimization and performance


of the yaw attitude command system. In retrospect, it would have been


less expensive to have purchased higher quality, better precision gyros


than to have expended the flight time and manpower required to solve


gyro related problems.


7.3 Summary of Optimum SSSA System Gains


The optimum forward and feedback loop gains for the SSSA Model


99 as determined by flight tests are given in Table 7.3. 
 These gains


were 
 selected to minimize Euler angle overshoots and obtain ai-rcraft


performance desired by NASA, Beech and KU flight test personnel while


staying within the flutter envelope. Aircraft performance obtained


with these gains will be discussed in Chapters 8 and 9 of this report.
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.Table 7.3. Optimum SSSA System Gains 
Aircraft 
Axis Parameter 
Optimum 
Gain Units 
Roll K AP 6o deg/deg 
K 9 deg/deg 
Pitch 
K-
K EP 
18 
28 
deg/deg/sec 
deg/deg 
Yaw 
K 
K6 
K6 
RP 
K 
20 
4 
1 
4 
deg/deg 
deg/deg/sec 
deg/deg 
deg/deg 
K 6 deg/deg/sec 
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8.1 
CHAPTER 8


QUANTITATIVE FLIGHT TEST RESULTS


Introduction


The quantitative flight test program was performed to define


the static and dynamic responses of the SSSA Model 99 in the attitude


command mode, and to compare those responses with the basic Model 99.


The quantitative flight test program consisted of step control


responses in the pitch and roll axes; phugoid, short period and dutch


roll dynamic responses, and a static longitudinal stability test. To


save 
 time during the flight test program the basic aircraft responses


described in Chapters 8 and 9 were obtained with the SSSA system in.the


slave mode. This eliminated the problem of bolting the primary and


secondary surfaces together and making separate flights to evaluate the


basic aircraft. The only difference between the basic aircraft and the


slave mode was a reduction in control forces caused by the reduced


primary control surface areas.


All tests were done in both the slave and command modes, and in


both the approach and cruise configurations. The approach configuration


is defined as gear down and flaps 400 down at 110 knots indicated air­

speed. The cruise configuration is defined as gear and flaps up at


170 knots indicated airpseed. The center of gravity was approximately


28% MAC for all flight conditions. All computer generated plots re­

ferred to are contained in Appendix B and were generated by the Boeing


Company, Wichita, Kansas.


8.2 Roll Axis Response 
The responses of the basic Model 99 (slave mode) and the SSSA 
Model 99 (command mode) to step aileron inputs in both the approach and 
cruise configurations are given in Appendix B, section 1. Sample roll


responses are given in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. The important things to


notice are that the Model 99 responds as a rate command system in the
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slave mode, and as an attitude command system in the command mode.


Also, in the command mode the bank angle overshoot is not measurable and


a function of separate surface aileron saturation
the settling time is 
 
The reader is reminded that the variables
as discussed in section 7.2.3. 
 
plotted by Boeing are labeled with their parameter identification names


and can be translated using Table o4.1-_".


8.3 Pitch Axis Response


The responses of the basic Model 99 (slave mode) and the SSSA


Model 99 (command mode) to step elevator inputs in the approach and


cruise configurations are given in Appendix B, section 1. Sample pitch


Once again notice the
responses are given in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. 
 
attitude command performance of the SSSA Model 99 (command mode).


8.4 Dynamic Responses


Time history responses for the phugoid, short period and dutch


roll modes of motion are given in Appendix B, section 2. The tests


were run on the basic Model 99 (slave mode) and the attitude command


Model 99 (command mode). The short period test was performed in the


approach configuration only. The phugoid and dutch roll 
 tests were
 
in both the approach and cruise configurations. The phugoid
performed 
 
response was initiated by an elevator deflection with the aircraft


trimmed at the specified configuration. The elevator deflection was


the airspeed decreased 10 knots and then released. The
held until 
 
then recorded with no further pilot inputs. 
 The
aircraft response was 

short period response was generated by an elevator doublet with the


aircraft trimmed at the specified configuration. The dutch roll


response was generated by a rudder doublet with the aircraft trimmed at


the specified configuration.


Tables 8.1 and 8.2 are given to summarize the dynamic responses


of the various modes of motion of the basic and SSSA model 99 by giving


their damping ratios and undamped natural frequencies. These values


were calculated using the subsidence ratio method described in Reference


13.
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The command mode phugoid responses and the short period


responses were difficult to analyze due to the high damping and there­

fore should be considered approximate values. The short period response


in crui-se -was-notavailable, The important th-ing to noti-ce from Tables


8.1 and 8.2 is the improved phugoid and dutch roll damping in the atti­

tude command mode.


8.5 	 Static Longitudinal Stability


99 (slave
The static longitudinal stability of the basic Model 
 
mode) and SSSA Model 99 (command mode) was determined for both the


approach and cruise configurations. The test was performed by changing


the airspeed from the specified trimmed conditions with an elevator


input, and then measuring the stick force required to maintain the new


The results of these tests with the primary elevator gain
airspeed. 
 
The effect of
at K EP = 28 deg/deg are given in Figures 8.5 and 8.6. 
 
This figure shows that 	 the static
varying K is shown in Figure 8.7. 

longitudinY stability can be adjusted as a function of K6 ,EP


independent of aircraft center of gravity.
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Table 8.1 Dynamic Responses in the Approach 
Configuration at 635 kg (1400 1b) Fuel 
Response 
SSSA 
Mode 
Damping 
Ratio 
Undamped 
Natural 
Frequency 
Phugoid Slave .14 
 .176 

Command .54 .480 

Short Slave .54 1.58 

Period 
 Command 

.63 
 2.24 

Dutch Slave .15 1.60 

Roll2 

Command .31 2.76 

Table 8.2 Dynamic Responses in the Cruise


Configuration at 635 kg (1400 Ib) Fuel


Undamped


SSSA Damping Natural 
Response Mode Ratio Frequency 
Phugoid Slave .16 .127 
Command .50 .260, 
Short Slave 
Period CommandNot Available 
Dutch Steve .08 2.36


Roll Command .30 2.36
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9.1 
CHAPTER 9


SSSA MODEL 99 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION


Introduction


The qualitative evaluation phase of the flight test program was


performed to determine whether the handling and ride qualities of the


Beech Model 99 were improved by implementation of the SSSA attitude


command control system. The primary objective of the evaluation pro­

gram was to generate subjective pilot opinions of the handling and ride


qualities of the Model 99 while performing, a simulated IFR (instrument


flight rules) mission. The mission was designed to test the operational


characteristics of the aircraft and pilot and is described in Figure


5.2 	 and Table 5.2.


Prior to the evaluation flights the primary evaluation pilots


attended an "Evaluation Pilot Seminar". This seminar accomplished the


following objectives:


I. 	 Described the philosophy of qualitative flight evaluations


and specifically described the Cooper-Harper pilot rating


scale and its usage.


2. 	 Described the attitude command control theory and how it


was implemented on the Model 99 using SSSA.


3. 	 Described the evaluation profile and the purpose of each


task.


Following the seminar each evaluation pilot flew a I to 1.5


hour familiarization flight to acquaint himself with the Model 99


characteristics and the evaluation profile. After the familiarization


flight, each evaluation pilot flew the qualitative flight profile in the


basic Model 99 (slave mode) and gave a Cooper-Harper pilot rating; then


each pilot flew the same profile in the SSSA Model 99 (command mode)


and gave another Cooper-Harper pilot rating. The second profile was


flown immediately after the first to allow as nearly identical atmos­

pheric conditions as possible, The two Cooper-Harper ratings were then


used as a relative measure of aircraft handling qualities. In addition,


all parameters described in Chapter 4 were recorded and analyzed as a
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quantitative measure of pilot performance and aircraft handling and


ride qualities.


9-.2 Evaluation Pilot Experience Summary


Three primary evaluation pilots and three NASA evaluation pilots


participated in the program. The three primary evaluation pilots'


resumes are given in Table 9.1. None of these pilots had any previous


experience with the Beech Model 99, or the attitude command control
 

system.


The three NASA pilots' resumes are given in Table 9.2. None of


these pilots had previous experience in the Model 99; however, two of the


pilots had flown the NASA PA-30 attitude command system extensively and


the third was very familiar with attitude command.


9.3 Qualitative Evaluation Results


The SSSA Model 99 handling and ride qualities are a function of


the atmospheric turbulence level, The six evaluation pilots flew a


total of eight flights at various turbulence levels. Each evaluation


pilot was asked to give his opinion of the turbulence level during the


flight. Figure 9.1 relates the pilots' subjective measure of turbulence


to the actual turbulence level recorded by the TIMS system,


9.3.1 Pilot Rating Summary. Figure 9.2 shows the relationship between


Cooper-Harper pilot rating and RMS turbulence level for the basic


Model 99 (slave mode) and the SSSA Model 99 (command mode), Figure 9.3


shows that the pilot rating in the attitude command mode was improved by


an average 1.12 pilot rating points, Figure 9,4 shows a least squares


curve fit to the data points.


9.3.2 Summary of Pilot Comments, After each evaluation flight, the


pilots were debriefed on the performance of the aircraft in both slave


and command modes. The transcripts of the entire pilot debriefings are


included as Appendix C. Some specific comments related to the handling


and ride qualities are included in Tables 9.3 and 9.4, respectively.
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Table 9.1. Qualitative. Evaluation Pilot Experience Summary 
Pilot 
Number Affiliation Ratings 
Total 
Time 
Total Light 
Twin Time 
Total 
Instr. Time 
1 Beech Comm, ASMEL 
INSTR 
2300 430 300 
2 Beech Comm, ASMEL 
INSTR 
4000 1500 
3 Beech Comm, ASMEL 
INSTR, ATR 3600 1900 600 
NOTE: A - Air 
S - Single engine 
ME - Multi-engine 
L - Land 
INSTR - Instrument rating 
ATR - Airline transport rating 
Table 9.2. NASA Evaluation Pilot Experience Summary 
Number 
4 
Affiliation 
NASA 
Ratings 
Comm, ASMEL 
INSTR 
Total 
Time 
2800 
Total Light 
Twin Time 
175 
Total 
Instr. Time 
370 
5 NASA Comm, ASMEL 
INSTR 
6000 600 
6 NASA Comm, ASMEL 
INSTR 
6000 700 --
NOTE: A - Air 
S - Single engine 
ME - Multi-engine 
L - Land 
INSTR - Instrument rating 
E 
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Table 9.3 Handling Qualities Comments


Pitch attitude command:


I liked the decoupling effect of being able to con­

trol the glide slope and the rate of descent with the


pilot trim and the speed with power.


Glide slope was more positive with the system on.


Pitch attitude command is probably the biggest


improvement that I see in that the attitude tends to


be locked in.


Not much change in the pitch axis except for the


gear and flap transients.


Missed approach much easier, aircraft well con­

trolled.


When the go-around was executed, Iwas forced to


establish a climb attitude. The basic aircraft would


naturally pitch up with acceleration.


Roll attitude command;


The~workload is much lower, especially in the roll


axis; I felt much more confident of my ability to per­

form the mission.


The localizer was easier to maintain.


Heading hold:


The basic aircraft wallows around. It is difficult


to hold heading. The aileron forces are high. When you


turn your system on, it relieves the pilot workload,


particularly when maintaining heading in turbulence. If


turbulence knocks you off (the heading), the system brings


you back to it.


Initially I was fighting the heading hold system; I


wasn't turning loose and letting it settle down. I found


out later if I flew almost hands off, heading hold was


pretty good.
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Table 9.4 Ride Quality Comments With


Attitude Command System On


In all the axes, as soon as you turn the attitude


command on it seems as if the turbulence decreases by


half.


The ride ismuch smoother.


The airplane seems as'if it is on a rail or track.
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In summary, the pilots were favorably impressed with the


elimination of control force transients that accompanied configuration


changes. They also felt that their workload was greatly reduced for


precision maneuvers such as glideslope and localizer tracking and


heading hold. In general, the pilots felt more confident of their


abilities to perform the IFR task in command mode. Most pilots felt that


the ride qualities and turbulence response of the aircraft were improved


by the attitude command system. Finally, the pilots did not like the


necessity of holding aileron forces in turns.


9.4 Qualitative Flight Test Data Summary


The parameters described in Chapter 4 were recorded and analyzed


for each evaluation flight in an attempt to support the subjective


opinions of the evaluation pilots. A sample set of time-histories and


statistical calculations for flight number 36 is given in Appendix D.


Time-histories and statistical calculations for all evaluation flights


are on file at KU-FRL.


The 	 following sections summarize the pilot performance, pilot


workload, and aircraft ride qualities during 'the evaluation flight


profile. Care should be taken in drawing strong conclusions from these


data. The following poi'nts should be considered when reviewing the


statistical data summaries:


1. 	 This program had a very limited number of data points which


makes it difficult to make valid statistical calculations.


2. 	 The evaluation profile was developed to generate qualitative


or subjective pilot opinions, not quantitative data.


The data presented in this section is represented in three


formats:


1. 	 Data points with no curve;


2. 	 Mean representation of the data points; and


3. 	 Least squares curve fit with assumed data points at the


origin.


The 	 slope of the least squares curve fit line is strongly


affected by the lack of data at low turbu.lence levels. Therefore, a
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data point at the origin was assumed in several cases and this assump­

tion is noted and explained in the appropriate section.


9.4.1 Pilot Performance Summary. Three parameters were chosen to


summarize pilot performance; heading deviation during the precision


heading task, and glideslope and localizer deviation during the ILS


approach. Figure 9.5 shows the standard deviation of aircraft heading


as a function of RMS turbulence level during the precision heading


Figure 9.6 shows that the average heading deviation of the
maneuver. 
 
basic Model 99 (slave mode) and the SSSA Model 99 (command mode) was the


Figure 9.7 shows a least squares curve fit to the data points
same. 
 
the origin. This assumption means
with an additional point assumed at 
 
that in the hypothetical case of no turbulence, or absolutely calm air,


the aircraft will hold heading perfectly.


Figures 9.8 and 9.9 show the RMS localizer and glideslope


signals as a function 	 RMS turbulence level during the ILS approach.


show that the average RMS localizer deviation was
Figures 9.10 and 9.11 
 
99 (command mode) but that the average
slightly higher in the SSSA Model 

Figures 9.12 and 9.13 show
RMS glideslope deviation was slightly less. 
 
least squares curves fit to the RMS localizer and glideslope signals
that 
 
as a function of RMS turbulence level. Points at the origin were


assumed; the assumption means that in the hypothetical case of no


turbulence, the pilot 	 can fly a perfect ILS intercept.


The data contained in Figures 9.5 through 9.13 indicate that for


the tasks selected the-pilots' performances were not significantly


improved by SSSA attitude command. However, the pilot's subjective


opinions were that their performance was improved.


9.4.2 Pilot Workload Summary. Three parameters were chosen to


summarize pilot workload: primary aileron activity during the precision


heading task, and primary aileron and elevator activity during the ILS


approach. Figure 9.14 shows the standard deviation of primary right


aileron position as a function of RMS turbulence level for the precision


heading maneuver. Standard' deviation,was chosen to represent workload


so that any constant aileron deflection required to maintain wings level
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would not increase the measure of worklbad. Figure 9.15 shows that the


average pilot workload was reduced 72% for the SSSA attitude command


system. Figure 9.16 shows a least squares ,curve fit to the data. A


point.at the ori-gLn was assumed; the assumption means that in the case


of no turbulence, the aircraft will hold heading with no pilot activity


required.


Figure 9.17 shows the standard deviation of primary right


aileron position as a function of RMS turbulence level for the ILS


approach. Figure 9.18 shows that the average aileron workload was


reduced 62% by the SSSA attitude command system. Figure 9.19 shows a


least squares curve fit to the data. A point at the origin was assumed;


the assumption means that in no turbulence, once the pilot was


established on the localizer he would not have to change his position


with an aileron deflection,


Figure 9.20 shows the standard deviation of the primary elevator


position as a function of RMS turbulence level for the ILS approach.


Figure 9.21 shows that the average elevator workload was increased by


21% by the SSSA attitude command system. Figure 9.22 shows a least


squares curve fit to the data, A point was assumed at the origin, this


assumption means that once the pilot was established on the glideslope,


he would not have to change his attitude with an elevator deflection.


The data contained in Figures 9.14 through 9.22 indicate that


the pilot's primary aileron workload was reduced significantly in both


the precision heading and ILS approach tasks by the SSSA attitude


command system. The primary elevator workload was increased sligltly


in the ILS approach.


9.4.3 Ride Qualities Summary. Three parameters were chosen to


summarize ride qualities: normal and lateral acceleration during the


precision heading task, and lateral acceleration during the ILS inter­

cept. Figure 9.23 shows the standard deviation'of normal acceleration


as a function of RMS turbulence level for the precision heading task.
 

Standard deviation of normal acceleration was chosen because the steady


state value of normal acceleration is one g; the normal acceleration


varies above and below this value; therefore, an RMS value would not be
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an accurate measure of ride qualities. Figure 9.24 shows that the


average value of normal acceleration standard deviation of the basic


Model 99 (slave mode) is nearly the same as that of the SSSA Model 99


(command mode) for the precision heading task. Figure 9.25 shows a


least squares curve fit to the data. A point at the origin was assumed;


the assumption means that in the case of no turbulence, the normal


acceleration on the aircraft is constant at one g during the precison


heading task.


Figure 9.26 shows the RMS lateral acceleration as a function of


RMS turbulence level during the precision heading task. Figure 9.27


shows that the average RMS lateral acceleration was increased 6% by the


SSSA Model 99 (command mode). Figure 9.28 shows a least squares curve


fit to the data. A point at the origin was assumed; the assumption


means that in the case of no turbulence, the aircraft was subjected to


no lateral acceleration in the precision heading task.


Figure 9.29 shows the RMS lateral acceleration as a function of


RMS turbulence level for the ILS approach. Figure 9.30 shows that the


average RMS lateral acceleration of the basic Model 99 (slave mode) was


decreased by 11% by the SSSA Model 99 (command mode). Figure 9.31 shows


a least squares curve fit to the data. A point at the origin was


assumed; the assumption means that in the case of no turbulence the


aircraft was subjected to no lateral acceleration during the ILS


approach.


The data presented in Figures 9.23 through 9.26 do not indicate


a significant improvement in ride qualities with the SSSA Model 99


functioning in the attitude command mode, However, the pilots indicated


that they felt the attitude command system improved the aircraft ride


qualities,
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CHAPTER 10


CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS


10.1 Conclusions


The flight test program on a Beech Model 99 has demonstrated


that Separate Surface Stability Augmentation (SSSA) can adequately


provide attitude command and improve the handling and ride qualities


of the aircraft without control force feedback to the pilot. SSSA


also has the capability of performing less demanding augmentation tasks


such as yaw damping, wing leveling, and auto-pilot functions.


Additionally, this program supports the conclusions of a NASA Dryden


Flight Research Center PA-30 program: attitude command improves the


handling qualities of an airplane while performing an instrument flight


rules (IFR) task in turbulence. The Cooper-Harper pilot rating was


improved by an average of 1.12 points for the mission flown. The


maximum improvement on an individual pilot basis was 2.0 points and


the minimum was 0 points of improvement.


The 'improvement in pilot rating can be related to the reduction


in pilot workload in performing the IFR task. Reductions in aileron


activity and pitch trim transients are the most prominent areas of


improvement. Another area that can be related to the improvement


in pilot rating is apparent improvement in ride qualities. The evaluation


pilots subjectively felt an improvement in the ride qualities.


The aspect of the system that tended to degrade the pilot


rating was the necessity to hold aileron force for a banked turn. Even


though the forces were minimized, the pilots generally objected.


Additionally, the apparent static longitudinal stability was increased


significantly by the SSSA system which made the aircraft feel very stiff


in pitch. The rationale for this change was that while flying attitude


command the pilot should make attitude changes with the pilot's trim.


However, the evaluation pilots still wanted to make small pitch attitude


changes with elevator inputs. Consequently, the increased forces tended


to degrade the pilot rating. (it should be noted that this problem
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could be eliminated by incorporating separate forward loop gains for


the 	 primary elevator and pi'lot trim inputs.)


10.2 Recommendations


1. 	 Based upon the results of this program, attitude command


in the roll axis is not acceptable without an easily

accessible trim system in bank. 
 The 	 most logical system


would be an electric trim mounted on the pilot's control


wheel. The most desirable system would be rate command/


attitude hold in the roll axis.


2. Adaptation from a conventional rate command system to an


attitude command system requires a significant amount of 
familiarity (5 - 10 hours) before the full advantage of


the 	 system is attained. Therefore, additional familiari'ty


should be given to the evaluation pilots.


3. 	 Separate Surface Stability Augmentation should not be


viewed as merely a means for implementing attitude command.


It should be viewed as the name implies, as a viable


method of stability augmentation.


4. 	 Several of the aircraft step response problems are related


to separate surface control saturation. The problems were


solved adequately for this program; however, a complete

analytical description of the affect of control saturation


is lacking. This,description should be developed.
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Instrument Landing System Simulation Methods for a Fixed Base Simulator,


KU-FRL #106, June 1975.


Environmental Test Report PD 280 SSSA System, KU-FRL #352, June 1975.


Schunselaar, Henri L.J., Flight Test Program For a SSSA Beech Model 99,


Parts I and II, KU-FRL #349, June 1975.


SSSA-Quarterly Report #14, KU-FRL #351, July 1975.


Operation and Maintenance Manual of a Separate Surface Stability


Augmented Attitude Command Control System, KU-FRL #326, July


1975.


Implementation of An Attitude Command System Using Separate Surface


Stability Augmentation on a Beech Model 99 Airplane, KU-FRL


#354, August 1975.


SSSA-Quarterly Report #15, KU-FRL #353, October 1975.


Elimination of the Pitch Angle Overshoot Due to Pilot Trim Inputs on


the SSSA Model 99, KU-FRL #355, December 1975.


SSSA-Quarterly Report #16, KU-FRL #356, January 1976.


SSSA-Quarterly Report #17, KU-FRL #357, April 1976.


Beech Report, "Flight Flutter Tests on Model 99 With SSSA System (PD 280


Program)," KU-FRL #358, April 1976.


A Summary of the SSSA Attitude Command Electronic System Design and


Development, KU-FRL #359, April 1976.
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APPENDIX A


DETERMINATION OF THE FACTORS AFFECTING


BANK ANGLE OVERSHOOT AND SETTLING TIME


Appendix A contains a theoretical determination of the


factors contributing to the SSSA Model 99 bank angle overshoot and


settling time.
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The SSSA Model 99 roli axis block diagram can be expressed as 
shown in Figuee A.]. The .61 and .39 terms represent the control power 
percentage Of the primary and Separa-te surface ail-erons respecti-vely. 
The cI and £2 represent intermediate signals in the electronics and are 
used to simplify the block diagram algebra. The 16A transfer function


is the basic airplane 4/6A transfer function and is represented in this


analysis by the single degree of freedom roll approximation of reference


3. 
6A(S) = A(S-Lp 
Therefore applying block diagram algebra:


cI(S) = .61 6AP(S) + .39 6AS (S)


= EAS [I ., I


S2 S+9.5


S+1


C2= K 6 (S) - ) (SK-+K ) (O(S))2 6APAP 35+1 4

= '(S) S
AP


substituting for 6AS (S) in the EI expression:


e .61 6 (S) + .39 [£2 (+9.5)]
IAP' 2 +9.5


substituting for £2:


El = .61 6Ap(S) + .39 [ S9.5 ) (K 6 (S) (
I AP S+9-5 6AP 3~


(SK.+K ) (f(S)) ] 
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FIUE . Rl xi lokDiga


'E0. l 5() O S 
.3K 
from block diagram algebra:


LA


= L(S)A (El)


substituting for e and simplifying leads to:


L A (3s+i) [.61 (s+9.5) + .39 (9.5) (K A)]
 

= Ls(S-Lp) (S+9-5) (3S+l) +L6A (.39) (9.5) (S+) (SK;+K)


6AP (S) 
This equation indicates that the dynamic response (represented by bank


angle overshoot and settling time) of the SSSA Model 99 to a step aileron


input is a function only of K , K, K , a and Lp


In the case of the SSSA Model 99, L6A and Lp are fixed and K


K- and K can be varied to change the roll axis dynamic response.


6AP


It should be noted that this is a linear analysis and assumes no


saturation of the separate surface controls. If the separate surface


controls saturate the analysis is no longer valid. Also, due to the


negative feedback loop and the SSSA electronic sign convention of a


positive control deflection yielding a positive-Euler angle, the sign of


L A should always be positive.
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APPENDIX B


QUANTITATIVE DATA


Appendix B contains the time-history plots generated


during the quantitative flight test program. Section I contains


aircraft responses to step control inputs in the roll and pitch


axes, and section 2 contains aircraft dynamic responses. All


plots were generated by the Boeing Company, Wichita, Kansas, at


the request of KU-FRL.
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APPENDIX B - SECTION I


AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO STEP CONTROL INPUTS


See Table 4.1 for parameter identification.


Computer printout scales may be read as follows:
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APPENDIX C 
PILOT COMMENT TRANSCRIPTS 
Appendix 'C contains written transcripts of the evaluation pilots' comments. 
The comments were recorded during the debriefing session after each evaluation 
flight. 
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Date: Feb. 25, 1976 Flight: 026 Takeoff: 1527 
Pilot number: 5 SSSA mode: Command, heading 
hold roll on, heading hold yaw on 
Pilot rating: 3 .0 
Turbulence level: Intermittent light 
Task 1 Wheel forces are a bother. Seems to increase workload. Rate 
of climb, h, control seems to be poor due to gyro precision. 
Pilot rating = 3.0 
Task 2 Heading hold is good for an accuracy of ±20 to ±30. However, 
if you need to fly heading ±1* the workload is as great as the 
slave aircraft. 
Pilot rating = 3.0 
Task 3 & 4 Heading corrections seem to be slow, i.e. the aircraft seems to 
respond slowly to heading command. The first ILS approach was 
too close to the O .M. Could not get established well on ILS. 
Second approach was better but not much. As a consequence the 
system was downgraded overall by approximately 1 pilot rating. 
Pilot rating = 4.0 
Task 5 Missed approach was much easier. The aircraft was well 
controlled without being hurried. 
Pilot rating = 3 .0 
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Date: Feb. 25, 1976 Flight: 026 Takeoff: 1527 
Pilot number: 5 SSSA mode: -Slave (basic airplane) 
Pilot rating: 4.0 Turbulence 'level: Intermittent light 
I'll talk about the vertical S's first, here. OK. There isn't anything specific. 
I'll just say it requires a lot of work, continuous high workload, and I'll give it a 
pilot rating of 4 but I think the basic thing that makes it hard to do are the facts 
that gusts upsets and the fact that if you are not perfectly trimmed it just drifts away 
from the commanded attitude. Also, 150 knots is particularly flat on the speed 
power curve and airspeed tends to drift a lot and it takes a lot of throttle motion to 
keep it somewhere in the general ballpark. It does make it quite a lot easier if you 
know what power settings to use for the climb and the descent. It looks like about 
1,100 foot-pounds torque for the climb and about 400 or 500 for the descent worked 
out about right. 
Small heading changes-the airplane is really fairly nice for that-not too much 
workload and it is fairly easy to make small heading changes. About a 3 for the 
pilot rating on that. Does require fairly continuous attention or else the heading 
does drift off. I think a 3 probably covers the pilot rating there OK. I will mention 
that there is slight turbulence, slight intermittent turbulence throughout the evalua­
tion. There is one little nuisance factor and that is that the vertical index on the 
attitude indicator is hard to see with the goggles on and it is hard to hold a 300 bank 
because it is hard to actually see the 300 index. OK. 
The ILS itself-I wouldn't have any particular objections to it but the overall 
workload is high and I think I would give it a pilot rating of 5. But I must say that 
the approach actually worked out a little better than I thought it would. But the 
workload is high and continuous. I was satisfied with the pattern and the procedure 
we used. 
I think the level of performance achieved was adequate for the goaround and I 
would give that about a 5 also; it wasn't quite as difficult to deal with as I thought 
it would be. And I think the performance was adequate although it was during a 
critical part of the workload that I had to add power and I really didn't have enough 
attention span to set the power adequately. I just pushed on a lot of power and then 
controlled aircraft attitude. The overall result was pretty good except that the safet 
pilot had to watch what I did with the throttles there to keep from overboosting. 
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Date: Mar. 9, 1976 Flight: 028 Takeoff: 1140 
Pilot number: 6 SSSA mode: Slave 
Pilot rating: 4.0 Turbulence level: Light to moderate 
S'eparate surfaces seem to lag the primary surfaces quite a bit. 

Roll and yaw axes are very difficult to control in turbulence. 
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Date: Mar. 9, 1976 Flight: 028 Takeoff: 1140 
Pilot number: 6 SSSA mode: Command, yaw damper 
only 
Pilot rating: 2.5 
Turbulence level: Light to moderate 
Trim change with gear and flaps is very nice. 
Workload is definitely much less with the system in command. The roll axis 
attitude command is very helpful; it lightens the workload a lot. 
The heading hold function is not tight enough to suit me. Heading hold 
switching is good! The aircraft localizer is not.really sensitive enough. I noticed 
on Einar's flight that it lags quite a bit. 
Overall I had much more confidence in -my ability to perform the mission in the 
command mode. 
The biggest improvements are in the roll and yaw axes. Outside of gear and 
flap transients, there is not much change in pitch axis. 
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Date: Mar. 9, 1976 Flight: 028 Takeoff: 1140 
Pilot number: 6 SSSA mode: Command, heading 
hold roll on, heading hold yaw on 
Pilot rating: 2.5 
Turbulence level: Light to moderate 
The heading hold functioned much better with the yaw axis engaged. 
I feel that the pitch trim response is too sensitive while the primary elevator 
pitch response is not sensitive enough. 
I suggest doing both a long turn in and a short turn in on the ILS approaches. 
I think the pilot can better evaluate all aspects of the system on the long turn-ins. 
The wheel forces needed for sustained maneuvers (especially banked turns) 
are objectionable. I suggest some sort of roll axis trim on the control wheel. 
The heading hold drift is annoying, but it's still much better than the basic 
aircraft. 
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Date: Mar. 17, 1976 Flight: 031 Takeoff: 1450 
Pilot number: 3 SSSA mode: Slave 
Pilot rating: 3.5 Turbulence level: Very light 
Task 1 Once you get set up, it's very easy to perform these vertical 
S's. You don't have to do anything. 
Task 2 The heading is not difficult to maintain with basic aircraft. 
Task 3 I was very busy trying to perform this maneuver. I thought 
I was going to be much closer to the outer marker, but as it 
turned out I had plenty of time to set up on the glideslope. 
Task 4 No problem, I fly the localizer by maintaining a heading. 
Task 5 There were very large trim changes with gear and flaps and 
as a result it was difficult to trim to a nose up attitude. 
Task 6 1 could maintain heading very well. 
In general, the trim changes were the most detrimental factor in the basic 
aircraft performance. 
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Date: Mar. 17, 1976 Flight: 031 Takeoff: 1450 
Pilot number: 3 SSSA mode: Command, heading 
hold roll on, heading hold yaw on 
Pilot rating: 2.5 
Turbulence level: Light 
Task 1 The wheel forces required to maintain a sustained bank angle 
were very objectionable. I liked the basic aircraft performance 
in this maneuver better because of this. I want to note that the 
pitch axis performance does not seem to be much different than the 
basic airplane. 
Task 2 It is easier to hold a heading with the augmented airplane. 
Task 3 I couldn't read the DME very well on' the slave approach, but 
overall I couldn't tell much difference between the two on the
turn-ins. 
Task 4 Glideslope control was not much different, but it may have 
been a little more positive with the augmented airplane. The 
localizer was easier to maintain with the augmented airplane, 
probably because of the heading hold. 
Task 5 The goaround was much better. There were no trim changes 
with gear and flaps and a trim input gave immediate nose-up 
attitude. I would say this is the biggest area of improvement over 
the basic aircraft. 
Task 6 The heading was more difficult to maintain here. I couldn't 
control it within ±50. I don't know why, I just can't explain it. 
Pilot rating I would give the augmented airplane a 2.5 if an electric roll 
trim switch could be implemented. If not, I'd have to give it a 
4.5 because those wheel forces are very 'objectionable. 
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Date: Apr. 6, 1976 Flight: 30 
Pilot number: 2 SSSA mode: Slave/command 
Pilot rating: Turbulence level: Continuous light 
Slave­ 4.0 
Command - 4.0 
First thing that I am going to make a note of here is that we got a lead and lag 
in the altimeter which is bouncing the altimeter around anywhere from -.25 to -30 
up to a +50. It is probably going to show up in the vertical S maneuvers-. I didn't 
mention it yesterday but the gyro wings level marker isn't quite on. In other 
words it's very slight right wing down position for wings level flight apparently, 
if you put in the center on the gyro it tends to drift a little bit. I've retrimmed the 
airplane now so that I seem to get a wings level condition. The airplane needs 
retrimming here. Still getting the glare in the turns that gives me some trouble as 
far as sight of the instruments is concerned. [End of second day.I 
Today I still have a little bit of trouble with chasing the rate of climb on this 
thing getting the airplane trimmed, to give me the rate of descent that I want and 
to keep it constant. It's really smooth out today I really shouldn't be having any 
particular trouble with it. I still have the tendency with the basic airplane to over-, 
shoot the heading slightly. The needle and ball and the trim on the airplane don't 
all go together, We've got, at 3,000 feet we've got an occasional shear that gives a 
bump that's not what you would call a continuous light turbulence situation but an 
occasional shear type turbulence. Turbulence is now becoming a consistent light 
chop. In this light chop I've got the same thing again, I've got to chase the rate of 
climb just slightly more than I would like to be real comfortable. It's difficult to 
tell with small changes in the altitude because the altimeter is still fluctuating some 
without the rate of climb indicating anything, sort of just a bounce on the needle 
of the altimeter. In answer to your question about vertical S maneuvers, I was 
having some trouble with chasing the rate of climb and it was a little bit tricky 
because the altimeter fluctuates a little to a -25 to a +50 fluctuation. Still I feel on 
the basic airplane I've got to chase it some on pitch trim. I made a comment on tape 
to that respect. Also, made a comment on the tape that the turn and bank indicator, 
that the ball is not really centered up and the needle is not really centered when the 
airplane is trimmed for level flight so that also tends to give you the sensation of 
carrying the wing all the time. But other than that .I didn't note any particular 
dislikes on the transitions to climb and glide. The airplane is a little slow to get 
going up again. It seems to trim over pretty well but it's a little more tricky to 
trim for a climb attitude with the power setting. In response to the question of 
precision heading, I didn't seem to have too much trouble today as far as precision 
heading was concerned related to basic functions of the airplane. The pitch trim is 
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still a little bit difficult to come by to keep a nice level attitude that you would want 
to take your hands off of. After Mike got through with it, it was trimmed up so that 
I didn't have much trouble with wings level as long as I kept into account what the 
needle ball configuration was. In relation to the 90 ° intercept I tried to pop it ovier 
a little quicker today. I went to about 300 to 350 bank and kept the altitude a little 
better; however I still didn't get it trimmed over for the flaps. The basic system 
has got a lot of popup on the nose with gear and flaps and you've got to be aware 
of it and lead that and I still don't have a good hold on that. I still am behind the 
airplane as far as getting the trim in for that pop up on the nose. Other than that 
I had no particular problems on the intercept; I had one and a half overshoots till 
I was on course and then a slight trim in the rudder trim setting and as soon as I 
got that down, even with the light occasional turbulence we were getting, I didn't 
have much trouble with the glideslope from there on in. I agree that a light chop is 
a good evaluation of the turbulence. On the missed approach and goaround, here 
again when you pull the gear and flaps even with the torque set at red line torque 
you have a real sensation of the basic airplane sinking. It's indicating zero rate of 
climb and it's slow to transition to a climb but you have a sensation in the airplane 
that you haven't established a climb yet and you really tend to watch the airspeed 
closely because you get this feeling of sinking quite a while before you really get 
a rate of climb going. After I had the rate of climb going and had turned to the 
given heading of 060 I didn't have any particular trouble other than what I 
mentioned before in the vertical S maneuvers (it was somewhat touchy and you had 
to work at it to trim an attitude on pitch). In relation to the Cooper-Harper handling 
quality rating scale, the airplane is controllable and it certainly is well within the 
average pilot's capability. Capability on performance for pilot tolerance is satis­
factory. The controls are a little bit heavy and it's a little bit of a nuisance to have 
to fight the pitch trim quite as much as you have to but it's still satisfactory. I 
would say the airplane is satisfactory without improvement. Let's put it this way; 
some improvement would be desirable but is not something that would necessarily 
be required. Looking over to the side now, the ratings of I through 6, which is 
the level that I have gotten to, I better go back to the without improvement and say 
that it has a minor shortcoming in longitudinal trim. It's a nuisance and I would 
put it in on, probably on, a 4 rating. It's a minor but annoying shortcoming in the 
pitch axis. Probably a 4. 
Still have a little difficulty keeping the airplane over in attitude according to 
gyro position. Need just a little more trimming. I am having some difficulty 
right now with big changes in pitch attitude. Little slow getting the nose over 
there, it's more of a deal of trimming it over a little faster than anything else. The 
turn is set to the right now. Seem to feel a little pressure on the rudder that I 
didn't feel yesterday-maybe it's just my imagination. Now I am getting the nose 
trimmed into position for descent, I'm about 350 feet behind my altitude in my turn. 
Behind and trim it over just a little more and now it's coming down better. Now 
this heading and altitude is just about right. Let's steepen it up a little bit. That's 
better-a little smoother. The airplane seems to kick back and forth a little more 
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than I would like it to on ailerons. It's hitting and engaging and disengaging the 
system. Thing was chasing the ailerons in left turn and was more my fault than 
anything else. Just getting used to it again. I got up and transitioned to descent 
of 500 feet a little better that time. Turns and everything came out about the same, 
together. It was a better transition on that change from climb to a glide. I'm not 
having as much trouble this time with the aileron. Still get something that feels 
like I'm getting some help on the ailerons which doesn't seem to be from turbulence. 
With the SSSA, I'm working the level stuff on this trim system a lot better today. 
I find the feel of the grip and the less I fiddle with it the better it stays where it's 
supposed to be put. It does have some drift in the heading hold with hands off; 
however, it is not bad. It still isn't tremendously stable; you got to fiddle with that 
but not as much as I did the basic airplane. When you get a turbulence bump, 
though, it doesn't come back together and it's a light touch almost hands off wings 
trimmed for 310 and drifting to the right a little increasing the heading but it's 
800 foot per minute rate of descent a little turbulent and it's holding well. It's a 
little solider hold on the trim system. Would probably be a real neat arrangement. 
It's gotten up to about 170 there as I'm coming down toward altitude. So I got up a 
little fast. Seem to affect as much as you stay with the trim. It's kind of nice if 
used to help on the longitudinal pitch from power change although it's not a very 
significant power change. That's nicer on the longitudinal trim in the gustier air. 
I can feel it working against it on the ailerons and on the pitch trim. Holding up 
about 165 here so will reduce the power a little and let it slow down. We're on 
final heading before intercept on 220 here headed for the ILS. I got to chase the 
aileron thing a little bit trying to get the wings to level out I tend to over control 
that and messing with that and I overshot my localizer again by quite a bit of 
degrees and 100 feet headed in and corrected it back so we didn't go too far off. 
The system works a lot better if I don't touch it. Tend to fight the rudder a little 
bit here; it seems to want to run the ball out to the right. Putting in the rudder 
seems to be trimming it, and it takes quite a bit to keep it that way-to try and keep 
the ball in the center. We won't fight it, let it run a little ball out to the right 
'cause I think I remember Jerry saying that it was an acceptable thing. 
In reply to the question about the vertical S's. On power changes on the climb 
of the vertical S, after I finally started letting the system do more of the work 
instead of trying to chase it on the second vertical S. The first one was kind of 
sloppy but I was working the system and it was working against me. The second 
vertical S I was letting the trim system do more of its own thing. I found that I 
didn't have, as much trouble with the ,aileron beating back and forth as I did on the 
first vertical S and consequently I could regulate my turn a little better. I still 
had trouble with the pitch trim changes on this. However, I don't think that it 
takes as much to get to an attitude. But when this gets bumped away from an atti­
tude it doesn't come back real well. In other words it takes more fiddling to work 
it back to its trim position than it does getting there initially. That was my impres­
sion on the climb. On the descent in it, it seems to be a lot more stable there in the 
pitch trim mode, and the second one was a lot more comfortable than the first one. 
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Pitch trim in the descent it was easier to transition to it and it was a lot more stable 
in the descent as far as being pitched out of the thing and getting it back on trim 
again. That probably has something to do with power effects on it; I don't know, 
the difference in speed, et cetera. 
In reply to the question on the initial precision heading, there again I was 
fighting the system. In other words I wasn't turning loose and letting it settle 
down. I found a little later on that if I flew an almost hands off situation that 
heading was pretty good. It drifts some, but it's not fast and it seemed to be 
continually to the right so I could correct it back. Also by doing this I got away 
from fighting the microswitches on the yoke. However, the wheel is still loose and 
sloppy. On straight level headings and so forth, you play with the things on pitch 
trim almost as much as you do as with the basic airplane but you don't have the 
heaviness in the controls with the system on that you do with the basic airplane. 
You got more force in the ailerons, it's heavier to handle laterally with the trim 
system on than it is in the basic airplane. Ninety degree intercept, by that time I 
was getting a little more familiar with letting the controls do more, although I didn't 
get around as fast as I did with the basic airplane. I found that it's heavy on ailerons 
to hold over at 300; that is pretty good heft there and that's kind of a nuisance­
that's something that you'd want to correct. I didn't get around as fast so it took me 
two and a half overshots as compared to one and a half getting it back on. But there 
again I wasn't keeping quite as much angle of bank because it was heavy on the 
aileron. But once I got it around and got it on the heading, by going almost hands 
off again, it was doing a good job of keeping me going where I wanted to, on the 
azimuth. I'm still chasing the rate of climb on the thing but I don't think I was 
having to do as much trimming on the glideslope with this-as I did with the basic 
airplane plus the fact that I could definitely feel this control system. There wasn't 
as much pitch on the wings against the ailerons with the trim system on as there 
was on the basic airplane so I was getting some benefit from the aileron corrections 
against the turbulence on the glideslope. In fact more so on the glideslope than I 
noted in level flight. It was damping it more than there, particularly before we 
got in close. The last few minutes weren't quite as bad for us but earlier in the 
approach it was choppier. The basic airplane, I didn't do any hands off. Now you 
know I'm not really familiar with getting this thing all trimmed up but I flew it 
quite a bit hands off for just real light touch on the second approach on the SSSA 
system approach. However, on the approach whenever I got turbulence that 
exceeded the capability of the system I had to chase the attitude. Okay, now go 
ahead and finish the remarks on the glideslope thing. When I got to a point where 
I had to take hold and get back to a trim position it was a little shaky. The controls 
are a little heavier and it's a little touchier to control movements and trim. Getting 
it settled back down took a little concentration which was a little bit of an annoyance. 
I flew the localizer with a lot more hands-off; that's what I was talking about on the 
approach after I got set up on the glide path and on the heading. It was a lot easier 
to fly it as long as I was within the trim situation of the airplane and as long as it 
didn't get a bump from turbulence and get out of the trimmed attitude. When I did 
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pitch it that way then I was having a little difficulty getting it back on trim again 
so I could take my hands.off. It was a real nice relaxed approach when it was 
doing its thing:. Except for the turbulence condition. The missed approach straight 
out was a lot-more -comfortable with the system on (but then I rotated and got into 
a climb attitude a little, quicker and Mike mentionedthat). Consequently, I didn't 
get that sinking feeling so I wasn't playing with the airplane quite so much; 
however, I did notice that when I did that the airspeed was slow and I had to do 
quite a bit of trimming till I got the pitch at a position that it would stay at. In 
other words for 2 or 3 seconds there the nose continued to come up and I didn't 
have enough trim in and I had to trim quite a bit to finally get it to settle down for 
climb attitude. Once I did that it was all basically light, hands off, for the rest of 
the climbout and it did real well. It has a slight tendency to drift off heading and 
seems to be to the right most of the time and it does have a tendency, if it's 
pitched off its basic attitude, not to come back by itself to that original attitude. 
It's more nose up than it is nose down. Nose down seems to do better than nose up 
coming back. There again I was more familiar with the system at that time and 
basically if you set it up, as long as you don't get bumped out of it, it does real 
well. Probably the two most annoying things about the system are (1) the extra 
weight on the ailerons when you are making turns or trying to correct headings 
and (2) trying to let the rudder do its own thing. The ball wanted to be out at the 
right side and I put in right rudder and put it to the center and the system would 
push it on out again. I had to get up to a point that I had a lot of rudder pressure. 
A lot more than you would like to have. Like maybe about 40 pounds before I 
could override and keep the ball toward the center without it going ahead and 
pushing its own way out. I got the feeling the system was working against me on 
that, When I turned the rudder loose and just let it do its thing it just went ahead 
and held the heading pretty well and I didn't have to bother. But there was almost 
a full ball out to the right on the rudder. That kind of correlates with what I was 
doing with the vertical S's. I was having to trim in a little bit of right rudder on 
those. I didn't want to do that because I remember Jerry saying that if you don't 
trim the rudder the system would handle it okay. 
The system was definitely controllable and I didn't have any trouble with it 
at all. I'd say it was satisfactory (as adequate performance and tolerable pilot 
load). If you got to a situation where you had to spend an hour in holding pattern 
with the system having as much force as there is on the ailerons you probably 
would get tired of that. I think we can probably move it up into the next category 
without any hesitation. Okay, I think I would have to call it back into the box on 
"improvements" for two things. First of all, it probably could handle the aileron 
situation without quite as much heft on the ailerons. In other words lighter force 
on the ailerons (that would be tiring in a long flight, you would have trouble with


that). The second thing would be the rudder system for low power settings


situation. I don't know, it seems to me to be contrary to basic pilot technique to


let the ball float out to the side that way and yet when you tried to put it in you


felt that you wanted to crank in rudder trim. I know now, for a fact, if I crank in


rudder trim that I am just fighting the system. That is an undesirable trait.
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I remember Jerry mentioned that saturation thing so I let it do its own thing. 
Another thing is that pitch trim situation if you get bumped out of the limits of the 
system or if you get bumped out of a particular attitude. I think that I would 
still have to, go along with just the one I had with the basic airplane, "Its designed 
performance requires moderate pilot compensation". And on this one rudder and 
aileron are a-problem-. -On-the -basic-shipit's more pitch. 
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Date: Apr. 9, 1976 Flight: 39 
Pilot number: 1 SSSA mode: Slave/command 
Pilot rating: 
Slave - 5.0 
Command - 4.0 
Turbulence level: Light 
Basically, I felt that my original comments from the first flight will apply to 
this flight. On this flight, basically I confirmed what I suspected before but could 
not remember due to devoting most of my attention to flying the airplane. That is 
that with the system slaved it provides or reduces the pitch changes with configura­
tion quite a bit. It makes glideslope intercept or configuration changes upon inter­
ception of localizer much easier, and with the system slaved I gained hardly any 
altitude at all. With it unslaved I gained 200 to 300 feet in configuration changes. 
So, in command, stick forces and the configuration changes were much less than in 
the slave position. Heading hold, the maintaining heading maneuver, was essentiall 
the same as I commented before; in the command mode it was very easy to maintain 
heading in turbulence, required very little pilot attention, the workload was very 
small whereas in the slaved position constant pilot attention was required to main­
tain heading. Vertical S's. This time I trimmed out aileron as suggested by 
Jerry Jenks, whereas before I did not-on the first flight I did not trim out the 
forces. On this flight I did and find that method unacceptable. I found it overall 
more difficult to fly the vertical S's by trimming out the aileron than I did on the 
previous flight when I didn't trim it out. I still maintain my previous position that 
trimming out ailerons with the wheel down there where it is now in the normal posi­
tion would not be good pilot procedure. Putting the aileron trim on the yoke may 
provide a better response. Now it just takes too much time, particularly where, 
now once you get it trimmed up in the vertical S, you trim the aileron in and trim 
the pitch trim and you are just sitting there adjusting power to maintain your air­
speed and your rate of climb with the pitch and that is very nice, but it's the transi­
tion that's the problem. That's what flying is, mostly the transition when you are 
trying to control the airplane rather than the steady state condition, straight and 
level, or turning, or climbing. So I didn't find that satisfactory in the vertical S 
maneuvers, although as I said during the steady state portion in the steady bank, 
steady climb, that it maintained it fairly well and reduced workload during that 
period. The transitioning, you just had your hands full, trimming aileron, trimming 
pitch but even if you put it on the wheel you would have to trim and pitch, trim and 
aileron at the same time in the transition vertical S, changing heading, changing 
pitch and you have no hand left for your throttle. Power is quite, on the vertical S, 
is critical during the transition whether command or slave. ILS, in the slave posi­
tion again, the heading was slopping all over the place, it was difficult to maintain 
heading, additional workload was created with the airplane because when you put 
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the gear and flaps down or just gear, probably the gear, you get a large change in 
rudder trim which you have to trim out in addition to the other workload. Again, 
as I mentioned before, the large stick forces with configuration changes-putting the 
gear and flaps down-and of course when you have something like this, you get 
vertigo effects on the pilot, like when your pitch is changing radically, trying to 
get it back messes everything up. It's not a favorable aircraft response. Again, 
the basic-ilaw of the aircraft during the-ILS in the slave -mode is wandering in-the­
heading and the pilot workload to correct the heading, that is high aileron forces 
primarily high aileron forces, rudder isn't too bad. The aileron, you almost have 
to use two hands. 
In the slaved the primary problem was with heading. Go around again you 
have stick forces generated with power application which are fairly significant. 
On the command, it seemed like the ailerons were more sensitive this time. 
I had a slight problem with heading hold like we discussed that was probably 
primarily due to the aileron not trimmed to neutral. I remember after the goaround 
I did trim out some aileron. I noticed that we got into smoother air that the ailerons 
were not trimmed up. Obviously, if I had noticed this on the ILS I would have 
trimmed it, but with the turbulences either I didn't notice that they weren't 
trimmed or I was not sensitive enough to the situation to recognize it. When you 
have turbulence it is difficult to trim either in pitch or laterally because it is 
difficult with all the turbulence to tell what is going on with everything bouncing 
around like that. This may be a shortcoming in the system. Again in command, 
on the ILS, the pitch changes or stick forces generated with configuration changes 
were negligible and I gained only 50 feet or so as I recall on the interception when 
I put the gear and flaps down. I had more trouble this time with the heading and 
we have discussed the possible cause of that. Goaround, I noticed no problem 
there with the power application or configuration changes on the missed approach. 
Overall rating, I wouldn't change my rating from what it was before which I think 
was a 5 in the slave and a 4 in the command. 
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Date: Mar. 22, 1976 Flight: 033 Takeoff: 1240 
Pilot number: 1 SSSA mode: Command, heading 
hold roll on., heading hold yaw on 
Pilot rating: 4.0 
Turbulence level: Light to moderate 
I think the most obvious advantage is- that it's much easier to maintain heading 
in the command mode. 
I also thought that the ride was much smoother. 
The aileron forces were objectionable in sustained banked turns. 
The pitch transients during configuration changes were reduced. 
Overall, I felt it was much easier to perform the ILS in the command mode, 
with a noticeable lightening of pilot workload. 
Flight test engineer comment: The dutch roll seemed to be much less annoying 
from a passenger standpoint on this ILS approach.' 
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Date: Mar. 22, 1976 Flight: 033 Takeoff: 1240 
Pilot number: 1 SSSA mode: Slave 
Pilot rating: 5.0 Turbulence level: Light to moderate 
The aileron forces were very high. 
The heading was difficult to maintain and it was necessary to use the rudder 
to make small heading changes. 
The pitch transients with configuration changes were very large. 
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[The following discussion concerns the same flight.] 
Jenks: 	 Here are your comments from the slave mode. I guess realty the only 
thing I wanted to do is to go through the comments again and see if you 
had any more detail or any more thoughts that may have been generated 
afterwards. The comment here . . . the aileron forces were high. 
Is this particularly objectionable during the vertical SIs themselves? 
Pilot: 	 Slave, now is that when the system is on? 
Jenks: 	 No, that's system off. 
Pilot: 	 No, it . . . of course when you are doing vertical S there is no aileron 
force. 
Jenks: 	 Right, just the normal input. 
Pilot: 	 Just turning, the reason that is in my mind now is that we are doing 
aileron tests for a lot of different airplanes so I am particularly sensitive 
to that particular adverse characteristic. 
Jenks: 	 On the heading comment down here, the day that you flew this thing do 
you recall what type of turbulence inputs they were? Yesterday we flew 
it and we had a lot of lateral gusts. 
Pilot: 	 No. He asked me what the turbulence level was and I think I called it 
moderate, but I'm not sure. 
Jenks: 	 Yes, we've got it written down here. Light to moderate. 
Pilot: 	 You know as if whether they were vertical or lateral gusts. 
Jenks: -On your comment here that you made your small heading changes with 
rudder, how do you normally do that? Just rudder input then follow 
it with aileron? 
Pilot: 	 I don't know really. Maybe you could say primary rudder and secondary 
aileron. Then for very small by the time you throw aileron in it's too 
late. 
Jenks: 	 So that would cover pretty much the precision 'heading task. How about 
the localizer intercept? Did you notice . . . how did you feel about 
the transition to the approach configuration? In other words, gear and 
full flaps and speed reduction? 
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Pilot: 	 This is one fallacy of your test technique. The [inaccuracy in the] first 
approach was probably 70-percent pilot error, straight pilot error. 
just didn't execute the approach right, in other words I didn't maintain 
aircraft control. It was just lousy. If you look on the tape where I gay 
"Okay, dummy, 
 do it right 	 this time," you might see a big improvement 
which is not necessarily due to the two systems. I'll talk about that

later.

Jenks: 	 The thing we are really looking for tight now as our primary data 
going to be the subjective comments and the quantitative datasource is 
that goes along with it is going to be a supportive sort of thing. In some 
might be coming along and taking theinstances, 	 in our data analysis we, 
data and trying to support what the subjective comment was and then 
in thisin another 	 instance we might turn around and say well, no, 

instance it 	 is detracting and that sort of thing. So, our real assessment 

as to the improvement in this system isn't necessarily going to be 

generated 	 just from the p6rformance itself. 

a lot of pitch change with gear and flaps interceptingPilot: 	 As I recall there was 
the localizer, which added to the difficulty. As I told Rick, I was trying 
to think after I had the system on whether it was any better. I think I 
told him it was probably better but I just can't remember specifics­
whether it was 5better or 10 better-because I was primarily flying the 
you try to fly the airplaneairplane. 	 Pilots, having a problem with ego, 
and do a good job. When it is new your mind is only keyed to one thing 
rather than somebody who had a lot of time in the airplane, he could 
. . . I just can't
•he is not paying attention to flying the airplane 
remember, but I do remember that the very last approach I made with 
the thing in the command mode was much easier and so undoubtedly 
there was less pitch change due to gear and flaps. If I fly it again, 
being more used to everything I can devote more of my time to feeling 
forces and my mind won't be 100 percent occupied with trying to fly 
the airplane. 
on the control systemJenks: 	 It is valuable to find out what the learning curve is 
because it is somewhat different and we can't deny that so it seems like 
there are two barriers that we have to get through. The first barrier 
is just as you say, familiarity with the airplane in general, whether it 
is slave or command, just location of throttles and power response, 
pitch response and things like that. Then we have to get through the 
That is what webarrier of thedifference of the two control techniques. 
 
hope to do by being able to get another flight and possibly even at a,


higher level of turbulence. Yours, I know was at a fairly low level' of


turbulence today. During the ILS approach itself'in the slave mode,


'did you have . . could you perceive any problems with maintaining 
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the glideslope, good glideslope track, in other words being able to set 
up a good positive . 
Pilot: 	 It was practically nonexistent the first time. Probably no more than I 
normally have, considering I was flying a new airplane. 
Jenks: 	 Then the goaround, the thing we were looking for there, of course, 
was a look at the pitch transients due to configuration changes due to 
the power, gear and flaps. 
Pilot: 	 I don't remember anything about that. 
Jenks: 	 The rating at that time for the basic airplane was a 5; and the rating 
of 5 says moderately objectionable shortcomings for aircraft character­
istics and adequate performance requires considerable pilot compensa­
tion. One of the things you might consider is the difference between a 
4 and a 5-minor but annoying shortcomings versus moderately 
objectionable shortcomings. Can you be specific? Have you thought 
about it enough or do you have anything specific that you recall that 
would differentiate it between a 4 and a 5? 
Pilot: 	 -Inthe 5, in the basic airplane, it was just sloppy. It just wallows 
around like a big moose or an elephant or something. It was difficult to 
hold heading, aileron forces were high, just based on the ideal airplane 
it was just crummy. Now then when you flip your system on and the 
one reason, the only reason I rated it to be 4 was that it relieved the 
pilot load, particularly in turbulence, of maintaining heading, which 
was bad in the basic configuration. Because the pseudo autopilot 
effect of returning it back to neutral was a significant improvement on 
heading hold. 
Jenks: 	 Made the cross check a little less critical. 
Pilot: 	 If the turbulence knocks you off, the system brings you back. I thought 
it was significant enough to increase the rating. Now, for the ideal 
airplane the aileron forces are still too high and this I'm sure could be 
corrected. As it stands now . 
Jenks: 	 Yes, that's precisely what we want to do. We want to rate this airplane 
as it stands. 
Pilot: 	 The aileron forces are much too high. You can do it with one hand but


it's tiring.
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Jenks: 	 The one thing that we didn't do with any of you guys was to actually 
talk about any of the control techniques, this is in the command mode 
itself, and that was different than what we did yesterday with Phil. 
What we did yesterday during the familiarization flight was to actually 
talk about techniques because it seemed that we did indeed have a 
technique 	 problem where things were simplified with technique. Yes, 
even-more -specifically than that, yesterday we pointed -out to-Phil -that 
if he desired he could use the pilot's trim for bank angle. Then you 
don't have to hold the force. You can just crank it off to the bank that 
you want and let her set. The other thing that seemed helpful, to Phil, 
anyway, was that again in the command mode, my perception of the 
control system has been that it tends to decouple the pitch axis. What 
it does is to give you throttle for speed control and give you trim for 
altitude control. It effectively decouples the two. In other words you 
can for a fairly long period of time-4, 5, 6 or maybe 10 seconds-you 
can make power changes and not change the vertical descent. Whereas 
in the basic airplane, the minute you make a power change you 
immediately get a pitch transient, which means you have to get an 
immediate 	 trim change, and that immediately causes a descent. With 
the system 	 the only descent change you get is due to the fact that when 
you shove 	 the power up you go faster and it . . . The descent rate is 
just the sin of the descent angle-sin of gamma times the velocity so 
that effectively decouples for a long period of time. That proved helpful 
to Phil so we -hope to be able to point all those things out on your next 
flight so you might get a little more familiarity. -Now these are just the 
comments 	then on the command mode. The most obvious advantage is 
that it is much easier to maintain heading in the command mode, also 
the ride was much smoother. Where did you perceive the ride's being 
smoother? Was it in the lateral response or in the g response, the type 
response do you think? 
Pilot: 	 I would-probably think it would be the lateral response, although I 
really-can't distinguish between the two. I just felt that the airplane 
seemed to ride smoother, at least in the pilot's compartment. 
Jenks: 	 I have perceived the same type of feeling. Looking out in front of the 
airplane it is not uncommon to see a gust hit you and hit two complete 
overshoots with the nose, with the system off. However with the 
systemon you just see the initial gust input and bang . . . We have ' 
already talked about the aileron forces' being opiectionable in a 
sustained bank. The pitch transients during configuration change were 
reduced. I guess in the vertical S maneuvers, we want to bank up here 
a little bit . . . In the vertical S maneuvers with the system in 
command, yesterday when we were talking with Phil, his initial 
perception was flying the vertical S system on and system off he didn't 
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Pilot: 
Jenks: 
Pilot: 
Jenks: 
 
Pilot: 
 
Jenks: 
 
Pilot: 
 
feel-that there was much improvement and that was when we got into 
this discussion about the technique of using throttle for speed control 
and trim for pitch control for A control and we fooled around with it 
He said, oh, I see some more and it completely changed his opinion. 
what you mean, that works much better. Then he said he thought the 
system was quite impressive in the vertical S. I'm not trying to 
The thing I am trying to do isinfluence you or change your comment. 
In other words, you may have see if you encountered the same thing. 
where you werehad a more conventional airplane sort of technique, 
 
shoving the throttle and pulling back on the yoke or trimming something

in.

When I did them I really couldn't tell the difference in doing the two 
But when I was doing them they said don't worry about maneuvers. 
airspeed and then towardsairspeed. That's vertical S's, that part of it, 

the end I was kind of doing it myself but I wasn't required to maintain 

That relieves your workload 50 percent. Just 
a constant airspeed. 
let that airspeed slop around wherever it wants to within reason. I

had a constant power setting. 
 I set one for climb and he said that was
 
about right for descent and I would pull it back for the descent.


What type of airspeed deviations do you think you encountered? 
Twenty knots at least. One hundred fifty maybe, I mean 20 total. When


it may have gone from 155 down to 140. 
 Some of the
I was climbing, 

last ones I tried to do the way I preferred to. I was fiddling more with


the power . . . The way I did them I couldn't really tell much differ­

ence between the two systems. 

Did you flyIn the unaugmented airplane did you do the same thing? 
 
the slave airplane the same way as far as airspeed was concerned?


Yes. 
sustained bank turns, pitch transientsAileron forces objectionable in 

That is more or less the
during configuration changes were reduced. 
comment you probably had on the localizer intercept. It was undoubtedly 
How about on the ILS itself?reduced but you couldn't really feel it. 
 
Did you detect any improvement in the pitch trim response at all there?


Did you ever reach a point on the ILS where you felt you had the airplane


trimmed up anid locked on to the localizer? Where you could take your


hands off?


But as far as breaking it down into thatJust about through all of them. 
 
much detail, I couldn't make any comments other than what I made before
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in that the 	 last IL6 (tne iourtn one, tourm tumi, ml uie uu'umanu ,uu1ua 
seemed to be much much easier than any of the others. Of course 
you've got a learning curve there. But even so it can't be all learning 
curve. There is some difference in the two modes. It can be pitchi 
heading, all combined in there, and power response, Il'm-sure. 
all the data we're taking is being compared, notJenks: 	 -The thing 	 is., you see-, 
just your data but also the data of everybody else. Everybody who is 
evaluating 	the airplane is basically being subjected to the same profile. 
in other wordsThey are experiencing the same learning curve process, 
they are getting through familiarity with the airplane and the profile 
and stuff like that such that we can to a certain extent normalize it so 
the thing we are going to say is if you perceived a bigger improvement 
else or the 	 same delta then we have to conclude then thatthan someone 
perhaps that we are gaining some advantage from the control system. 
How about the missed,approach, the goaround? Any additional comments 
on that? 
Pilot: 	 No, I can't . . . there again you are talking about power and pitch 
response and -I don't remember. 
the overall rating was a 4, the minor but annoying shortcomings,Jenks: 	 So, 
I think you have already mentioned that is probably the aileron forces. 
Do you think . . . How do you think your opinion would be changed 
if you consistently used.the trim knob? 
Pitch is fine, trim is fine in pitchPilot:, 	 I wouldn't do that. I don't like that. 
but not in 	 bank. In the normal turns you make it's . . . If-I understand 
the system right, if you trim it into a bank, you 've got to untrim it 
when you,roll out, although you could override-it. It's not a satisfactory 
method . . 
Jenks: 	 How would you feel about it if you had an electric trim, a coolie hat trim 
on the wheel for ailerons?' 
Pilot:' 	 I don't know. It might, I would say I still wouldn't do it. But here 3ou 
have ingtained habits just like going from a stick to a wrist control. 
I know I'll never like that. You 'don't really -know until you try it. 
Jenks: 	 Do you feel that way because you feel it's unsafe to be trimmed into-a 
-. bank?


Pilot: 	 Yes, that's probably got something to do with it. If you are turning, the 
pilot more likely needs to change direction rather than pitch as you are 
maneuvering, say to get out of somebody's way.or to change headings 
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from command on the ground-or wherever you are going. Bank is 
probably more than pitch. I just like to be in control of it all the time 
and to be able to put my own yanking and banking in there. If you had 
one conveniently on the stick where you just flip the thumb, it might 
be satisfactory. To move your hand down and crank a wheel . . . I 
might try it next time just to see. 
Jenks: 	 It's pretty close in convenience, it doesn't take too many turns, it goes 
1, 2, 3 and you're at a 300 bank turn, about 100 a wrist flip. 
Pilot: 	 If you are right handed ; most pilots fly with their right hands, it means 
this business . 
Jenks: 	 I normally fly with the left because I have my right over on the throttle. 
Except during takeoff or something like that. Then I normally fly with 
two hands. 
Pilot: 	 That airplane you've got to fly with two hands. 
Jenks: 	 Did you notice any problems with the control sensitivity in the ailerons? 
Did you find it difficult to fly in a banked turn or did you find yourself 
giving the PId to the airplane? 
Pilot: 	 There was probably a little sensitivity but I didn't find it objectionable. 
You could tell it was . 
Jenks: 	 Probably initially-when you first started. 
Pilot: 	 It wasn't nearly as bad as a T-33 for example. But it was no problem. 
If you put somebody in a T-33 the first time he couldn't fly it, probably. 
This one you could tell was sensitive but it was no problem. 
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Date: Apr. 1, 1976 Flight: 036 
Pilot number: 3 SSSA mode: Slave/command 
Pilot rating: 
Slave - 4.0 
Command - 2-0 
Turbulence level: Occasional light 
Pilot: . . . Tuck to transition smoothly in pitch during the vertical S's, that 
was in the command mode. 
The whole thing as we all know is modified by the fact that I've been 
flying a straight airplane all my life, so I am a little more adept at 
making it smooth than I would be with the new system. From the first 
which was a couple of weeks ago, I had the same problemtime I flew it, 
 
with the slave mode-holding'the aileron-and I don't like that.


Jenks: With the control system in command? 
can be a realPilot: Right, command and holding the ailerons in the vertical S 
pain. For two reasons - (1) It's pressure you have to hold in but (2) it's 
difficult to hold the same amount of pressure for a length of time. 
So with the suggestion ofConsequently your accuracy is degraded. 
was like an autopilot. That was good.trimming it out, once I had it in it 
So that just gives basis to my original suggestion of the electric coolie 
hat trim. Because if you can electrically trim that would be fine. The 
real problem though is if you try to do it manually. It's when you're 
transitioning from a right turn to a left turn or from the ILS to a goaround 
or something, you have a lot to do without having to sit down and 
manually trim an aileron. That could really be a hazard if you had it 
manually but with an electric trim that would al, take care of itself and 
that could be a real nice system. There was a very distinct advantage 
once I got it trimmed up, but the transition into it was somewhat 
awkward due to the lack of the electric trim. The straight airplane is 
fairly stable to start with, so once I got it into the maneuver without the 
command system it still held it pretty well, but I had to monitor itmore 
than I did the command system once I got it trimmed, but without the 
trim I had to have a bunch of force on the aileron. You could trim the 
pitch but I could trim thepitch in the straight airplane too. So without 
an inferior system to the straight airplane.the electric trim it was 
was a better system than the straightWith it trimmed up though it 
airplane. 
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Jenks: How about the transitioning on the bottom and the top of your vertical S. 
Did you notice any difference there between the basic and the . 
Pilot: No, not really. I normally trim an airplane with the button anyway and 
so it really doesn't make that much difference to me. Other than the fact 
that we noted on the way home that if I was trimming a straight airplane 
I would hold the wheel to where I wanted it and trim off the pressure 
whereas on this system it is difficult to do that so you just more or less 
trim it with the button and it seems to set up an oscillation that is 
damped out very rapidly but especially on a long fuselage such as the 
99 the guy in the back seat would really feel it, which obviously wouldn't 
work for an air carrier because he would get everybody sick in the 
back. 
Jenks: How about turbulence today? 
Pilot: [While] we were doing the vertical S's it was smooth. [When] we got 
down below about 4,500 feet we started getting into the haze layer or 
the inversion layer, and it started getting bumpy, but really I noticed 
it when we started into it but I didn't really notice it on .... I would 
have to say light would be the overall . 
Jenks: Light turbulence is turbulence that momentarily causes slight eri'atic 
changes in altitude and/or attitude. Light turbulence as opposed to 
chop, which is usually considered the bumpy road sort of criteria. 
Pilot: Not for the whole flight, though. Just in the lower realm. 
Jenks: At the higher altitudes, during the vertical S maneuvers, then we're 
talking about smooth, and at the lower altitudes where we did the 
precision heading and the rest of the profiles then we are talking about 
light turbulence. 
How about the reporting term, occasional, intermittent, or continuous. 
Occasional is less than a third of the time, intermittent is one-third to 
two-thirds, and continuous is more than two-thirds. 
Pilot: Well, I would have to say occasional, because I didn't really consciously 
think about that. Once I got on the ILS I was more concerned about the 
wind shear that we got in a little bit close than I was about the turbu­
lence. I didn't think we were bouncing, around that much. 
Jenks: So smooth and occasional light? 
Pilot: Yes. 
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Jenks: 
Pilot: 
Jenks: 
 
Pilot: 
 
Jenks: 
 
Pilot: 
 
How about the precision heading task with the basic airplane? 
In theory, the command should be a whole lot better and in past experi­
to be. On the ILS it was but nbt,ence it 'was ,,but today it didn't seem 
on the precision heading, but I can't explain why because it should beIlike an ,autopilot. Today I held, I think the tapes will prove me out, 
held my heading better, raw data, than I did-with the command system, 
but I cannot explain why. 
Do you recall any change in technique or anything at this time? 
No. The one thing that wasn't on the tape, where it was really the worst, 
was in that descent, but we were descending on the straight airplane. 
Before, I might have gotten a couple of degrees off but I don't think I 
got more than 20 or 30 off. Where this one I looked down and, I was 100 
off.- So I don't know how to explain that. Just from my knowledge of 
what I've flown in the past, I would have to give the command system 
the nod on precision, because it tends to hold like an autopilot and you 
can direct your attention to other areas. You don't really have to stay 
on top of it as you might. But, again, the airplane is fairly stable, so 
we don't have too much trouble even with a straight airplane if you 
have it trimmed up. 
How about the localizer intercept? 
Today, I noticed a lot bigger change than I did the last time I flew it. 
I wasn't all that aware of it when we were flying a straight airplane. 
I overshot the localizer a -littlebit. I thought-I was in closer than I 
was and I took a little bit bigger heading just to get back on it and then 
I think I was on it by the time I got to the markerI didn't quite catch it. 

okay. But I noticed that my altitude varied probably 200 feet. We 

entered at about 3,000 and I think it got as low as 2,800 maybe 2,750 at 

no big deal, but it wasn't as precisethe lowest. So what's 200 feet, 
as I think the tapes will show that I was on the command because the 
command held the altitude almost perfectly and I was able to monitor 
the airspeed and the heading much closer. Consequently, I was on the 
my 'heading went through the localizer courselocalizer. within . . . 
and the inbound is 129 but theinbound. I think it went-to 090 . . . 
By the time I started comingcourse only overshot maybe half a needle. 
back I was into a 300 angle bank the other way and I really locked it on 
right there. I was on it pretty much the rest of the way in so that was 

a great advantage. I'm not sure why I didn't notice that when I flew it 

2 weeks ago but I didn't. I couldn't tell any difference. Today, I 
noticed a distinct difference. I noticed a good difference on the ILS too. 
I set up that rate of descent. And I set up the heading and it was almost 
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like an autopilot approach. I think the tapes will show I was a lot closer 
to the localizer on the second approach than I was on the first. We did 
have some kind of wind shear out there which played a little havoc with 
my first approach. I didn't notice it as much on the second, but {t might 
have been that I was chasing the needle more and I just didn't . I. . 
don't think I got more than half a needle without on the first approach 
either. The fact of the matter is that my workload was a little higher on 
the straight airplane. Getting back to the vertical S's, my airspeed 
control was much better on the vertical S with the command system 
trimmed. The aileron trim I could almost go hands off and I was pegging 
everything right where I wanted it, whereas on the straight airplane I 
had trouble maintaining the airspeed. I was getting the rate of descent 
and the standard rate turn but I wasn't maintaining the airspeed as 
well. On the other when I was not trimming out the aileron I had as 
much trouble as I did with the straight airplane, but once I got the 
aileron trimmed out it really held the profile better. That would be an 
advantage there too. After the ILS and into the goaround the same thing 
applies although I was a little more aware of the airplane this time than 
I was last, as you know I don't have any time in a 99 other than in this 
program. The first time I flew the profile, 2 weeks ago, I was surprised 
how much trim it took to change from a descending ILS attitude to a 
climbing out, missed approached attitude. What happened there was I 
gave it the power, gear and flaps up and gave it a bunch of trim 
forgetting that the 99 and our 100 models are quite similar. It takes a 
lot of trim 	 just to take care of the gear and the flaps and I found that I 
was in accelerating level flight but I wasn't climbing. This time I was 
aware of that and I was monitoring closer and I put in enough trim to 
get me climbing, but I did have to put in a bunch of trim. Whereas with 
the command system it takes care of your gear and flaps automatically. 
Any trim that you add is actually climb trim, and that is a big advantage 
for somebody that has a heavy workload,. I figure probably some acci­
dents are caused where the guy thinks he is climbing where he really 
isn't. There is such a big change, especially in that airplane, there is 
such a drastic change from full flaps to climbout. Probably 60 or 70 in 
trim, I would imagine. 
It is the trimJenks: 	 We have measured the force-it is around 65 pounds. 
change force on the elevator. 
Pilot: 	 I don't doubt it. This is the worst airplane we make for that. Out of 200, 
you probably won't find 10 pounds of change if it's 65 on the other because 
it's about that much better. It's overpowered, too, so when you get all 
the power going you are climbing whether you've got everything down 
or not. So that would make a difference too, and we were grossed out 
today too, which would have another effect. I would have to give the 
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command system the nod again on the goaround. The climbing out and 
the precision heading again would be the same as my other comments. 
Jenks: 	 Why don't we walk through the basic airplane then. As I say, I think 
the idea here is not to feel compelled at all to come up with the reading 
that you came up with the last time. Again, we are evaluating this 
airplane on this day based upon your own perceptions today. So, the 
first question of course is, is it controllable? 
Pilot: 	 Obviously, it is. 
Jenks: 	 Is adequate performance attainable with a tolerable pilot workload?' 
Pilot: 	 Ithink so. 
Jenks: 	 Is it satisfactory without improvement? 
I would have to say the straight airplane probably is satisfactoryPilot: 	 Yes, 
 
without improvement, although certain things like trim change and so


on, I don't know what you would do to change that. It would be nice 
if we didn't have such a big trim change. 
This question always seems to present some difficulty when you get toJenks: 
 
this point, so let's just kind of ignore this for the moment and. look at


If you hadaircraft characteristics and the demands on the pilot. 
obviously 	 for aircraft characteristics atanswered that question no, 
the top of that block is minor but annoying shortcomings. Middle is 
moderately objectionable shortcomings, very objectionable but tolerable 
shortcomings. We are referencing this thing to the amount of workload 
that you as a pilot, today, under these conditions could actually 
We are saying that at the top of the block-of course, desiredtolerate. 
performance requires moderate pilot compensation versus considerable 
versus extensive. 
are also doing it for the whole flight, not just one .Pilot: 	 We 
That's the 	 entire profile of the entire mission. This isJenks: 	 That's right. 

supposed to be indicative of possibly a cruise portion followed by 

vectors to a deacending altitude followed by approach giving the 

vectors to 	the localizer and missed approach. We are indeed talking 
about the entire profile. 
soPilot: Trim changes would be, especially since the command system is 
much better than the aileron, and the other thing is the rudder on the 
seems like a little bit and that'scommand system chases the ball, it 
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somewhat aggravating. Especially if you have been taught all your life 
that the ball ought to be in the center. You try to do that and it's all 
over. I would have to say minor but annoying shortcomings for the 
straight airplane, which is about a 4. 
Jenks: 	 Now for the modified airplane. 
Pilot: 	 For this airplane without the electric trim I say it would be almost 
objectionable shortcomings in a turn-you know, the vertical S maneu­
ver and so on. When you once get it straightened out like in localizer 
approach or precision heading or something like that, then that 
portion would be eliminated because it holds it well. 
Jenks: 	 You are saying that the aileron forces, if you have to hold them, during 
any period are very objectionable . 
Pilot: 	 Yes, almost objectionable, but tolerable. About a number 6. If you can 
trim those out where those aren't a factor any more, you increase the 
system completely as far as I am concerned and almost get it up into 
good but negligible-2. I think it would change it that much because 
for somebody, especially somebody that is used to a straight airplane 
where you can put it in, take out the forces, and it's there and then you 
get in there and have to hold it in there it's aggravating and also after a 
while you forget about it and if you have another workload, taking a 
clearance or changing a radio, in the meantime your standard rate turn 
has gone to pot. So, I think that would be objectionable, tolerable 
shortcoming, but if you can trim it out I say the airplane is probably 
good with negligible detractors because everything else, the localizer, 
monitoring the altitude while you are changing your heading and so, the 
goaround, heading hold, all those would be good characteristics that 
would pan out but that one shortcoming, obviously it seems like it could 
be changed without too much trouble. 
Jenks: 	 So we are talking about a 2 then with the stipulations that we have 
already talked about. 
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Date: Mar. 30, 1976 Flight: 4 
SSSA mode: Slave/commandPilot number: 4 
Pilot rating: 	 Turbulence level: Intermittent 
- 4.5 	 moderateSlave 
Command - 3.0 
I wasn't fully aware of the function of the controls with the system onPilot: 
as in relation to the basic control of the aircraft. In essence I was 
utilizing them in combination as always, but still in more or less the 
same manner in which I would use the controls if the system weren't 
on. In other words, in a conventional airplane rate command sort of 
way. I'm talking principally about pitch axis because roll axis was 
an axis which I largely ignored other than occasionally cross scanning 
the attitude gyro to see that I had about the right bank angle. That 
axis I really short changed and didn't make a real tight closure on that 
at all. We are talking mainly about pitch. My initial comments with the 
system off were based on a technique which is relatively conventional, 
once we had the discussion about the throttle being principally aand 
controller 	 of airspeed and elevator being principally a controller of h, 
things fell into place. However, along with that philosophy of control 
usage it is extremely important to combine timely use of the trim system 
to control the elevator, because without timely use of the trim system 
even with the proper manipulation of the controls in relation to A and 
speed. . . I think it would be less effective, much less pleasing, if 
we didn't use the trim system when it was appropriate in timely fashion. 
meaning getting input in rapidly enough as opposed to delayingJenks: 	 Timely, 

for some time and then . 

Pilot: 	 What I'm talking about really is minimizing yoke force in the elevator 
shaft. Because the force gradient is I think unacceptably high. I think 
the thing that makes the system acceptable is the fact that you have a 
I think it would be much nicer if you didn't have to trimtrim system. 
so often. If the gradient were lower and didn't require the use of the 
as long as you know to use it, it's stilltrim so often but the trim, 

reasonably nice. I think an incremental improvement would be to lower 

the gradient, but I realize that you have other problems. 

Jenks: 	 The thing is, we can do that quite simply. That's not that big a deal. 
We can get it to the point where even with the existing system right now 
without making any modifications to the systeml, we can change that 
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digital clock and optimize for the pitch trim response and also get the 
static longitudinal stability back down to a more nominal level. So that 
is possible. 
Pilot: 	 Forewarning to use the pitch trim immediately upon initiating or 
realizing that you are going to initiate elevator position movement takes 
care of the problem. It's something you have to be forewarned about 
and you have to do it a couple of times just to make sure that it becomes 
second nature. Do that whenever you want to move the elevator. 
Jenks: 	 I think that is probably the reason that I haven't appreciated the problem 
very much. I've gotten to the point where when I want a new attitude 
I don't even pull on the yoke, I just hit the trim. 
Pilot: 	 That's how I was flying the airplane later on in the day, since I 
normally like to fly an airplane that way anyway if it has an electric 
trim. Normally, meaning if it works out well, and if I don't excite the 
phugoid or something like that. For instance that's a good way to fly 
the F-4 and F-8 airplanes, especially if you are frying to be a smooth 
formation lead. Fly it with trim. I am accustomed to doing that. I like 
to do it that way. I didn't object particularly to flying it to trim. It is 
just a matter of realizing by trial and error procedures that you do in 
fact have to do it that way. The previous undesirable comments were 
based on first of all and primarily on flying the airplane by trying to 
control speed principally through elevator position and principally 
through throttle manipulation. Of course, there is always a mixture 
of the two, but those are the principal techniques I was using to start 
with. Then when I changed they changed. They became more accurate 
and . . I was using the . . . My performance was better. It was 
significantly better with even less workload than before. I was trying 
as hard as I could. 
Jenks: 	 This is going to be the evaluation in the. slave mode and we have already 
talked quite extensively about the vertical S's and . 
Pilot: 	 I wanted to say a few more things about the recorded runs we made after 
you left the airplane. On the first several runs, what I am essentially 
saying, task 1, the vertical S maneuver, there was a lot of degrading 
in performance due to the fact that I was wearing the glasses and the 
sun was coming through the windshield and hitting the glasses. It was 
extremely difficult to see. Later on I realized that. there was a sun visor 
up there. I realized what the problem was and I put the visor in between 
myself and the glass but your visual acuity was just miserable. It was 
very difficult to see things and it definitely detracted from performance. 
It was just hard to read the gauges. You couldn't see them peripherally 
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well at all. So my performance was very much worse than,it had been 
when I had been flying without them even though when I was flying 
without them I had been ignoring the horizon. The conditions as far as 
having a horizon were for all intents and purposes the same but I had a 
lot better . . . I could see the instruments themselves much much 
better. The performance on the vertical S maneuver, 
 the first run 
-especially 	-was very very poor. I had-a-very high-workload-on that

task, but in spite of that, in spite of all the effort I put into it, I found 
it difficult to perform the task accurately. In fact, [I found it-] impossible 
to perform it very accurately. I was generally very dissatisfied with 
I did it quite a few times. I probably have aboutthe performance. 
8 or 9 1800 turns because I wanted to continue and see if I could dampen 
out those deviations. Especially when I first put on the glasses, that 
I had some 	 real bad turns. I was working veryscrewed things up. 
hard and there were a lot of upsets from the turbulence that were 
a lot of pitch upsets that were disturbing nie.causing me to w6rk . . . 
I was getting speed fluctuations of ±15 knots. I just couldn't get things 
In spite of all the work and-along with thesquared away very Well. 
. there was a lot of thermal activity. I was gettingpitch upsets . 

extreme deviations on h too. I was working real hard and I let T go 

I think that at some time I was probably in 300 toentirely on that one. 
 
320 of bank, sometimes I was in a 151 bank because I was trying to


close the loop tighter on A control and speed. With the system on it was

. . we will come back to that.
much much much better. It was very . 
On this task I was getting .I want 	 to go into the heading maneuver. 
I found.that I was able to hold heading at about ±40 and there were 
frequent deviations, right and left. I could correct' them but in just a 
few moments, it was just a matter of' a few seconds, I would have an 
upset 	 that would send me back off. 
Jenks: 	 I noticed today that it seemed the turbulence, the nature of the turbu­
lence was getting a lot of yaw inputs, predominantly a roll but 
occasionally we would get a yaw input. 
That is about all IPilot: 	 Right, I was getting some yaw inputs up there too. 
have to say on that. I characterized my level of effort as moderate in 
I wouldterms 	 of frequency with which I .had to be active in the loop. 
guess there were periods' of 2 or 3 seconds where I was completely 
. . . there was nothing I could do to compen­inactive. Then the upset 
sate for the upset, really, while it was going on. It was a fairly quick 
event in periods of time., It would just be a matter of flying the airplane 
back to the right heading. In a period in which again it was relatively 
quick 	 as,a matter of having a sequence of stepsor squarewave where 
now and then you would get just the top of the squarewave . .every 
an input, short duration input thennothing and then all of a sudden 
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That is about all I have to say right now aboutanother one later on. 
precision heading. On the intercept . . . the intercept task which I 
flew without the system was the last of two approaches. It so happened 
that my technique in flying it was different and the results were better. 
Namely, as soon as the needle started to move I used about 450 or 500 of 
bank, which produced less overshoot. I had the gear down a little bit 
sooner and the flaps down a little bit sooner and I got steady on the 
localizer much earlier but it was not so much due to-the fact that I didn't 
have the system on, it was just a matter of the initial procedure when 
the needle started to move and I don't think it is significaint in terms of 
system characteristics. It is only significant in the fact that I happened 
to make a better initial guess where to start and what to do. It would 
have been a little bit extreme for most people's liking and on the other 
hand a 90 ° intercept I guess depends on how far out you are. I would 
do it right away if I were the only one in the airplane. I wouldn't do it 
that way if I had somebody on board because I would be trying to make 
a more gradual smoother procedure out of it. So, anyway, the localizer 
going to look better because I justperformance with the system off is 
happened to do the right thing that time and got squared away on the 
localizer. 
How did you feel about the workload during the transition? Did youJenks: 
notice the pitch transients with gear and flaps and power? 
Pilot: With me the transition is kind of an open loop procedure where you 
make the turn and you drop the gear and you drop the flaps and you 
put the power up. I already had approximate numbers for the power 
and it just turned out about right. While these things are going on 
simultaneously I am not doing much of anything except trying to control 
If you change to 75 feet, it doesn't bother tooaltitude in a gross sense. 
much and of course the flaps coming down and everything it could very 
well happen. I think again in this case I probably had a better transi­
tion too with the system off than with the system on. But again I don't 
know without doing it a number of times, just doing the transition 
itself with configuration change and the turn and the intercept and 
I can't tell that the system's being off oraltitude control I don't know, 
on was particularly significant. Again I feel it is kind of like an open 
loop task where 1 just throw everything down and I wait to see what 
happens. I'm not really active here particularly. And everything I 
do is a guess, not everything, but things are largely a guess or maybe 
they are coming through at a lower level in terms of accelerations . . 
When I feel a heave my natural tendency is to start trimming forward 
because I know that I'm ballooning, I know I'm gaining altitude. I do 
on or off, I think. I was flyingthat regardless of whether the system is 
the system later on in the flight, in fact once I started using the trim I 
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used it in both configurations pretty consistently rather than moving 
. . . Because that is the waythe wheel. I moved it with the trim to 
I don't know if that was the intent or notI normally fly an airplane. 
 
but I guess you want whatever techniques seem to be .


We haven't been dictating at all because we didn't warntJenks: That's right. 
to cause any greater deviations than-we had-tofrom the guy' s,.normal 
elevator then wetechniques. If the guy is accustomed to poking in 
I think that is valuable sort of datawanted to see what the effects were. 
 
that if a control system like this is indeed implemented the guys that


fly with a lot of elevator may indeed have some trouble.


but when I felt so I was. about equally active . . .Pilot: That's what I did 
I needed to move the elevator I normally did it by use of the trim. The 
approach itself with the system off was probably, the performance might 
be a little better for maybe the first two-thirds of it because again I did I would guesshave an easier task and my overshoot wasn't so much. 

maybe at least in pitch attitude I was working a little bit harder than I 

there was some thermal activitywas later on. I found it to be . . .


that caused some pretty significant deviations during the approach and

terms of control
required let's say a moderate to high level of activity in 
inputs. 'On the goaround, again that was pretty much an open loop type 
task to me. Open loop in this respect has a limit on the amount of power 
I could use. The gear was going to come-up.. There is no bank input 
particularly necessary. Again I considered it more or less a loop 
and I know what the maximum torque is, the flaps coming up,maneuver to try to stay inthe gear coming up, the. only task that I really have is I
sufficiently above VMC and try to maintain a positive rate of climb. 
to sort of separate things out on this goaround, Ireally needed to do, 
 
should have done probably two or three or four of them just as I should


have done two or three or four localizer intercepts by themselves to 
a hurry there. One oflook at them because there'was lot going on in 
the things that is disconcerting about the system off goar6und is the It is hard to keep yourgreat pitch change when you bring the,flaps up. 
positive rate of climb. It requires a concerted'effort. Not being 
familiar with the rate of flap retraction, it came as a little bit of a 
surprise to me each time how much I had to pull back and how much I 
had to really get on the trim. I was anticipating it. It was a high -work­
load task in that there was an amount of stress that was associated 
merely with an unanticip.ated pull force, a combination of a pull force 
that sense that you are in fact climbing,sort of lack of the body cues 
that you are transitioning to a climb and then the altimeter confirmed 
that in both cases or in ease of the system off first, I didn't lose any 
sure didn't,gain much. That bothered me a little bitaltitude but I 
because I like to be able to power up there and set up the gear and 
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thing. It bothered me a little bit because I like to be able to have a little 
more positive missed approach profile in that 
Jenks: 	 Ten degrees up and positive climb? 
Pilot; 	 It was not a positive climb for some period of time and due largely to 
the fact the flap retraction was something I didn't really anticipate very 
well and I was concerned about decelerating too because in the full 
flaps configuration even when you pull the gear up, even when you go 
up to 1,250 torque you aren't climbing a whole lot. And the airspeed is 
still bleeding off and it is not real . . I think it is something that 
you need to go out and be able to have a sense for in terms of time of 
control manipulation so you can do an open loop relatively open loop 
and have good results. 
Jenks: 	 I think one thing you said here is real consistent with the comment you 
made with the vertical S maneuvers. You said that you found that it 
was very important to be very timely with the trim. I think because 
you recognized this you didn't feel the most drastic effects that could 
have occurred in the goaround on the basic airplane because I found 
that if you don't get right on the trim, and I assume that is probably 
the technique you used . . . In other words, when you start 
trimming or when you start changing configuration on the trim, if you 
delay that just a little bit, if you try to use the elevator in order to hold 
Even by the time youthe attitude then the system gets away from you. 
 
get to the point when you say, oh, I need some trim, you are still

sitting there with 50 pounds of force on the wheel trying to trim it off.

I feel that I've noticed that with some of the goarounds that I .

Pilot: 	 I wasn't as timely on the trims or configuration changes as I was on the 
S maneuvers because I practiced the S maneuvers much much more than 
I practiced the goaround maneuvers. I really didn't have it figured out. 
The forces did build up each time on the goaround maneuver to an 
uncomfortable point which to me I noted as gut feeling, I'm really 
working, it got a lot of my attention. Because of the fact that I don't like 
to fly with a lot of control force on the controls, I have to have it 
trimmed up. 
My reaction to this [turbulence rating] chart is that it depends on 
wind load. You were talking about airspeed. I would say judging 
from this, call it moderate. Food service and walking would be difficult 
if you were in the airplane, there is no doubt about that. What I was. 
noticing principally was the airspeed changes. You were getting air­
speed fluctuations at times in the neighborhood of ±4 or 5 knots. We 
were definitely getting attitude and altitude changes; especially after 
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you get out and you start operating over there, there was a good bit of 
heaving in 	 the airplane in the thermal activity. 
Jenks: 	 Consider it turbulence as opposed to chop? 
Pilot: 	 Yes, I would say turbulence opposed to chop. 
Jenks: 	 How about the reporting term? Occasional, intermittent, or continuous? 
It was not continuous. I would say it was intermittent. It weightedPilot: 
toward the high end of intermittent. 
starting with the vertical S.Jenks: 	 We are going to evaluate the control system, 
With the system on I got much better, with an exclamation mark. IPilot: 
flew it without using the aileron trim wheel. I can't say that with the 
blue glasses on, and I was probably trying a little bit harder, I can't 
say that I could ignore the control force, the lateral force. Especially 
when I was making a left input just the geometry of the situation was 
such that it was more uncIomfortable for me to hold a sustained force at 
the left the way my arm was situated on the armrest. It seemed to be 
I think just because of the fact that my geometryheavier to the left, 
and my arm and the wheel was different. However, I didn't find it 
I found it mildly annoying to theparticularly annoying to the right. 
left and I went ahead and flew that way on some of the maneuvers just 
to do it-to see how annoying it would be. I was able to control the 
airplane much much better with a moderate to moderately high degree 
effort compensation. The performance differences, the values of the 
excursions, were roughly half of what they had been with the other 
system. I think the nice thing about the system is that it gives you 
better starting points. Initially your best guess is sort of an open 
loop process to start with and then a guess iterative process. 
Jenks-	 Guesses tb power and pitch attitude? 
Pilot: 	 Right. My guesses with the system on were much better and then it

was also obvious that the turbulence was upsetting the airplane much

less. That was a very obvious result of having the system on. In

general it was just much much easier to fly with the system engaged.

My only derogatory comment would be mild and that deals with aileron 
force. 
Jenks: 	 How did you feel about the aileron sensitivity with the forward loop


gain? Did you notice any problem at all?
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Pilot: 
Jenks: 
Pilot: 
Jenks: 
Pilot: 
Jenks: 
 
Pilot: 
 
I noticed no problem at all. I say that with the understanding between 
the two of us that my attention to bank angle was less than the attention 
given to speed and attitude but there seemed to be much less to do 
because it seemed to be held reasonably well by the system. In fact in 
some runs I did trim qp and it held very nicely. What was the question 
you asked again? 
I was asking whether or not you noticed any problems with the control 
sensitivity-in other words, a tendency to overcontrol. 
No, I noticed no problems at all. Again, some of it may have been 
obscured by the fact that turbulence upsets were getting past the system 
to a certain extent, but they were mild and I couldn't see any limit 
cycle or oscillatory behavior, no pilot induced sort of thing being out 
of phase with it. That didn't show up at all. It wasn't obvious to me. 
It may in fact exist but with the conditions we had today it wasn't 
The only thing I didn't like was the force. Onobvious and I liked it. It held,the precision heading maneuver I thought it was really great. 
in fact what I did was take my hand off the wheel entirely, off the yoke


and I put it in the center of the wheel so, if I needed to I could tweak the


a little bit and then I tried just resting it very lightly over it
elevator 
 
so. If I needed to tweak the elevator I could do it with trim. It did a


beautiful job of heading hold. Every now and then there would be an 
It didn'texcursion or an upset that the airplane couldn't handle. 
was holding heading for a period of time-maybeappear to drift and it 
 
10 or 12 seconds, something like that-right on and then there would


be a small excursion that I would make a correction for.


Did you find the yaw inputs due to the separate surface rudder inputs


In other words, did you feel the lateral acceleration
objectionable? 
 
due to the yawing of the airplane?


I didn't find it to be objectionable at all. On the other hand I was

due to the fact that we were
desensitized to a certain extent to it then, 
getting lateral turbulence anyway with the system off. I found the ride 
to be better, really nicer, insofar as I can remember, with the system 
on, even in terms of lateral acceleration. I don't know that the


records will show it but my perception was that it was nicer, the y


accelerations were less objectionable with the system.


Could you detect the difference in the yaw damper? I've got an opinion 
here and I was just wanting to draw it out of you. 
I don't know the cause-effect relationship. All I'm trying to describe 
The effect was that the yaw rates, the excursions and theis the effect. 
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yaw both, the total yaw experienced as well as the rates were 
considerably down. 
Jenks: 
 
Pilot: 
 
Jenks: 
 
Pilot: 
 
Jenks: 
 
I think that was the sort of thing I was looking for. I noticed that I've 
seen lateral gusts that hit you and we end up with the system turned 
off without the yaw damper. Typically you'll hit a lateral gust and 
you'll end up with two overshoots, at least two overshoots with the 
nose sweeping across the horizon, and an amplitude of about 50. I 
noticed with the yaw damper on you get the initial gust excursion and 
then it's right back on. The frequency seems to be a little higher, the 
amplitude is somewhat less. 
Today we had always the yaw damper on when the system was on. 
There is no time when we're in command that you don't have yaw damper 
on. 
I found it to be really great in the precision heading task. I thought it 
did a real good job. There were occasionally excursions but they 
weren't very frequent. The fact that they appeared less frequently 
would lead me to conclude since they are appearing more frequently 
before that it was handling a large percentage of the excursions without 
my even noticing it. Of course the ones that got through were big ones. 
The localizer intercept we've talked about. Again, I consider it kind 
of an open loop thing. My localizer intercept with the system on was 
pretty lousy. I overshot more, much more, and it took me longer to 
get back to some nominally centered localizer position. As far as the 
control of the aircraft, though, in terms of pitch axis, I felt that it was 
much improved over the system off. I liked the decoupling effect of 
being able to control the glideslope, the rate of descent with the 
a worth­elevator, and the speed with the power. I think that made it 
while improvement to the ease of flying the approach. Again, the 
records will probably show, except maybe in closer, that the system­
off approach was better, but again the primary reason was that I got 
squared away earlier on it with the system off than I did with the 
system on. I still feel on the basis of the approaches we shot before 
we taped the last two approaches that there is a, definite improvement 
-with the system on over the performance with the system off. 
Do you have a feel specifically where you think the improvement's 
coming? Do you think that it's the fact that the .pitch transients are 
trimmed out or is it in the roll performance? 
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I don't think that roll was a particular factor, againPilot: 	 It's not in the roll. 
because of 	 the fact that I didn't really have enough time to psyche out 
a real accurate heading to maintain localizer track. As far as pitch 
I can't think real specifically it made airspeed control and control 
easier. It's not too definitive but it may . . . I think that one of the 
things, again because of the thermal activity, there were a couple of 
points when glideslope maintenance required a fairly high level of 
activity, and it was easier, it is characteristically easier, I feel, with 
the system on than it is with the system off. I sort of hate to use the 
.two approaches we made because I would like it if the other ones 
I don't think that's what they show, I don't feel that what they are 
going to show is going to be consistent with my opinion. 
Jenks: 	 I think that's really all right. The approach we are taking on this 
stuff is our primary data, in other words, the primary data source we 
are generating on this program is your subjective opinion. Then the 
quantitative data that goes along with that is going to be merely 
The real idea is thattagalong. 	 If it supports, fine, if it doesn't fine. 
we are going from your subjective comments, we are going to be able 
to substantiate why the performance is what it is in the strip charts. 
I am not particularly concerned about that right now. 
Pilot: 	 The goaround again I feel like that was pretty much an open loop thing 
and we have already talked about precision heading. I don't really 
have much more to say about that. 
I think the 	 performance was satisfactoryVertical SIs with the system on, 
I think due to the fact that there was aileronwithout any improvement. 
 
.force required without the trim for . either you had to trim the
 
I would sayailerons or you had to maintain some force into the turn. 
there was . . . the aircraft characteristics were between good and 
fair. However, I didn't feel that compensation is the appropriate term 
in terms of lead lag type relationship. If you are talking about pilot 
terms of . it is kind of like a static gain you needcompensation in .
 
to maintain as opposed to some dynamic quantity. There is a certain 

annoyance 	 that comes in from the fact I guess that your skeletal muscles 
are tensed up to a certain thing and it makes the task more difficult. 
It is kind of,a bone head thing as opposed to something that you feel 
you have to psyche out. It's just something that is annoying you. In 
that respect I would have to say that the description which says that 
not a factor is not quite appropriate. I wouldpilot compensation is 
say that there is some compensation required for the desired 
performance and I think that it would fall somewhere between a 2 and 
a 3, let's say a 2.5. Let me change that again, after looking at the 
wording. The aircraft characteristics description here . . . says 
"some mildly unpleasant". I think mildly unpleasant characterizes 
the nature 	of the task or the subtask which involves holding an aileron 
force or trimming. I would say that trimming is less unpleasant as Icing 
asas you don't have something else to do with your right hand such 
Trimming-is lesswrite down a clearance or something of that sort. 
 
unpleasant than holding the force. I would rather do it that way


because the trim is close at hand and it is very 	 convenient and easy 
in that vicinity. Onto reach . . . put your hand down and keep it 
the whole I would say it is mildly unpleasant and I think a 3 would be 
probably most appropriate. On precision heading, again I thought 
it was really great. Aircraft characteristics, I wouldn't give it a 1 
I don't think pilot compen­because something got through the system. 
sation was a factor for performance. I really thought that was really 
good. I think a 2 on that would be appropriate. The intercept we are 
leaving out on the approach. 
same reason because you really thought it was kind ofJenks: 	 Again, for the 
open loop like just a matter of configuring the airplane and waiting 
and watching what happens. 
Pilot: 	 With as little practice as I had, if I had repeated it a number of times 
I think I would have beenable to perceive a difference. With the 
exposure I got I couldn't. I was still doing it open loop. 
Do you think if we change, of course I'm not talking about changing itJenks: 
now because I think that would negate a lot of our test data that we 
have at the present time. Do you have any recommendation on a 
change in the profile that.might prevent this from being an open loop 
sort of task? 
I don't think it has to be an open loop. I was doing it open loop.Pilot: 	 No, 
I don't think it has to be: If I had repeated it enough times . . . I 
really wasn't scrutinizing the intercept as much, on our practice pass 
as I was the other portion, such as the S maneuver and the precision 
heading and the ILS approach. I didn't really have a feel exactly for 
what I should be looking for there and then the practice didn't really 
generate any particular response. Because of the fact that at least 
task 1 and 2 I did over and over again. I had some experience. I 
started to be able to perceive differences. I don't think the profile 
needs to be changed. What I think you need to do or what I think would 
be nice would be to fly enough approaches so that somebody . . of 
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course maybe inobody else had the same impression. But for me I 
would need to -fly enough approaches so that I could practice-this 
maneuver 	 more times than I did. 'The same'thing with the goaround. 
On the ILS 	 approach, performance I thought was -muchbetter. Due 
largely to the pitch axis control. I really . . . under the conditions 
today there was better compensation than needed to be used because 
of the turbulence do this to the basic airplane. I guess it's the response 
to turbulence.' I think the aircraft and the system is satisfactory without 
improvement. I don't think it's great but I think it is satisfactory and 
I think the 	 system helped it a lot. I'm . . . a little bit hung up now 
over pilot compensation being minimal or moderate. I hesitate to call 
it minimal. I think I would have to go to a 3 . . . I hate to do that 
across the 	 range because then your improvement is desired. I think 
we'll let it 	 go with a 3 on that. 
Jenks: . The type of compensation we are talking about is obvious or definite 
triin inputs to reestablish'the vertical descent . . . up-or down or 
whatever it might be. 
Pilot: 	 As an overall comment before we, get to the overall comment rating, 
I thought the effects of turbulence were much reduced-the 'perceived 
effects were much reduced-by the system. Maybe it's like talking 
aboutnoise. I felt that it was a lot better with the system on. I don't 
know what the accelerations were but 'to.me it felt better-. I thought 
it was significant. 
Jenks: 	 I .think riding in the airplane, sitting in, the back, I think I can perceive 
a difference and I never really noticed it before, in fact I had been 
asked 'several times as to whether we could detect an improvement in 
the ride qualities. I,couldn't. 
Pilot: 	 You are sitting near the CG. 
Jenks: 	 Well, yes, I was normally involved in the stuff, and I just wasn't that 
perceptive. However, Rick and another one of the guys that works on 
the project, they were down and they flew on one of the evaluation 
flights. They had time to just sit back there just riding. They noticed 
a marked difference because it was fairly bumpy and the guys were 
flying along doing the vertical S maneuvers and Leland told me he 
started getting lumps in his throat pretty quick, But when they went 
to the command system, all of a sudden they noticed a big difference 
to the point that it was much- more comfortable. 
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When we were doing ourPilot: 	 I could almost get with the aileron trim. 
practice maneuvers, I could just about get the thing trimmed to fly 
hands off, at least for some period of time. Then we would get an 
upset that was large enough to get through the system and I would 
have to make a correction. I couldn't come close to doing that, not 
even remotely close to doing that with a basic airplane and I'was 
continuously making .. . going through iterations-to -try-to get what 
I needed to take care of the last upset in my trend before the upset 
occurred. I'm talking specifically about the S maneuvers. I like it 
now. 
I think I' would say that adequate performance is attainable with -a 
tolerable pilot workload. 
 Going to the next block, it was satisfactory 
without the improvements. Yes, I think it is satisfactory, but the only

and again it depends whether youreal objection I have to the system, 

use the trim wheel-whether I use the trim wheel or whether I try to' 

override, 	 is . ... This is a little bit dependent-on the situation in 

which I am flying the airplane. Sometimes it is convenient to have your, 

right hand 	 free to do something else and on the other hand there aren't 

But if'I werethat many 	 situations where you are making 1800 turns. 
making a 1800 turn or maybe even a 900 turn this sort of depends on 
am going along at 280 knots and I am makingthe type of airplane. If I 
1800 turn you're talking about 200 indicated at 20, 000 feet it takes aa 
long time to make a 1800 turn even if at 30° of bank. I definitely want 
to have a trim wheel. That would be very annoying to me to have to 
hold . . . it's time dependent to me., The amount of satisfaction I ­
have when it goes up . .- . it is just an integrated value. For the S 
maneuvers, I felt that it would really be nice to fly it that way or to 
take care of the force situation. Ideally, by lessening the forces or 
I don't think it could be too much more convenientmaking a little more, 
Maybe if you had a coolie hat trim switch . . .but there isto trim. 
. . . [I would] actually like a displace­something about a coolie hat 
ment control like these or like the F-8 has, where they just have wheels 
on the stick grip rather than a beeper for this type of thing. I prefer 
that over the coolie hat. 
It feels a little more vernier control as opposed to bank control?Jenks: 	 
.you know you are.Pilot: 	 Right. You don't . . 
Jenks: 	 I find myself doing that, I say,, well I'll take a short bleep or a long


bleep or two long ones.
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Pilot: I hate to take long ones. I like to have it high gated enough so maybe 
a couple little short ones . . . never know with the long ones . . . 
This is satisfactory without improvement. I think I'll have to go with 
the aircraft characteristics on the . . .under the fair category. 
Some mildly unpleasant, mildly unpleasant being the lateral aileron 
force situation. I think a 3 is what I would give it with the system on. 
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APPENDIX D


QUALITATIVE DATA


Section 1: Sample Flight Time-Histories


Section 2: Sample Flight Statistical Calculations


Appendix D contains the time-history plots and statistical


analysis of a sample qualitative evaluation flight. Table D-I relates


the digital condition number on the plots to the flight maneuver.


All material contained in this appendix was generated by the Boeing


Comapny, Wichita, Kansas, at the request of KU-FgL.
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APPENDI-X D - SECTION 1


SAMPLE FLIGHT TIME-HISTORIES
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QUALITATIVE EVALUATION


DIGITIZED DATA REQUEST FORM


Fit. No. 036 Pilot 3 Date of Fit. April 1, 1976


PCM Tape No. 092-1 Date of Request April 12, 1976


Digital 
Condition Task Start Stop 
No. No. Manuever Time Time Comments 
1 01 Vertical-S 025650 030000 SLAVE


6 01 Vertical-S 032520 033040 COMM


2 02 Precision Heading 030130 030320 SLAVE


7 02 Precision Heading 033720 033830 COMM


3 03 Localizer Intercept 031125 031320 SLAVE


8 03 Localizer Intercept 034050 034140 COMM


4 04 ILS Approach 031320 031530 SLAVE


9 04 ILS Approach 034235 034550 COmm


5 05 Go"Around 031535 031650 SLAVE


10 05 Go Around 034550 034650 COMM


Table 	 D-I Qualitative Evaluation Data Reqsest Relating


Digital Condition Number to 'Flight Maneuver
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SAMPLE FLIGHT STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS
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WAL TTAT IVE ANALYS IS.


A/P NO. 0099 TEST NO. 0921 RUN NO. 148609 COND I CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND


--AGINNING TIME ENDINa__TJ SAM*P FTZ 
--2 58 5-'.00-- - !)U. 1 44> 
VARIABLE M11N1MUM AT TIMEPHM5)._MAIMBA-T-M HMS FUJ}__.N SIGMA__-____S__ SAMPLES 
-,I ZACG-- 9 E T-2-95 43.41 1.3133E 00 
 2 58 58 30 1.0836E 00 7.6631E-02 1.0863E 00 2446 
2 YACC -9.8425E-03 2 59 17.76 2.5591E-02 2 58 57.,96 8.4665[-04 5.030IE-03 5.)006E-03 24-6

3 XACC 8.399LE-02 2 58 56.93 1.1561E-01 2 59 48..09 1.0212E-01 6.OBCSE-03 1.0230E-01 2446


-5- ,TA '- -I.53 46 00 2-l 85 03 .936L,-02 22 59 17 6& J.fb,+Y-O1 2.5355E-01 5.4152E-01 2446 
6 TIM-TURb -1;0'655E-02 2 58 50:-00 2.8419E -02 2 58-'58,.33 -8'.457LE-03 6.9108L-o3 1.0922E--02 2446 
7 TIM-A/S 6.4786E 01 2 59 41.46 8.1616E 01 2 58 57..71 7.1166E 01 4.8904E 00 741333E 01 2446

-9 ALTI -.. .. 8-50.22- 7.085E:03 2 59 44,U4 6723E 03 2°1G9.E 02 6.729 03 24466.4034E 0 -1" 
 24d,6
10 ALTIFINE 6.4195E 03 2 58 55.4B 7.0973E 03 2 59 46,.U1 6.7401E 03 2.1595E 02 6.7435E 03 
 
11 V!AS 1 .379E 02 2 59 2.65 1.5625E 02 2 58 5E,89 .4458E 02 4907E 00 .4466E 02 2446 4551E -0 
73 PCLE - -.-.B7E01soU? . 12EO2 58 5000 I4 3.31 0E-0T -- f1E5)2-O 2446

12 VASFINE I.370O 02 _ 59_z. 9 5268M ZQ-- L 7 ?I-_- % __Qj.__---4.72?E_O -- _Q2446-

06 --9-~1 7 -. 974E-01 . 
6.77 1.1538E 00 2 5a 51,.77 1.7806E-01 .3.6028E-01 4-0OI8E-01 2446
14 PAILPGHT -6.9232E-01 Z 59 
 2 59 7,.C6 5.7198E-01 3.605BE-01 6_7615E-01 2446
15 PAILLEFT -3.8356L-01 2 58 53.82 1.516DE 00 
 6.,U;y 7 - ]- l '2537f-1 . 44­
6 PUD -5.8473F-706 2 58 J7 74- ' < - 01 2-59 
 
"17 AIL-TRrm'--2°9744E'O --27- 8-O.G 3.769h 00 2 58 50,.15 2. 979. f 00 2.20 7E-02 2.97 11t O0 zt4, 
lb RUD-TRIM -5.4340E-01L 2 58 50.00 -5.434LE-01 2 58 50..00 -5.4340E-01 0.0 5.4340E-01 2446


9 STABF"OS 6.226E-01l 2 58 50 00 1.491E 00 2 59 0.,3 1'.047E 00 9.146 E-02 1.051E 00 2446 
O3 .7HO,,.O _S. F 00__ 5 .6333f5_=02 A_ _0f 
R{{,HT- 27 6E 00 Y- .4--. 8-57 9(J 0.5D,00 E -W-963S. 6" -OZ 3.2:96E O0 j 2 446"2 "T 
50,00 -2.055E-01 0.0 2.0558E-01 2446 
20 YHRCLEFT S3 926L O00 2 58 56.51 3 ,596jr- ,647E Z
2-­
22 FLAP -- 05"E-01 2 56 50.00 -2.0558E-01L 2 58 

23 D sc 23 {OISCR!ETE 

.
24 OISC 24 OTSCRETE... -4'3396E-O-0---BZ-5V 3.-45--.-T0 E 00o z 58 50L,00O 8.6856E-01 - .SV77 0T 9.3012_E_-01 2446 
26 SAILRGHT 9.4,18E-01 2 59 43.82 1.2585E 00 2 58 51..92 1.0804F. 00 6.OUO&6E-02 1.0821E 00 2446 
'25'SELE {
 
Z 58 50 00 a.5374E 00 2 59 7.23 6 233E 00 1.6156E 0 .396r: 00 2416
27 IETA 2.008E QD 
 
" 0

aV SRUD -5.63'17E-01 2 58 57.94 1.056E Ot 2 59 21,,,96 I1.0;7C8E-01 1.717SE-O1 2.O24?E-O1 2446


01 2 58 5654 2.261E 01 2 58 50.00 2.2615E 01 .3125E-02 2.21SE 01 2z44&
1 AlI-SIGN 2.2439E 
 
B3'- OC --- OIL 
 - lt 2E-6.Zb5E 0 1. 45:E 01 Z445:v.of'"-q.i, z.E'--'- 58--T"r-.( T"-u,' B5,1 
 1.3812E 01 2.1953E 01 2414 
35 I NTC 
.4 HEAD 3.4147L-01 2 59 18.55 3.6046E 01 2 59 17.54 .764E 01
 
6._2 80 E_01 6 627E -01 9.0129-01 24 5 ­5 L 0 - 5.25 b5- 0L_.2 59 6&.8 o6967E O0Q582 O
__2
---.. 
 
38 NTC


37-AC-MMT 

39 N'rc"

40 P -4.1176r- 00 2 58 58.08 -5.,4901E-01 2 58 52.,36 -1.8790E 00 4.886.3E-01 1.9415E 00 24-45


42 .R -2.0416E 01 2 58 56.54 3°521BE 00 2 58 54..03 2,.6460E O0 .21TLE-O1 2,*TlIE 00 2446

2 51 2.9 1.326E-01 1.214E-02 1.3321E-01 2445
43 PUOT 9.956E-02 2 58 54.53 1°709 -01 
 
, 44 ROT 80825-02 2 58 50.05. 1.4087E 00 2 58 5, 54 9.248--Z Z696ET_02 9514E-2 2446_. 
Co 45 -RUA C ----- T.- 2-7 .0 --Z-_.515 -/9 -----5 ,, ---7 T5.-=_----:80. . v-4-E-- 2402'­1 
  
46 ELAC 1.556BE 00 2 58 50.05 8 .072E 00 2 58 5654 23370E 0 B.4552E-01 2.624E: 0 2 4 6 
4y RAAC 52371V-02 2 58 52.06 1.0024E 01l 2 58 5654 4.3235E-01 2.3052E--01 48997E-01 2446

58 56 
 54 2o673 123a 199E'-01 33334F-01___24-464.8LAAC 1.81871E-tJl 2 58 51.06 9.9655E 00 2 

EU Z-5,u 
 2 zoz - o-72 -4--- 2


UOAL ITATTV ANAY-.;T 
A/P NO. 0099 TEST NO. 0921 RUN NO. 148609 COND 1 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND 
_lL Z IGINEENOp1GS.IM...SAMPEF 7F
.0 9 .02446 
VARIAELE _ IN MU, ATTIME (H S) AXMIIM -AT TIME fiMSI MEAN STIGMA RMS SAMPI FS 
51 TEJACOMM -8.9L64E 00 
 2 58 50.00 1.0785E 01 2 59 48.71 -7.9020E 00 4.0254E 00 8.8652E 00 244552 PPI CLiMb -1.:1LiE 01 2 59 47.72 -1.1814E 01 2 58 50.00 -. IU24E 01 3.6865E-02 1.1824E 01 2446SB PsI CAMH I.1148E 00_2P 94 I.23.1Thti00 2.59 sh.04~.vo~z 
3 7 8 2 9 E- 0 2  77'E1.221700L244634 OPSICbMM -2241-01 25948".51 -6.7149E-02 2 59 8.63 -9.9511E--02 1.0646E-01 244655 &LERSIGN 3.0105E 01 2 58 50.00 3.0105E 01 2 58 50.UO 3.0105E 01 0.0, 3.0105E 01 2446
56 NTC


-57-TETAGYRQ -2,0423E .4 -1 .7 71=Q-25g9-Aa 11QEQ-615E0--.77E0 ~

56 TQ& GYu -h--.23t' Z 12-58--u.00 1.5259E-05 2 59 48.00 -3.683E-01 6.5951E-02 3.138AE-01 244659-PUI ACT -2.2809E 00.258 57..79 .2.4038E.00 2 59-.2..23 5.T-124E-02 3.6328E-01 3.6774E-Ol 214660 ELEVACT -6.4502E-01 2 59 17.84 8.0254E 00 2 59 10.18 3.9517E 00 
 1A6811E 00 4.2944E 00 2446

(i1 FkALACT -:3.0965[ 00 25J 04--a8.424E-01 '3Z -1 r .( 2-Q--j88E-o 
-
-2 LTALACT -5.3O1$E-oi 2 58 51.74 1.6960 0 2 59 6.89 '6.3105E-01 4.;1942E-01 7.5772E-01 2446
63 PHI GYRO '-3.4766E 01 
 2 59 18.35 -2.3996E 01 2 58 50.00 -3.1442E 01 2.8081E 00 3.1567E 01 2446
64 P GYRO -2.2473E-01 2 58 52.19 6.7415E-01 2 58 58.0665 1.4548E-03 4.7633E-02 4.7655E-02 2446N

-66- -"N 
67 ALT-LD -5,051GE 00 
 2 59 49.61 -1.9369E 00 2 59 33.46 -3.3368E 00 7.0725E-01 3.4109E 00 2446
68 ALT--CO 6.291E-02 2 58 50.05 7.9473E-OZ 2 58 50.00 7.7902E-02 4.8513E-03 7.8053E-02 2446
69 LCJC 
" 7 - 5a SSD -'z 2 58 50.00 -2.3582E-02 2 58 50.00 -2.3582E-02 0.0 2.3582E--02 2446 
71 NTC 
72 NTC 
7j NTC1; - NTL 
75 NTC


76 NTC


77

OAT 4.54992 01 2 59 43.21 4..9121E 01 2 58 51.89 4.1271E 01 1.1613E 00 4.72851 p446


A/V NO. 0094 TEST 110O.(.021l RUN NO. 124.616 COND '2 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT.ON


3 1 3u;.ul 3 3 20. Oi P4 8 
' 
 
.. . ......... .. .. .. 9A­ 1 G).4,6[ RM P,. A -'"6C S 
50I NTC
-l 'I I ACUJM. -A.9E 1.41­ 030­
52 0}:1 CUMYM -­ 1.871,b 0L 
-L5, . --- F 
54 -1i2h:0 
55t, LL ", JL.N 5 01) 
3 1 3c .03 -S.9279F. 00 
3 2 F53.L:l -1.0641IL Cl 
-,lg1,,L5'352 -46­ '7 11 CP 
3l'%t,;r3 0.vul -1.6620E-IJI 
3­ . ulk01,FL: 015-'I50( 
3 
33 
3 
3 
1 30-.00 
2 2ES, 165w5 2-. 
1 30.0 (1; 
Y 3D.,qO 
-B.9643E 00 2.0717F-02 8.9643& 00 
OII l.lli1Ol E04.453PE-0222c( ; 6.co ....&... 
-I.0C620E-07 0.0u 1.062('E-C<! 
3.0105E ol 0.0. 3;0105E 01 
4463 
44b3 
-
4-Q3­
4483 
5o r.lc 
51, 0 LY 'U --. S3 OI3 
5PFU,, A.c1 -1.72 00 
60 IL'VArT 4.'(94PL-01 
3 
3 
1 30.00 -2.4290[--01
1 37.46 1.1155L 00, 
1 It.18 7 .W IE 00' 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 ;).9-B.37EO 
28, 18 1.11143 _t-, 
37. 12 4.1960E 00 
3.,4 h 
6.C7C 1F-01 
1.10&66! (it 
3.2ZT77'-01 
6.192AF'0I 
4.3394F: 00 
44S3 
44E3B 
4483 
62' a-I iLAI -4.5L>---oI 
63 4111l L,YKU -I.2216(,,
64 P GyKC -2.2472E: 
01 
00 
3­
3 
3 
2 27.9" B .2192 E 00 
1 44. 3-A6.54.-]E-0 1 
2 F1.1,5 2.0225E 00 
3 
3 
3 
1 46. 05 
2 57.34 
2 50..45 
1.5126E O0 
-5.21554E 00 
-3.6'085-02 
5.B '5-- 1 
3.4761E 00 
2.555bh--Ol 
1.64uOE Ou 
6.30]0F7 00 
2.5815E-O1 
4-48S 
4483. 
44e3 
66 NTC 
&') I IT(' 
67' ALT-LOC~ALT-GE) 
_ 
 
70I (LiU 
l 
SSD7.9-,,J-02
' 
3 
,r

-2.53, L.-G). 5 
1 
3 
30.25 
12.18 
9-6028E-02 
-2.3582E -02 
3 
3 
1 
1 
30..00 
33,.41. 
9.4869E-02 
-­5.2311E-02 
4.2256E-03 
'4.5486E--02 
9.4t965E-0Z 
6.9321E-02 
4483 
448B 
7)
72 
NIC

NIC

74 
75 
NTC

NTC 
76 NTC

.?c l

,w2-fiL- 4-51Fn ," a? 6~ n 
49
 
A/P ,PU. 00v9 TEST NO. (11)21 RUN NO., 124616 CONC 2 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND


Lf.F(="7W-l Tymc
I 3(,.u1 
;.f1,"lTI.t­1 r.= StAKRL ',ZZr 
3 3 ?(..01 44L.3 
ytdph IFlI 
I Il('l, 
2 YACC 
5 xf(C 
v :lr-.411 IT y",:­
V.2',14AL-01 3 
-4. 15:15 L )2 3 
- f.­1. -'12 B 
III.c% -Axim"m! AT llmf= 
2 5S.29 I°.2 4tiLO)0 3 
2 51 .77 I.-%07fA=-02 3 
31,.U .26L-u2 3 
4.pms!
? 41.52 
2 f:,3.C4 
2 r; I 16 
M<rs,'r
9p.8 ".2 y"c--Io1
-1 .46f-(E-02
-3.75961:-04 
s[CM A 
3.1446r-02 
I .04,R°,1b-02 
1.0452 ,-92 
RMSf SAMPLCS 
9. 81 79F -­01 4483 
1.8 013 -­02 44,q3
1. (459C-"02 4483 
I' I A -?:66"uO 
I l: lq - (d -,.a
"7 [1.1-A/t, T. .WIL (-1 2 
,q-1.111-­ -­ -L -t " ('I tk 
9 ILtl (.,'Aq0 3 
10 f Ll 11 IN[ 4.f-221,1 UJ 3 
L l VI A6 I,.4:i(-'$ 0); 3 
2 ',"(' 5.) 1(2[ CO0 
I 4 ). i2 1.7/t,£1U- C0 
2 23.15, .(04 4E 01 ) '1 11 1" (1
3 1A,.43 f,. 5 70L 03 
3 1'4.71 5 .8FU 6E 03 
2 5'1i; 9 .­ 5rf14i: U2 
3 ' 
.. 2 
3 1 
3 )
3 1 
3 1 
3 1 
5f1.,25
Z1.,16
3' .00 
3' 1 
-­(,00 
Cco-0 
37.,46 
' 
2 .7675t -1)1
7 .7k(' !:-()
7.454CL 01 
; ", r 01 
5.17(1()L 03 
-..?104F 03 
1.49!,2f- 0? 
4. 27 45 r-0 I 
3.6l4I,,f.-1)1
2 .62(,6F 00 
2 1 '. r t,
3.74 69F 02 
3.734'%5 02 
2oC,717i: ou 
.Cw)?2 -01 
4.51, ,4C'-Gj
7.45n6E oz 
, .,.'r,= .j!
5.n99",1 0-i 
.27 03 
I,0'55E 02 
-483 
4Wjft3
4483 
4; Pn 
4483 
4483 
44f;3 
13 1", L' 
14 AlLN:,,iT 
1.5 PAILLf FT 
-,.4,617L-03 
-1.61154-­ (,' 
-e ..75,i 01-0 1 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
,&."4 
2"3.56 
28°.16 
-­
l. 4 
2:.;4G 
CO 
0 0 
33,,P-01 3fi, 57 
3 2 27.S6 
3 2 3 5 ,%6 
-3.84'26F-01 
-. 5 0 -
6.3714--02 
4.t,679t-01 
4.b-l/ 6,9';8F-61 
3.P95CL--Ol 
5. ~:KI 
1.00251F 00 
4483 
44E,3 
4483 
17 1IL-TI'2M 9.1':wv, -01 
1 - ltu-T IM -5°4. 4LW-03 
19 !'Ipi'p(5 8 ..e,¢ v F-,j 
P-2l -. PI.E'LL" T---. 2-.7 69it (10
21 11i,,ku1.T .IL'9" i 00 
;'2 1 LI,P -? .u~r1t-kl 
3 3 I.?.7 '.O76Vt CO 
3 ] -­U,.00 -5.540 -01 
"_4 1 '11°fo 9./,230£-01 
'A" I 'A(,-r€'l ":.-,o ,171
S 1 41 ..&6 2.42a]E Cu 
5 1 '1'1 G -2G5..8L-C01 
3 
3 
;
3 
3 
1 3C..1 e 
1 30.00 
? 11.2b0 
1' 1171B2 
2 10. 25 
1 3n. O 
2.5919L CO 
-5.4--40E-01 
9.2158F--1 
;! - "7 
2.z743E: 00 
-?.0553L-03 
7t.5613E-01 
0.0 
4.7467F-02 
P'A9 F--c"; 
1.c'9g [-.'0 
0.0 
2.6996E 00 
5.4'-1AuE--01 
9.22S( -01 
2. 2767" 01)
2.2769r- 00 
2.U,55At-01 
4"83 
44f,3 
442°3 
4 "4PA 
448? 
4483 
25 -'LLI 
26 ! AALKGFIT 
27 $L-1A 
649,:u 
1.3426E-03 
-1 .13of (;0 
3 
3 
3 
2 e,.L2 
2 34.13 
2 'A,1WI 
1.1373E O0 
1.(G400E 00 
14795b 00 
3 
3 
3 
1 '0.23 
1 30. 50 
3 9.94 
7o;9-96E-01 
3.6661E-01 
*76--1 
X.0ePPE-01 
3.Z22?S-01 
5.42ZIIA-01 
8.0139 -01 
4: . 13E-01 
5.694 u&-01 
44E3 
4483 
44S3 
-2'"9%AI LL L FJ -I .u -,:JI.- 4- O0
3[; Itll -2.4146F-01 
31 P IL-S1 N 2.2?61',( 01 
3 
3 
3 
1 30.00 
1 3(,.U3
1 3u,.00. 
'1 .SO,6 1 L. G 
1. 5 (jo E-0 2 
?.2615E (j-1 
3 
3 
3 
-2 
2 
1 
4!)..Pj 
34.96 
C.00 
-5. 3 ' ,5C---01 
-9.72260[-02
Z.2615 01 
1.9999E--01 
4.4722E-02 
o.0 
5.7C17L -C,I1 
I .6 24,1r-01 
2..26151­ 01 
4G3 
44r3 
41t83 
213 DC MONqT
34 H*EAD 
1.1424t: ( X 
3.37972 01 
3 
3 
1 3:.2B 
2 24.89 
1.1475E 01 
3.4922E 01 
3 
3 
1 30.U0 
2 24.67 
1.1472E 01 
3.4001E 01 
1.2363£-02 
9.6946E-02 
1.1472' 01 
3.40015'01 
448-A 
44eB 
35 NaTC 
37 AL MOINT SS 1) 
:59 t-1rc 
41 tXU7' 
42 R 
43 PkD(T 
I. "W,r:-02
-3.41231 00 
7.,1449L-02 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
49.52 
52°28 
!-,2o.34 
i.k7trIE-ul 
3.&,S3Si- U0 
7°/70?6bL-01 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
15-.04 
5:1. 4 
4c'.-? 9 
6.242nF5-02 
9°.8801-02 
1.3503F -01 
6.6rlrF-03 
6.G571[=-01
1.7717i-02 
6.27e7.:-02 
6.1371F-01 
1.36,7RE-01 
Z44F3 
4483 
44R3 
41, LPAC 
46 LAC 
47 FA:C 
4.,( -­ ol 
I.' If r '0, 
'I.2-41E-02 
.5 7 5,."4
3 2 5 122 
3 1 42.79 
9).2175bh-01
3.(0BL5[- Do 
a.34e495-'1 
z 
3 
3 
1 3" 77 
1 4'3.69 
1 46.00 
-S~g r- I 
2o44-'" 00 
B.21/4fE-O1, 
11624k-01 
1.F561H-01 
1.713BOF-Ol 
8.112':-E-01 
2.4479S 00 
5.6425r-01 
44 3 
44,13
4463 
4%9 ;Uijbf6YPU -2.7636L 00 3 2 53 .79 2.7309r: GO0 3 2 52.36 -1.0325E-01 4.5732E'-01 4661BZE-O1 4483 
(IIA I I TAt C .K. I.A!VC-TCP 
A/FP NO. Cu99 TEST N'J. (,921 RUN NO., 124616 COND 3 CALrBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND 
R I 	IThNIINII TTM - ;-mrlr,, JTMFC CAID_tp
 I TT
 
', 11 2'.O1! 3 15 2C+.U? 46F'9


I 	/.,.. o91t-J 3 11 1.'°71 1.7131E 00 3 11 45.60 1.062617 O0 ).F 25E-Ol 1.0739F O0 4 689 
;, Y, tC -U. 96'.kt -L ? 3 31 ;'9.?3 .SP--23 17 11;,69 3.31W7E-03 2.6585E-(,? ?.6791E-02 46SY-. 
3 APLC -1 .413IL- il It 	115b.21 l.1-'6zL-Ol 3 12 14 ,[; 2.1,132E-02 5.4130[-02 5.9144,-02 4669 
__. A l -- A2.l .- 1 	I ,',/4, Af45?f"t+( 11 CO0 Qr +.- : "0 +"-ppw Go. , '(7" , 	 -- .= -14-.1.1, -:2 0', . 41"". 
5 L I A -7o.',Ot O0 3 12 liL°oc 4.ez'425- co0 3 12 ,4. 008C-7.1365E--O1l [ 4 Go 2.1719OF O00 46,19 
. 	­
6 	1 IM4-TLII<L% - . -" . 3- -1 " U 0 'A 2I- 6. 	 1.4229F O0 5.2l ?i-01 	 1.5154E 00-742 '3.2TR. 	 46F,9 

7 	1liP'-A/l, , 3 12 10 . .. 
 3 11 26.C2 1 .-471. U l 4.L22-t- [01 4669V1,.{q (] .43:,,-O01 	 4.2123E 01 

19AL11 2.7147f: (,-A3 . ?j-.9C 9 03 3 11 -	3 ,1)6 2.7786L 03 6.2562oE 01 	 2.77q3E 03 it(18 91 1 bb,!- 

10 AL TlflNF 2 .73 11:. 3 12 l-,. LB 2.-62 f F 0- 3 11 52,.96 2.79 VI F03 5 .0uF .0 Ok.> 2.79Pf-F 03 46F9 
I1I VIAS 1o1.977-TF 3 12 11.91 1 .4966L- 02 3 11 26.0 t I.(0724 Lt 02 1.866LE (11 i.Osno 02 l 1,89 
13 PLLI --. L<,IL- 0 1%1? 51.5 i 1.516G(.Ct: 0 3 11 3 .3 -2.7 1 L O00 I61 Go -.4.I 12~ 00 46119 
]4 FAi LF GtT -(.7641 ()0 3 12 A4/,1, 1.07l?5 ul 3 11 -14G.. 1.151)7b C0 2.61?%EC C,^ 2. . 5 6 OC 46('9
15 PA IL L-[.-1 --/9. 43 k 1)O013 "1 4. Pt 7. 6 -7t- 00 1 1? 4 -..9 -2. 776 E-0 1 2. - ))2 E (4 2.6077F 00 A699 
a-C, 	 A ",1 A -1o1 C1-= rn0 1=-A A 7 2 ?11 fIW- 0%( 2 r-,:jc, no, 3 71193C= f) .,( q-16-[T, 'I- -- - - L I. 
)7 ,I L-'IRIM V.2,,I-I3 11 47.73 C.Z!,6L uO 3 11 25,01 8.'152IL-01 6.Q3S2&-02 & quet;}-Ol 46$9 
18 ,L--7 rllv -F .4F4 j -c 1 3 11, 25, C- 4.6491F 00 ? 12 4..0,2 1.1629L 00 2'.42411," CO 2.&R89E 00 16q9
19 7 ;,Dpb.!, -1.¢bhO 3 11 54.-Sl I.6P 4AL 00 3 11 4.,?. 6.6:229E-01 !. 669,r-C I 7.66,92F -01 4699 
20J. IL:L-" I FT _ _. -f ;tr11~ll -., P4 " - 4rRIFF 1) lA I, 'I pi. A9 l,f7"1F 0) 4,- 0 -- ,' I In 11,f?-(470. 11.,21 It. IU. i-.T 2.1 ,.Z" 11 3:1.7 b.4D)9 00 3 12 2.9151F O0 	 .0496E-01 2.9 5,r5 01: .P7 GO 46r9 
22 I-LPP -2 .05'PLO 3 11 25;0l 4.28(.CE 01 3 12 19.98 3 .3IV9 7E 01 1.6430E 01 3.7759E 0 1 4689 
23 -11C 2:5 (t!LqFTf-
Z5 L( -5Ut,2?L C U 3 12 D2.Z7 I.,14-7E 00 3 11 36..12 -2.6350E 00 1.9601£ O0 3 .2a4lE 00 4699 
26 S.AILRUIIT -5.4461L. ( G- 12 45.28 (9.324QE 00 3 11 55.21 1 .3 1q 0 -00 2.39521 00 2.7348F CIO 46F9 
27 1 L'lA -4.F7, 6F 00 B 11 55.34 r .I '49F 00 3 12 10-76 1.n575F 00 1.5964F 00 2.44 92F DO 46F ()
-211i-11 L- -- .' I I . "1' 1, 1' 1 1 1.t+?r [ -l I ? j 7z7 -4 r+krA7 , nn I CG ';2(A ri I<7 I 7 n!.% 
.
29 bLhLF P -6>. 1 it~. )0 3 11 5%:.27 4.3116. U(0 1? 4.!,,30 -. 3..4--S401 2.e 29 0O I.W54 00 46e 
3Co .i Lk -4.4311Lt vL 3 11 3? .l4 7.5394C UO 3 13 7-24 2.1f,17-E 00 2.39111E 00 3.6105E-00 4:639 
32 AlIL- ,l ,N b.4-'.4F1 1 O0 S1 33 .99 2.Pl,)SL 01 S 11 25. Cl 2.117PL 01 0.g810 2.1389E 01 4699 
_.2_-I2L'I~ -- !IN f I'l '1 11 W,.-I 4. ,f ¢,u l 'A 11 " - I 1oi 4 ,, ni I ,,2,,: on ,n:9) 111.#:-9 
33 GL MQNT ),.127CI- () 3 11 5.66 'j.16LOF.01 3 11 34.26 1.13:539 01 R.15P5 ---02 1.1-154. 61 46P9 
34+IjLAU I .3v(JZIL u1 3 11 56.52 -. 71 9(,L-O0 3 11 28.64 1.964BE 01 3.1951E 00 2.0099gE Ol 4 6 '. 
35 U;Tf, 
NUT 2.CJ B 11 3., .4790OF 01 42 
 2.411 61 01 1.100€--0 2.4156E 01 45­Aj(L 01 sQ 3 113
3f, NI L


39 	 1. TC
 

t
41 CL'u,-I-11,71 t -45 3 23 52.22 1 .4,1 2--O3 11 29..q2 6*.2532E-02 1°4429F-02 6.4224E-02 4689
" 47 1, -e,.21b7t %,U 1 11 4V.°18 6,.5753E 00 3 12 .19 -2.44514E-01 2.8!2]C 00 2.s62" 0 0 le638 
43 IUGT 5 .147f--5 3 ]1 ?6.°73 3..271f.-1l 3 li 26>.16 1.3716-01 .,RC-2 1.41552-01 4639
" 
 
_ztzt_]-3 /T ,4. _l +5:-.17 1,1 "1 'A", 0 1 lp 56F-0 1 3, 1 27,E,.,2'= -O T .r',o, , -t" ,. '?"r..-. z&~ )
__45 'UA(, i .;,. ' 1h-[3 11] 26.04s 1.b 00 -312 192.69 6.5aR89E-oZ 3.0711IF--I}1 7.26.94F"-01 4,..8 
46 1 Lt,C . (7 - 3 12 3+b 3,-.506 ,E 00 1 i1 46..73 1.9Z04E 00 5..%5921-01 l.ly'.l,5o OC 4689 
47 i,tfC 1.32&4,L-02 3 12 C.20 ).IR65F 00 3 11 32..Bl 3-.&U91t-0OI 1. 99['S[:-01 4.1217E-- 4689 
49 iI)1.TuYRU -'5,.3901L 00 3 )-2 3.74 5o7Vr6E 00 3 11 49.28 2.o9737E-01 2.3697L GO 2.3882,E 00 4689 
UAI TAT.tfE .AAiLVr c 
A/P Nl. 0099 TEST NO. 6921 RUN -NO. 124616 COND 3 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT CO40 
3 11 25.01I 3 13 2(.02 4680 
sirm) 94EA5' 
5b TMMINTC AT TI 4:494S M~qAIM11 AT-2 PiM £IM Rs AMPLE 
5L TFI-IAUMM -9.044lt- 00 3 12 3.93 I.C668E 01 3 11 41.,70 -7.763iF 00 4.1541 00 8.8047E 00 4689
52 Ptul (I'Am-1.19,1& 01 3 12 V.50 1.A6 1 AE 0 1 . 12 50.,,3 9.5pOOh-Ol 1.2649F 01 l.2606E Cl 4689 
AicLz-r L"3 j.J6 U 7 t fr7 q ;2 ;-914'4- 0 2 tC'." O' 'W£f4f­
5 PsICL tit -?.6241-)1 3 11 41.23 -6.7149L'.02 3 11 31. 06 -4.34435-01 4.-4E-02 1.5209E-03 468955 LL?.S1,N 3.010E UI $ 11 25.ui 3.CluSE 01 5 11 25.01 3.0165- 01 0.0 3.0105E 01 4689
56. fTC 
-- at..IIALYIUL..Z..fC&'4 "(' 3 19 11 I% 'prrr 00' 31 5'a'7 -1 =2 7 Cl( C 63cAr Go 35071E 03 4 L­! & bY?. -3.23L-01 13 11 30 .24 8.L913L-02 3 11 41.32 -2.1057&-01 6.0257F-02 2.2136E-01 4689 
59 h'Lu ALT -3.Otlh (4 3 ii 32.,9 4t.6291L G0 3 12 19.73 -4.742[-01 l.97461 00 1.8755E 0 468960 ELLVAP.T -AI1u 3 12 3.71 S,494- 0,0 7, 1-i- 47,96 2.3936k 00 1.8679F 00 3.4441E 00 4689 
--& A ~L% - . .&LL9 ~ ' 124 t9 I ', J913r , ". rg"1 , -c' 61 ' 1rC ?,62 LTAL/,LT -L .Eu"2L 00 3 li 59.(69 5.7919E 00 3 12 44. 42 7.5095L-02 2.4472E 00 2.4483E 00 4689 1 1 2 5 -(, 202ptGG 4 63 V"HI YPO -3.42,>72 01 3 12 1.79 4-.22'47b 0 3 11 49.47 2.3041k 00 l.931W Cl 1.944Th 01 4689


64 p GYRO -1.52IE 01 3 12 0.27 1.5730 0l 3 3.94 8.54882-02 3.3102E 00 3.3113E 00 4689


66 NTC


67 ALT-LU 3.7579F-01 3 13 16.10 s.as71 00 3 11 43..59 3.648E 00 1.430('E 00 3.8967E 00 46696$ ALT-L 6.21 6t--O2 3 11 25.45 7.94732-02 3 11 25.01 7.6182E-02 6.6074E--03 7.6468E-02 4689 

Z4 Hit -1 1 1vi f-1 A, 4', n q 1' -9 -52-4 -1 7 crt"Or-z0
- q I1? 1 OCC 5> 04 154it) G.LIU -R3773E-01 3 12 16.96 --. 7659[-0l 3 13 19.90 -8.0672E'-01 6.8572E-02 &.0963E-0. 4689


71 Nic.


72 NTC


7a NTC 
74 NTC 
75 NTC


76 NTC


...22OAT. n? 1~01 9 1 -AO ni 4 a%.lc-p 514 17r 10 0?A&R 0 5974E..01 Cag-r Al 
SA/P 14U. 00l99 "rs7 No. t9 kilN NC. 1244516 CCIHO 4 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND 
li 2(.?Y 3 I!> Lk.cl t)277 
I. /ACbv 
2 YAW, 
3 X,'CL 
".47 "J t-1) 1 
-7.',724i -12 
-% 9 ,.,' -,, ? 
3 D 
14 
14 
?Z,".53,' 
3 Q 4 
2 9°2 7 
1 *7621f 00 
'-.3 ,024F-,2 
9. 1f'clL-02 
3 
3 
3 
15 2:31,53 
15 21.96 
1 . mA 27.75 
1.0014F 00 
-9.9t I6-03 
-3.4-240E-02 
8.4009E-02 
2.1307c-02 
3,61 74c-0;2 
7.O0fiOE 0i 
2.5s,6H!E-02 
4..):0ot"-02 
E27-7 
5277 
5277 
b I LI\ 
4,1 1 M-1-1,110h 
7 11I '-A/S 
-7.176#'1Dr. C,, 
7 .12K2 E-C.,1 
.­4.1. , , Li t 
3 4 , 
"€ 14, 47 69 
1i 2,7.E 
5.1,..-(E
2.314 BE 
4F..4-5%,. 
UO 
C0ri 
GI 
B 
3 
'A 
13 
.5 
14 
Z­ 16 
2'.' - C 
3(,.43 
2.1720h)-01
1.57931­ 00 
3.75A5&9 Li 
l."221I (10 
3.6412 -0U1 
2.lRco5E 60 
1. 3p?h CO0 
1.62G7t: 00 
3,71632E 01 
5277 
52-77 
5277 
I r.Ll I 
If, /L I I INL 
11 VI A! 
I. t,luw 0IB 
I .7L03OBI.4 
c4.260Lk u-. 
3 
:5 
3 
1:) ¢,.7 
11 2 I).'fl 
13 24. Bu 
2..1 90t 
2.9c03)WF 
;1 
03 
03 
02 
3 13 -, 26 
3 1 , 1.26 
3 14 31-.V2 
2 .357~ I 0. 
2.3717F 03 
1.0 3071: 02 
5.6402F?[ 02 
3.74!t9E 02 
3.ZjL6F CO0 
2 .31"tE 03 
2.4017L 03 
IoC3123F 02 
'277 
5 277 
5=277% 
13 
14 
1 " 
1 1L, 
VAILPL-FT 
PA 1.LLf. T 
-U7~[L,O 
-­ 0 ki O0 
-t-. ..It.' LO 
3 13 3 A.! .0 -4.,2Jf,L-rj1 
- 14 1'. l'7 6.1 ,231L 00 
3 l!) p;. It­ b.74 211­ 00 
3 
3 
3 
15 ?1. 9' 
15 22.16 
34 _49, 96 
-] .967"E: 00 
1.04(,4k CO 
-1.9605f--O1 
V.71TI--01 
1.93c"5L 00 
1.PR2 17 (10 
?.1944ri 
7.2037E 
1 A925E: 
UL)
GO 
00 
277 
5277 
5277 
17 AIL- IF,IM Ft.2G04,,"Ul 3 J3 2U.47 9.2_10%1 -O1 3 13 20.27 
If$ LkUu-r" IM et: - IJ0 " 1. ? 95.3 4.,1E, i0 0 3 11, 20.27 
I') .Tf'l ILlS -7.4W:,1 E -C­ 3 14 490.65 .". '*t3jPL--G1 3 IB 26.271 
T f._- L L _.2_ z2, , ' 7n-1 " "L.,_ .OP- ,.'1, o¢rI 11' "4:1 97 
2h,,GhJ 2.423.ik­ 6U " 1: 5.,6 0,57L0 3 03 2. .60 
2? [LAP /t.2Z-0,4F Ul 3 14 5',.!,5 al,2FOUL O 1 3 1.3 2G.27 
23 LI.,C "' 3 [1;.­1T" 
-._14_ ,TI C .7 ---­4. C ,f TI 
25 !'.LkL. -4 .,6BV2 E Uo 5 13 ?3.15 -4+.IC 07_E --I1 5 15 22.36 
26 -'AILR(,HT -_2.9"795t tO 3 14 40.4 1 .22,93E 00 3 15 ?2.50 
27"1 1rA -604 LE CO0 14 20o. 2 6...t. 003 3 13 21.,63 
8.5569L-02 
4.61;511 00 
-.. 3966f.-0l 
2 71 'C 00n 
2.7262F 00 
4.27/Cii 01 
-I.87.51E 00 
,.4(02E-O1
-2.3FV6F 003 
4.bCI'?E-02 
2.J73)F-02
4.1114E-061 
2-1 1,,, _--, 
2.k;!ftV,-0)I 
3.4727L-02 
I.,587f 00 
1.56uoF 0O 
2.1 P00 00 
8.57C8E-01 
4.6452E O00 
5.6646E-01 
:2_7".4(CF n~j 
2.731-01- 00 
4.2790L 01 
2.1516E 00 
.77 '_, F. CO 
3t.2020n ­ 00 
5277 
57 
52'77 
5 7 
5277 
5277 
P277 
9?777 
5277 
211 1, 1 LLL'F T -L., I,5 3 3 ]5 : 2. .1 
36:KL. I.I lf " 31 '.?. 
31 1g-Lt ].I ', .'l 3 13 :15.1,3 
.. £__U ,I .tQ _.;I-_L VL, I I i I % 2 _:,'7
33 LL mJ'l i .12"7LI - CL. 3 i. 2C.27 
34 r-L-AU 1 11;51+51. 01 B 14 17.47 
.B.t(6o 3 Y4 4k,.256 
7,.5: ; - uO 3 13 ?7.78 
0.1,5O 3 11, ?,.27 
2 .rx .¢l ,'i I ", -._ 7 
1.14 24k 01 3 12, 2!..73 
2.149715 01 3 13 20.,42 
-"764H:- S2 
5o.vO6'L UO 
2.1499F 01 
?': O ¢M10t 171 
3 .132[8 01 
1.9417E Ol 
1 .I3Uc.11, 0 
l.U714t 00 
CI,]6 - O0 
.t) 
3°B:F22i-02 
5.2169['--01 
.1343L 00 
3.054FE O00 
2.15'iaE 01 
1 vtpe', 01 
I .1-32,-1: 01 
1 .9424"i O1 
5?77 
,7 
5 777 
-,_77 
5277 
,5277 
35 NIC r fn It 
a7 AC mO:NT _l.el 
3V N [C 
3vY , TL 
I1( ,CT 
42 11 
43 P(DUT 
I .17'1,= -0;1 
-S,.14'o7L O0 
-4.26ZL-(2 
3 73 z-9,,4 
3 Y3 26.47 
.3 14 ,.277 
1.17 L i-01 
4.S410C CO0 
,%"6­
? 
3 
3 
I I 34.63 
15 22.51 
14 .30.67 
6.2 )2Al-02 
-i.62ua -0 
1.57BRh-01 
1 
1.2607f--u2 
.3r-4L 00 
a. .. 2-2 
6.3772;.--0,2 
1.2.631E: 00 
IGg O 
5277 
5277 
5277 
_41, FL,A(,
4e 
1.? b-CI 
.L3...9 ,1" 
3 13 
3 
2.1'.60 
.%jLG LI,~uO 3 1. 3 13 50t)(.84 56 111 7.4,d L 4 1.7&443L mj I OC p.79 51 !-f.,I 3.4712E'-0 7.9-61 4E 
-0L 
1.7790F CO 
5277 
5277 
47 k'AAC I .j2,6.--,;? 3 13!­ . 12. I.ILI.2F GO F. 13 52.41 3.3756E-01l~f9 - 3.F,7I6r--01 5277 
49YbKLLl ,Yf.U -3.9945,c UO 3 15 22.58 4.7335b-00 3 13 26,,5 1.4810E--0 iG4478 GO 1.0551E 00 5277 
0" 
A/k' NO. vU0)9 TEST P10. '321 RUN NO.. 124516 COND 4 CALIBRATION PRGGRAM FLT COND 
...LL .Ja -.T-i.J- rMrr,'. I ,F - ',,.,L I19


I ;? ,.27 3 15 3u.CI 277


11 I'" 'M AT 71 wl -, - ) MXT11 ATr TIME, P~C i pSM SAMt-F 5(.,r r, c 
-1, i Tt'S,-M -L ./fA.4Z (,, S 13 4E .:,- --&.tW-94 0 3 13 21,75 -q9*('E 00o 3.5cJE-02 S.9L1'PE 
" 
00 5,77 
!? i2 .l -. If'7z. 01 I: ?,..'7 1.46-4li ". ¢-- 5 -Z.' 3 13 26.50 1.bL6lE 00 1.21621 01 1.226& CI 5L,77
_-.5'; ,M :. ,jIV.I~i.=L3 ci; .."17q (- -A'! 2PA =- 1: 4_ I'-7- r" I ?-tO 
5-4 LPSIL..'P'M -I.'143E'E-'t 1 3 13 22.04 - .u6201-01 3 I 2S. 58 -1.31C6f--01 2.1043t-.-02 1.3"62E-0I 5277 
55 "LL.Sl I 3.UIC5L 01 3 13 ZU.27 3.Ou t"E 01 3 33 2J, 27 3.0105E 01 0.0 3.O0I5E 01 5277 
56 NTC 
,"I- " . - " -' f, ,,F (0 74 ;r' r. . 5 g'7­.f LjA , u 
S( tY, o -2.429(,t -Ul 3 1. 20.27 -1 .bl)1-01 3 13 21.33 -2.VOr-OI 1.72?6i-02 2.1q676-01 5277 
"I tw' iCT -5.794 4 r 00 3 14 3.2o0 4.39491- Ou 3 13 ?6.64 -7.5?%r-C2 3.SF5 00 1.4/A4 00 5277 
60 tLLVACT -At.745 t. L 3 13 26.77 6. L7CL 00 S -15-2','9 2.3C2QE 00 1.1 _.I1L0) 2. 7926 00 5277 
,LTALAC1 .IlE-ll3J n PtL , alf - 1'. 1~ 61 -1 Ift'cj(-(l 2- 'Afl 2 e nq f")
0 .. 211GL- 2.2112L 00 2.244;. 00 527762 LTALA( r -r0.3341t 3 15 I.96 00 3 15 3.64 -3.96.98U-01 
63 YIU GYLI -1.29B7f 01 3 15 3.72 .9663E 01 3 13 26.54 -I.73-31-01 5. 341 : 00 5.3 4?E 00 5277 
64 P GYRU -50427(f Ut) 3 14 57.97 /.t'629- CO 3 13 48.62 2.287E-01 1.7348E 00 1.7498E 00 5277 
66, NTC 
67 ,LI-LO -(.F2e (0 3 14 36.18 s.495ZE-0. S I3 20.50 -2.4872E 00 l.8911E 00 3.28609 00 3092 
63 ALT--O 7.'147?!:-U2 3 13 20.27 9.602GL-02 3 14 20.38 8.4618E-02 7.6629E-03 8.4964E-02 5277 
--&, I fr -,- '1,of54-411 q 1 7 '1 Q tl m7fr-nI A 1B " 27 3 F . QI ........ .. .... 
70 (;LID -4.,41$, -01 3 13 20.27 5.7931h-01 3 13 54.70 1.2998E-01 2.5214L'-0l 2.8367E-01 5277 
71 NFc 
72 NITC 
S74. NTC 
o 75 NrC 
76 NIC 
.4.77HAT. 0-2~(t17f (11 A 11 Infl; r pcJRgtr. AT -4 ITV 9') 7964 2 0 C(77 01 522!1 
w __x. oo 
.L­
A/P No. 0099 TE ,T NO. 1,921 
(4U:AL TATZVTX, :-IZ 
RUN NO. 124616 
-
COND 5 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT CON{D 
515 35.0; 3 16 :)V.Goo 3 
I yL~9,19t-0,,
2 YACL -J(,r~mO
B Xkcc L-6, 3:&F-02 
-... !,u 0 0 
6 1):,-1 U r -. 513til-O L 
7 l -.,/ 3.5.14, (, 1 
9' JLII b ,OCIL- C3 
IC ALTIt INL 7 .671j(,-. 03 
11 VIAS 9. 4 !,L­ uL­
13 rLLi --'31) (X
14 VA]l,,r" -5.(,276 0,0 
15 1-AI L LiP1-5 -3 O70 
.5 16 12.(' 1.1537, ,L 00 
6?.u5 .1)41C-E-02
3 li. , .( 2.7'16,4F-01 
3 15 44.14 &.6.f 6E 00 
3 16 41 .. Q 2. ,"V4E­ 00 
3 1b h-7,hi . .9 2 3 'E Col 
. 4 ... 2., - 033 15 S!, .'' 2 -' 
:3 15 37 . '18 2.5 ,2E 03 
3 5 1,2. .f 1 .5 ,. IF 02 
3 15 -11i.29 .42 7L 00 
-7 15 5ft,,7. 4.S52b 5E 00 
3 15 t9~b- '! .7431b OU 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
1 n 37.90 
16 27-.6C3 
15 51".1h, 
15 4,7­
16"­ 5R 
4 .95 
16 3 .)5, 
. . .. 
If 4ecl. -% 
16 411.31 
i. r 1. £.75-P 
15 39-1,0
15 5 1'. 75 
1.0144 00 
)V:(.2 ti-CI2 
.3,.-, 
q.4LV55-bI 
.. 64e(E O00 
5.Vo05PL 01 
2.I(;03F 03­
2 .1(!CE: 03 
1.297FE 02 
-. 4576E-0 1 
-­ 03o05L-01 
i.Q(' IF (10 
1.1,616F-0 
2.q7 19F -02 
5.6( 30 
1.5401E 00 
.56,r7F-01
1 . 2 4f,2L"­
3. C7(, 0 b 02 
3. 11 wn 02 
1 .6fg3E 01 
7. 1. 1-01 
1.79 zl DO0 
10@ '0 
. , OJ 
3.5(,73E-02 
110i 10 
7.7042- UC 
5.q3nqlc 1 
7.1277E- 03 
2.127?2E 03 
1.30aqE 02 
1 .133% 00 
1.810.Bf o0 
1.961j5F 00O 
505,4 
BC54 
B.13'0054 
35 
3C054 
3 5 
3 5 3 5 
-C D4 
3u54F 
305 4 
O 
3('5,4 
r7IL-1--ita -5.lef-2[-1-1
IC: Ui:-T 1M -2.11­(,,5119~~~PS-. .I (~I5 
2Zu Ihis,,; 
22 F:LAF -2C =E 
23 ll]:,c ?3 UjSCR< TF 
ui-2q L1, -,.T2c, - - r I 1­25 J,LLt­ - . (, )n L O0 
26 skILRGHAT -1. 417 01 
27 [H[A -4.87?bF GO 
2', ,ftlLL FT -­ (-.(. E£ 0 
k(.',RL) --. 
ZlL-S 1(-N 1 ib26W'L 
3 D I1 H(,T I .0:"45. Li 
114 HEADV ) °,.C!,L' VI 
.%5 ,N IE 
3 16 21 " 9.23,J3E'--01 3 1 37.14 
20 4.64VIL U0 3 15 35-.01 5 . .41)G 3 25 56.24 
'.SG.2S. 1, 15 5"3 15L. OB 3 35 3[,.76 
3 15 48.°49 4.2800C " Ol 3 15 35,.38 
3 15 36.1.4 L., P47E o 0 3 15 50,50 
3 16 L5 .04 3.a536F 00 3 15 40.48 
3 16 45.C4 9.2A 52F ()0 3 16 3..3 
3 15 4C.::8 7.13(.8E 00 3 16 4 .04 
&Vh',L,PE 0ACP.gg£LP3 15 40. 15 
- 16 30 .2S 2.£Z6 I5C CJ1 15 3".2 
3 16 4!). f4 1.1526L 01 3 16 33.11 
3 14. 4 .U4 3.9037E 01 3 16 2F .46 
3 4 2 f-l 
I.,9619E 00 
7.340OU-01 
3.5,022F. 00 
5.35CiE 00 
-3.4COPE-02 
-6.IZ29E-02 
5.766i0E 00 
8..48.-O--
I.6R.?6E 00 
Z.01i36F 01 
1.12-%c2E 01 
1.7715E 01 
'."'8k--1 
2.4156c 00 
6.5115L-01 
9.S 1:;C-02 
1.3404E 01 
. 7-1 
1.4132F GO 
2.01,uL 00 
9.32690-01 
I.1173V 00 
2.0".0L 00 
4.7Z20C-02 
1.8325E 00 
t I fL 
7 7 1 "3 
3.C499P 00 
9.E126E-01 
?.5U3/,51 0 
1.4432F 01 
8.4O061F-01 
1.4147L 00 
6. 1?O.=E CO 
1 .2 521­ )C
2.1o' CIO 
2. 1126.F G 
11e50 
i.7810c 01 
5 
30 4 
5954 
5W 4 
3054 
3055 
3054 
3 -!)4 
3(,>
3C54 
,. 
L5 
3054 
"J41 
419 NTC 
zJ -. - 0(2 3 lu t~,q
42 k -l(b -',. 3 It6 45 .?+ 
43 |'LIOT -2.f%44f' -2 3 ]26 1 . e, 
-q I_ t__tj T.___ .. _ 4 -­ 2 IIA 5 (1t4-5 r U, . 1.) /L­ 3 15 
LL;L ,. 3 : -f 3 15 .," .'G 
47 P.A AC i .'26 1L:2 1 11 41 .l'.4 
41/ K00I(.YRU -L.08U7L 01 i lo 4!;.U4 
z.976,5 LO 
3.9"4iO (.,r
2°.'-41IL-OI1 
2,.LE CC- (;°.zt, ,2 G i. 
ii.(11411 CO0 
.9853t: 00 
4r.9110E - 00 
3 ).6 4".,
3 16 2+.Cl" 
15 41,76
" '- ( 4 (.14 
i iG 4b .04 
3' 1&e, 5,04
3 16 45.C4 
3 16 29.66 
6.4Z36&-02 
-7 ' ?F-()1
1.3E GOit-()i
f , 74r ­
7.147:E-Ul 
2.1.',6. E C0 
3.74,?6E-0) 
5.7357E-01 
" 
5 . !. i4 2 f-02 
1.9316t L;O
7: 0 
= 41-)?
3.18 t-G 
5.4( 03t-Of 
2.8767F-03 
1.53%39L 00 
V I. 4 '- F -02 
2.07?6 r" CO 
Iq81. 4-33 c%­-0 1 
-, 
7.P?4t[--Oj
2.1 ,4 " 'I 60 
4.71S13E-07 
1.6375E 00 
3 r.4 
3094 
3 r 2 
,%'"oL­
36."4 
3t.,-4 
3.,54 
aO5.4 
co 
CU A I ' A.TZ"6 A0,AtLYS' -s 
A/P No. ,ocjq 'rFST NO. C021 RUN NO. 124616 CGND 5 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT CnND 
F"fI- ,T- IN, - llf[I-,If. 1T1;" v, PL -l 2


15 f .,.1 3 1. , 5 .. Lu 3054
3 
50. NI L51 Ttr:p.y :4-xm ./v no 3 15 43.7C" -.. 0 0 S )R Sr. 06 - 1.9845E 00I 2.11c9F-02 P.9, A60 00 3053 
-. 3-i2 0 5 ,.3 .A~o-4t: 01 3 15 31,,6U --. 3(-(L9L 00 1.2211C 01 1.2427F 0) 3G054ul: 'A:N3 
5 4 1 ,I( VZ.M-1~:%[PO 3 15 4-'.'7 -].(j62(,L-01 3 15 Y;.O -I011E0 1.94,7-t-02 I .i3?4t-01 3u54 
5t L B( 3C UB l 3 15 [,. i.065E 01 3 15 35.01J 5.O105L 01 0.0 3.1(;IOrE 01 3054 
=
-' 0 158 ( {Y:,t! -. ,> 1-ul 3 )6 21.;i -:.29,-0 3 15 55,0i --. 596-O .49(.,--02 S.76061 30S4
SO tJ ,(T -7.:)l69 b Q0() 5 5_ ( .4 5 3.6921 : 00 3 16. 23,89 -. 7,0"72E--v 1.4567h 0 1R 1 (.j'O 3054 
60 tLLVALT -4*.OX i.94 'tL 00 3.998tE 00 30546u rL 3 15 !5,. " ll.&I] O01 3 16. 10.48 2.%(951E Oct 
'I .l ID LL _ T_ . - .a. LL -, "lI " , r, , r 4l:] fA ao ' I i A " , c[ - 0: , ,R - O 3 8 ] ? Q 2 - - 3 ".= 62 LTALALI -4.L54t: O0 3 16 9.97 4.7424c O00Z 15 4-:. 50 -3.3)2'-L-02 1{.82f'V 00 1.H291"! 281 r;54 
63 Fili 1,YfL -9 .439,)E UO 3 15 4Z.9LB 2.8nOBE 01 5 16 35.91 4.9965E= 00 1.0603E 01 1.1726E 01 3054 
64 P 6YK0 --2.8721:2 uU 3 16 (2.55 6.0674E 00 3 16 3j. 23 2.9572E-01 1.3095EI 00 1.3425E 00 3054 
66 NTG 
67 p LT-LU .1;bLALI -- ) 9. B 3 15 S5.01 9-6r82 -02 00 9.602CP-02 3054C.I 5 15-0 . (°01 9o602EF-02 
"10LLIU ] -U 38B16l 0.25 ' .3214E--0] 3 15 44. 65 -5 60 2 F-82 44F001£-1 4. 4 90 ;0i 2715 
71 NTC7 NTG 
7Wt NTC


75 NIC


-76 NTC 
(11IIITATTVE ANAMS 
A/P NO. 0099 TEST NE. 0921 RUN NO, •1)48609 COND 6 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND


TIME. /HF__=AMDIP_ 

---3~ ~ -- ~ 03,0592 On aOo0 
 
BEGINNING _ENI)IN M .;IZE

__SA.MPLES__
VARIABL9 MINIMUM M_kAXLIUM ATTI f-LHff--- MF A 	 A ----- ASJ.!_ 
 
-- I]AEG -- ?. 6 Pe-6-11M 29 32°43 15376L 0 3 30 .,90 113 1 CO 7 350E-02 1-T4-14E 60 259 
2 YCC -2755Y,:-02 3 29 1.915 -29528-03 3 29 3363 -Io20841-'02 300S16E-03 I.214"E-02 3259

3XAcc 	 7.410o9E-2 5 30 16.6 1.27-71"-Cl 3 29 5.33 1.0446E--01, .6067-02 1.0569k:-01 3259


gmpl.ZA -1 0 72.bG= 8.2677E-01 3 29 18.97 -2.5911E--.02 1.6314E-01J ,t.65.91:-. 3259
--. _8 
 1.2t561"-01 7.1333E-02 1.4441E .01 3259
6 TIM-URB 	 2.8419e-02 3a29 53-04 2.8240-01 3 29 16.95 
 0 7 5866E 01 5259
7 IXM-A/5 	 7 1518E OL 3 29 3169 8 .1616E 01 3 30 Z0,83 7 5815C 01 27925 -c 
 O-2CL-.6 	 ,-I --?.134-7E-PQ----6130E 01_. 
 3259_a lim 	 7.1518E O1, 3 29 31.,,Z -8_,,1616F=-O-L---3 	 7&36E(I 
t>453E 03 22243E 02 64621E 03 3259

-9ALTT--'-	 5.993 "5- '9 IU.UO 6,745E 03 3 30 2169 
 
03 3 29 2261 6 7866E 03 3 30 2372 
 58898E 03 1.3o0521 03 60323E 03 5259
10 ALTIFINE 31463E 
 2.544E 00 1.5086U 02 3259
11 VIAS 1.4674E 2 3 29 35.00 1.5625E 02 3 30 2206 1.5085E 02 
 
"13 PELLL " --1.2!6 O 29-18 48 "1.753Uh-O1 3 30 2f.43 -6o0621E-0X 3.37641=-o 6.9 5V-ol 325

3 29 3697 4 9017E 0 1155E-01 49030E 00 3259
14 PAILRGHT 4.1154C 00 3 30 21.,05 50769E 00 
 0 1.0843E-0 1 4.766E 00 3259
45PAILLEFT 	 -5.20 5S 0 3 29 3 .6-4.408E 0 3 3022.06 -4.7053E 

0 .o0 1.560E 29 	 1U.oo0 .58u6E OF _0 01:5806E ol 325917 AIL-TRIff-- .580E 0l 3 29 -~-01 3 
18 RU-RIM 	-4.2264-01 3 29 000 -. 2264-01 3 29 0.00 -4.2264E"-01 0.0 4.2264E-01 3259

3 30 1.75 76943-01 2.096E-01 8.0335E-01 3259
19 STABIKS 3.003-01 3 29 1453 13019E O0 
 3.I,­
_Q_--- -E/---Q. 521.9­20 THULEFT 3.669E .0 3 30 -- ,4 _M 5F___ .~ / .OI _ E _ 
21'THRONGHT-5o552UL 'O-37-3o--i.'2"---3.678L- 00 3 29 10.00O 3.4986E 660 1.136 E-01 5UO2E 00 3259 3259
22 FLAP 	 -2.05581---01 3 29 O.O -2o0558E--Dl 3 29 1000 -2o0558E-01 O.0 2:0558E-01 
23 UISL 23 DlSdR-TE

.- =---- --­
24 DISL 24 DISCRI'TE 
 
25-SELE .... "*.70j05E 00 3301Z35 91.zi93-E 00 3 29 IZ.65 2.5704 - 00 3.7432E UV 
AILRGHT 	 -7.0175E 0 3 29 11.24 -2.3033E 0 
 3 30 23.12 	 -. 8491E 0 6.74]BE-01 4.8957E 0 5259
26 	
3 29 19.44 	 67729E 00 3 29 11.56 4°413SE 0 6.24452--01 4.4574e 0 3259
27 TEFA 3.244GE 00 
 
28 PHI Io52f806 O0 3 30 2 33__2 9639E1 ] 3 30 1 . .59 6E 01 2 2943E 0 2° 08BE OL___ 5


9-SAILLE I--.58TO 5-1Z 6- '-------T "----- -- 600----.1 4B0E-0 tC! £5 )5T 
3 29 0:76 2.2181E 0 27292E-01 2.2348E 0 3259
30 5RUD 1.2976E 00 3 30 ?4.74 30932E 0 
 
01 3 30 21.19 22615E 01 3 29 37.80 19103E 01 1.7355E 00 1982E 01 3259
31 AL-SIGN 1230E 
 0 0 _2 0 6 0 259_
32 RUDDS$IGN 2 009,E 01 3 29 10 00 2.0096E 01 3 29 1o 0 2 009E 01 
 
F0 L
1o7 -T- 9- .T .[ Y = ----. [-7---]2 --
 1"7-6 52593--DC MONT--I°I. 
.34HAD 6.104iE 00 3 29 1000 3.3T97E 
 01 3 30 2.83 19490E O1 8.2420E 0 2.161E 01 3259
 
35 NTL

 0 3 29 2.23 5.5 0 E o 3 30__ 3.61 1.1194E 0 8.1929E-01 138 2E_8O0 3Z59
36 0 	 -3.2243E 
 
38 	 NlC


39 	 NTC


-14851E'00 5 .841---0 .57305 O0 _329
00 3 30 2 	 62 4,70605-01 3 29 19.°86 	 3 2 5
 
40 P 	 -3.607E 	
- -- - - -; - 5 '-0 - -T €T 6 ; 7 2  
' 3-D-55-I--0'I Y 

2 R 

41 "CDOT -I.17 2Vi 12. 	 q_ 
Z.657E 00 	 3 29 9.27 3.6038E-00 3 29 5f.52 3 09081 O0 2.6 A9r'-01 3.1019& 0 3259

1463SE-01 3259
43 PDOT 9.v569E-'i2 3 29 ]8.11 1o8491--O1 3 29 1012 14576E-01 1.3494-02 
w, 44 RDUT k8.0575£-q.2 3 30 J2 17 1.356E- 01 3 30 2.25 1°0652 E--Ci 5 ._12 8F-03 .0O64E-01 S259_ 
3 29 5800 5.0660E 0 3 30 12.20 2.1289E 0 8.3969-01 2.2885E 0 3259%046 fLAC 5.1207-01 
 4.039E-01 Z931E--01 4.968E'-01 3259
47 AAC 	 -64946E-02 3 30 21.0 1.6557E 00 3 29 23.05 
 
' 12776E 0 3 291° 358E-QI o299-0 T92--_. 32
 
-49-RDTGYR-U'-3"l09P.E-O , Z -9 

48 LAAC Z210XE-01 3 29 036 
 49"i 	 1'7.t -25502E 0 '"050-- 1-- Eu0
 25V_ 
CD


Q lITTATTVF ANALYSTS 
A/P NO. 0099 TEST 1NO. 0921 RUN NO. 148609 CORD 6 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND


.BIt NNING TIMEENDING TIME SAMPI F SITF
B 29" .000 3 30 30.CO 3259


VARfILE___UINIJUM AT TTMF (HMS) MAXTIMUM AT TIME (IHMSI MEAN SIGMA RMS SAMPLES
-56 NJC 
51 TETACOMM -8.2259E 00 3 30 12.10 7.0998E 00 3 29 12.53 -7.7950E-02 2.6380E 00 2.6391E 00 3259 
52 PBI CfMM --. 1I9o4E 00 3 29 42.24 6.1839E-01 3 30 22.77 -1.9088E 00 6.3097E-01 2.0104E 00 3259 
53 PSI (4MM, 1.7282E O_._329L2M . 26 P 00 q I._. 
 E .. '. .5. - 259-­3  Q l(.
"54GPsIcur,-2.25 L-01~ 3 29 41.09 -1.O62OE-01 3 29 L1.61 -1.7075E-Ol 3.0886L-02 1.7352E-01 3259 
55 ELERSIGN 3.0105E 01 3 29 10.00 3.0105E 01 3 29 10.00 3.0105E 01 0.0 3.0105E 01 3259 
56 NTC 
57 TETAGYRO -9 ,04 OE Oc4 Z~ii-ll.F0 94l1. ~4 .Q.22 5O AB89BE0OO3259. 
-58...Q'GYRc-4 .0465E-bl7 3 29 160.09 --. 0963L-2 3 30 12.20 -3.2060E-01 5.431? 9E-02 3.2617E-01 3259 
59 RUD ACT -. 019"IE 00 3 30 21.12 6.503GE 00 3 29 21.53 3.9023E--01 1.5089E 00 1.55e6E 00 3259 
60 ELLVALT -I.tl9E 01 3 29 12.40 1.4118E 01 3 30 11.78 3.5354E 00 3.7519E 00 5.1552E 00 '3259 
6d ItIALACT -&.352L Jji5*iit&.Qfti':F 00h 3 30 27.72 -I.18Q6jL Q&L_!9 i1EA __ s3L8Efl0 25­
-62'LTALACT-:--6.3362-0 3 30 22.7z-6.327E 00 3 29 1).91 -Z.51E-0z 1.8tZ41 00 1.822Z2 00 3259 
63 PHI 6YRO -3.1176E 01 3 29 10.98 -2.756E 01 3 30 20.36 -2.9695E 01 8.07e9E-0l 2.9706E 01 3259


64 P GYRO 2.2472E-01 3 29 10.46 6.7415E-01 3 29 11.39 4.2978E-01 8.1823E-02 4.3750E-01 3259


5_ .NTC. 
'& NTC


67 ALT-LO SSO


63 ALT--GO 9.6028E-0Z 3 29 10.00 9.6028$E02 3 29 10.00 9.6028E-02 0.0 9.6028E-02 325969LC SSD) 
-G-D------ 2t731 v.2lzT--- 3 29 10.00 -. 736E-Z 3 30 13.55 -2.3580E-02 1.0902E-04 2.3580E-02 3259


7. 'NTC 
72 ' NTC 
73 NTC 
75 NTC
76 NTC 
77 OAT 4.8S96E 01 3 29 45.33 4.9845F 01 a 29 10.00 4.8779E 01 3.4A72l- 4.a77RF 01 3259 
It'IpLfTra :TIV%W A W YS 3 
A/P NU. 0099 TES,1 NU. (0921 RUN' NO. 124616 COND 7 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT CONO 
3 37 20.0/ 3 Sj 36¢.01 2F52 
I /pt,, t ..'-t-vl "3: t 2 .13 3 0o0 3 381 S .6q' 1,o(cc";F O0 e4.9574['-0%2 1.00515F O0 2848 
2 YALC --.. 01,'-o2 2 13 r 22.77 7.T1S5uL-L)2 3 3C5, 5 -1,.f,6 3F-02 2.42Q5L-U2 2.14472 E,-0 2 214.1f 
3 	 .,f ,([I--'v, .3 -,1' 59Y.C3 	 7 .' 30C,L -02 3 	 3b 17,27 uC r) 9o2.11Z2f,.- 3C 2 L--2 2" 4L 
. 	 ,
I A, - I:Jt ;,- , .. , 	 7 '1" .14	 9 2 70L-CZ '..z-2'- 2f)48. 1 ,5:uu _.M -( 
& 1.4-1,Il£i n/[-() %"7S 5.(2 ) 3 3 ( 7..1 +~,L: 4. l?eF-01 O~L' 2O348,.'3.( 17hF 	 (10 
7 A/ 7.3"/ ISt, i ol -3 "-7 -f.7L; -I? 71; 1 37 	 ,(11& 7.71QF. ol 2.2 '9 C,0 7.735'CE CI ?.4-8 
L 03 3 37 5 69 3.6,041,1- 0'1 2 .g37 03 2ti429 ALTI 2.! , -.. 2s 	 ',7 2 5.' 3 SS78L 03 ,.. 2 .9(,3rF 03 
10 ALrli:1Wk 2 .. 7 -! t0j2 3 37 -3.16 3 .00C13 03 3 37 26..'19 2 .g)243r 03 2.4537,- C' 2.$;" IiE 03 2e43 
1' V I P" I At!,'?7t- 02, .3 3 , ' U7 I...844" 32 7 V.,..9 1 5 7F 02 2.3641), CV ).!131 IE 02 2 4.1 
13 pt 1.. -].'. L,o 3 :.7 31't-4 I C,"S7E-01 3 27 5f,., 3 -5.2q"101-01 2.162? '--01 6.01224F-01 2Z 4 
14 IA Lt,hT 5.BVA 5b-Cli 3 2,7 41 .(It I.%¢,61 00 3 37 '4,.-79 9.4025F-(jl 7.4717-01 9.2~-J 2F.,I1


15 11I LLI FT -6.0¢27. E-)) 3 _A7 4c,.75 1.0-,31:-0O13 37 It .,,9 -1.5558E-01 I..i509E-01 2.0C f04 L--01 84S


_l _! ___L-6. A ' 7 ,11,c(",A' ,;':z I 	 A, '-G 1.22o41 =04.­"III--f 	 ' 4  - - .44- -36 
17 AIL-7i,'IM i.75 u,- 25 57 ?t;.,.0 °5 06 3 38 .3.1841F (O 2.2425{:--02 3.184,2E 00 2S486.U 4,.S2 

1a i,u - r,,,im -4.22641t-01 3 37 2C..00 -1.3]12£-01 3 5V 4,,F2 -4.2755F-ol 4.5?2C2-03 4,,225CE-01 2843


.- :3 	 3 .4051E-01 6.42q2L-O1 2-8l'K11 ,91_77CC-01 17 ;.09 7.-l"07.)-01 ,7 2(;..G00 5.5523Ef-02 
_Z, T.- /L .F-T __. LLEP4 (') "-'"17 :11; .' _.'4 - ,'., 7 !If, 'o' "n £'St f _ p z= _ q; 
21 Itil,tAt] 2.7(,)(,E CO) 3 37 20 .94 2.7775l 03 3 '-,1 ??.14 
 2.'1683L 00 3.4678F-03 2.76,'E CO0 2sli8 
22 FLr:P -. 5J- 3 n7 26.L,O -2G.S ]3 -17 20J. UL -2.0,58E-01 0 .0 2.055UE.-01 2S88


2-1 ul . 2 s 0i-C;:T1


25 t-L, -2.7,61i: uO :3 ?7 n6.40 f00'- E 2, :57 3 ..46 1.7736E 00 2.aS4:0U CO 2.0714E 00 2843


26 ',AILkf(4l -7.4 6.'.F Io0 3 57 33.16 7.2297E 00 2:3t" I '_,? -11.1936E-01 2.B6?UP 00 2 . fB1 170 24


27 TLYA 6 .7 ,21-U2 3 537 38 .21 3.L6 C (0 a. .37 54 ,) . 4Q3F. OU 7.46^ir-Ci 2.(,,j7jl- O0 2 E4 F


(, ,1o 1..280-0I ,,5 . 00 2. 12 :)E O0
 2^48 

?I.. .13 17 .05 , 	 37 vl. 2a E,.2 9 ,AILLI r - L 	 6.fS7 'J 00 
. o f,' ou b . 27F, 37 20.00 2°1,4 I OO ('I 

31 AIL-Sft,: tI.3467-r UO 3 :18 :1. .L) . 1.t ol 3 37 0G0 2.2215t: 01 1.4:38E£ CO 2.2261E 01 2.848.


32 f C .5 14 " 1 - F)2I r7 .1" .173I O - til I7-&.7 
pl.14 nO1 45.76j2r£ C 0.4" , 4 O 2,21
 
30 1-1:t -f, f 33 15.79 t!I 3 	 O~h:O .. 0. ,7 :r 00 
 2 4'3 
X1.1z ;(N -"_

34 tiL[;L .705k! 01 3 38 16.54 2°:76L22. 01 3 37 30.32 2.73:;0E 01 1.3924t-Ql 2.73,40E Ol 2943


35 1,.rc


_: 6___(1 ____-4 1, ,a , 3 o7 	0" --" 17, ( on 'A q 7 n Or 4F-; 9 / -' 1 f Q.1 2 04-q Q1~~t :'.421U 01 
 
38 1%1(
 
7 AL 	 MOINT 	 Z, :,'Y .2.5. Ol B 37 36..67 2.41991 f)) l.12c9L-Ol Z-4199L. 01i C' 
39 	 N'YC


41 --1.-3 ",-CL 3L 	 i.5204-C.,l !kY . 2.9?114 -02 7. 0,9 --021 2843
(iir 	 5, 2 4. 12 3 32-9..9 6 11,R k--2 
42 kO 	 , . ,, .69,5lC 00 3 37 29, 50 2.".15 -0 .4-t-l 8 94-7[-17 22,8 
4B 1, 'IT -4.1)2671 f..-2 :1 3V k"0 ('7 ;{-'1 ?.537 36, 55 1.4612F-GI 4o7 741--/ I520 0 2.$41 
45 i,Ujl, 	 3.,;z 15.1i l ,.y.~ 3 1, 	 .6S 5.0!i64E-('i '.5 2 ';0 B i OG 38 8 .1-/?F2--) 	 Z, '1--01 Lo..o7 	 -. I 37:,, ./,2. O 3kt Q,62 2,,3-232E OIC - 7.693S -n 2.44+72E- U0 2$34f 
1. '6l"-V2 OU 4.62396.-01J 7.3417E--Ol 2S43•47 	 LAIX, I 3 37 27,.11 4.15ZSE Z, 37 3 ?..A2 5.699CIE-LOl 
,q_4-LA.t-_- 7 . ] o1 --n I ii 7 :}p,A _r'0 p Ir-c n q 7 tO 19 C_. wpfi_&-- l .9rn -m - 9 281--,L 
-49 KUU-fbYRU -2.0249E UO 3 37 29..53 1.8O45E'00 3 37 20,.03 7.3432E-03 6.5769E-01 6.577AE-01 224e 

" 
I I "TAT AA'#_ YCTfI Vi 

AIP 140. C(109 TEST No. (921 RUN NO.. 124616 CONO 7 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND 
HU IjH IQ rlNoTNc TIM 'Z. ' I SAA~TIr 
3 37 -u.01 3 3a 30.L1 2852 
FA 	 II M1'JT911M 	 AT TTvt. ItAI) L11VTU AA. T 7T!41 ftt ) WIVEPMILW 
51 '1:1ACI,MM -C.O"O1 0 3 37 32.40 5.5790 00 . 37 33,.41 -5.-934F-01 jjO3%; 0 2.0274E C0 2848 
5? L r ., -l. 0O5L 01 3 38 4.97 1.14&7i 01 3 37 32, 27 9.R937-02 2 .?O04 00 2.o1OLE 00 2848 
IaAL"Lu1L1----3MtL, f, A AaztL.77 7, 47- 3E 00, '. 1 *. IaI. hn.. I . 2cx7. 24nflL. " 
54 	 tj,SLu,'M -J .v. 00 3 .R 4.75 1 .1.66 L uO 3 3:R I<"8 5.9'r-,E-(Z 4.0346-01 4.L'78913-C 28,48 
55 	 LLtRSION 3.0W"L 01 3 ,7 20.CU 3.0165L 01 3 37 20.QO 2.01C%- 01 0.(. 3.01C5E 01 2848 
56 	 NT(,


.57 1LrThsl3Z..iAt I rv1Foc.ny-) VC -l-7C QV
-A7 iNA. It7 	 r- ql &r1 4 4
.) GY.,U "-t..485L-Ql 3 33 24.46 1.777f L-01 3 37 57.61 -1,'W7' -,'I 4.6] F-C? 2.0A6th-0l 2t46 
b9 	 'b ACT -2. 131. 3t 4°.b - I .9OFtQL 01 3 3F 4.75 -4,f 426L-1 4.31';0F 00 4.34?E 00 2345 
1 LF.VAC f -1.J1 ,hL01 3 37 49.(6 1 .59"2E 01 H 28 24. 41 4.42F4L 00 4.0725F O0 6.CI'6E O0 2844 
-'A7 ) OC9:1+f 'Al 27 CjqLrl 5 17cpe1 761 AQLzfl7SC , I. , -4 1 flI 7 -09" nFlr 0p 2 94O 
62 LIALALT -I.1,52f: 01 3 37 35.27 1.528E 01 3 38 4.90 2.2832E-01 4.6886F 00 4.6942E 00 2848 
63 PHI bYKR -2.9354E 00 3 38 17.7T 3.0478F O0 3 37 56.35 -6.7588E-02 I .!q2OE 0 1.1939E 00 2843 
64+ P GYRO -. 71lu0 3 33 17.32 3.3202E 0C 3 37 41..2k, 4.2158E-01 7.37UC-C1 8.6359E-01 2848
-6, U[IL 
66 NIX,
67 ALT-L( L)J 
6n1 ALI-GLU 6.2915-02 3 37 20.00 7.c,473E-02 3 37 20,50 6.3102E-02 1.7451E-03 6.3126E-02 2848 
70 	 L.LID -4.76!9L-01 3 38 29.05 -1.1667E-01 3 37 25..52 -3.2767E-01 1.0492E-01 3.4406E-01 2848


71 	 NTC


72 	 NTC
31 	 NilI 
74 NT(

75 NTC


76 	 NIC


22 (AA1> .. OrGit (11 	 74qC fl I 5& 'AT777F ni 2flxp=-fl K-A"'2f m' U848WIZ DI. ' -A4 A 	 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS


FLT COND
RUN .NO- 2417
 COND 8 CALIBRATON PROGRAM
 A/P Nu,-.0099 TEST NO. 921 

B(-NNING TIME ENDING TIME: ;AMP LE 3 ZE 

SqA llo F 7f{
A RM .;M X M M AT T M fr.)M AI 
 -HZSVAR AFLE HANI U TTIME3 	 . 95 CIF 0 1.3124E-01 I -.lc2FE O0 20384 .09 
E.- l 4 L 4 	 . 4 O 3.0 0 V-L-02 2C -b
"-T-ZAUG"' ~ 	 1.14 1 06 FE-02 2. 3 eE-02 3, *05 .06 7 .8740E-02 341 	 2038
2 YACC - .2 60E- 07 	 1YE0- 2 4.6084E-02 4. R0,f.-02
 2 3 4 1I5.42 6. 	SBI - 2 3 4] 39.44 -l° ot- 6E O()()O
3XACL -8 B) 3 	- 4. 90 00f 3 . I(.u 23 5 _..Q ._ 2 4 ALPH A 6.8492E-0 2 3 41 17 .174 	 6 -l . 35 
 L ()r i 176 ,5EUO 2.097 etE 00 2 038 s t~b - 0 L 	 2 0?8
"075-Q EbT A-- --5A L. e 	 I1 . 3 4 1.1777 E 2 . 25 2 E- 1.19 2E 00,0 
	 0 O13 4 1 2 5 . e l 1.84 4E -O0 3 4 	 E 01 2 0 -86" -1NTURB 7 . 9 0 .!C- U l 	 .6697E - 01 .2 604F ul 5.e -',(t01 3 40 5 ,.7 
 4
01 3 4 1 29 .3 7.1518E 	 __ .O_Q Q ZE _Q aL_2o 0:-A'. I I-A/S 3. 371E 	
.1518 1 01 40 
 6.07 4
 0 i -.2 F?5 F OL _7 	 .902 E 
8 TM 
 3 33 71 E 01 3 4130.15 7 

2. 9 F01O 2. 14) t 03 2038 
2.7 97 r 0-3 3 4131. 6 2. 7(6 E03 3 4 1 I.45 2. 302 L03 1.725 BE 01 1 . 1 7 6 5E 0 2 203 F1 0 L 11 IN L 
.4 ,C00 C2 3 40 56.12 I . I AS E 02 	 20 3_.11 Vi/ .! 9. 33q A- 01 341 32.24 	 VE02 1. ?7L 01 . 1 46 F0 7 6 . 6 2 7 S - 0 2 3 4 1 5B A7 0 1 6 76 E02 3 4 6 12 . 1 5 0 12 V ,S I 20 8

.45]2 1S 0 .4 29 F co
3 4 115.51 . 015 -O 1
 96 1E U 3 40 5 2t7'] .2885 E 0 	 3.4 3PE 00 
 2038
14 A LRGHT -5. 	 00 3 40 53.69 6.0943E-C l 3 37 3E 0 -­3 41 5.53 5.6514E 	 0 1. 6 0 13 E O r0 2 .R.
15 phILL/FT -5.716 E 00 	 17 S012 1 11 1 3 41 37.59 - .
3673 -01 -.1I E: 5955E 
6 PR l D - 2 . 8 3 3 1'00 3 40:5 20 
.44 -4 ..225e -01 2 . z6828 E- 3 4 .2 25 E-01 2 0 3 O 3 40 50 . 0 1 - 3.0 F F-O 1 3 41 24	 7.0261E-0 1 2 0 2111 6 1UL-T I M -4 . 2 2 f&4 --	
- 1.954 7 -01 6.74 9SGE-01 41 21.71 8.0 49	 O0 2C .
- 9 . 6 04 4E - o l 3 8E-01 340 5 ,.0 1 	 -0 1 3.:9i g .,A EP ,) 	 3.45 7E o0 j 1+ 3 . 214 3 F.3O0 2 . 3 97 2 t, liFJL LFT 2 . 90 E GLO 3 40 57.79 3.2 452,E 01 2038
4 1&27 . .1 2.881 B35 01 . 9 5 E 01 22 fLAP -2.0 5 58 z-0 1 3 40 50. Ul 4 
.2800 E tl 3 
UISC ET I-
24 uIS r_ 24 
 9.71,9 C 0 2 C39
.1 2.1 4 4 .4374E 00 
 8.6476 E 00
5087 :E Ul 3 4 

.3513 E 01 3 4 128. 10 1.. 	 1.56 76E O0 20 58
26 SAILKGHT -	 7.94 7 -01 1.3512E 0 

.24 0 L 00 3 4055 .02
 
-2.2 25 YE0 0 a 41 1.7 1 3
 ' ,
27 TtA 	
- 0 12TI i E l2 4 E l2 _?22
0 5 6 2.64 7e 0 1 	3 41 13, 6 1 5E 
3 41 31 :09 . 10 9 0~~g 2.70 41CO0 2 . 9 2 0 r0 0 20 2 8
21 PH 1 - 4 . 2 0° a 0 1 3 41 
3 4 116.42 .30 9 F 0 	 ?.1418E 01
 2035
 9.£,4 	 89 10E
 0
3 'LRUU - 3F 0 	 .0 1 2.106 2 E 01 ,. 0340 54 5.°5 2.2 15 -"01 3 40 50 	 2 5 8 5 G
 ) 9 7 E O
IL-SIG N -2 6 _-	 5).1
3 1 7A .03 	- O 7 3 41 18.3 2.0t
 l 3 I eg_
 1
 32
 -7.,57 ?.E-01
FU.J IG 
 
0 .0219 E 01 	 20 2's

C 01 3 40 50.01 1.°9865 F 01 3.7675E ­
90E O L 3 4 1 1. 10 2 7120
34 HL ri 1.4 
 0 2 3
53O0 2.O01FF
3 41 12.14 1.01 	1 O0 
 Q4 -3. 95 200 3 41 38.03 5.8313E 00
36 
 
F 0 2)a 
f00 0 33
39 N,rC 	 0 . 3 PoF 01 3 41 16.66 -I. Q25E 0 5.696 qL00 . F2(3 
40 P 
 -1. 967 E 01 3 40 54.
 0 2 1.31 00 3 41 2 1.34 1-.177E 0 52972 f: 0 3.5c 4 11 42 R -00L5£ u 3 41 3.46 5.6 74 =-	 ]. 44,84--Ol 4 7926 ;:-02 1.525 E-01 203 C 
'3 40 59 .7 S 2.9871F-01 3 40 52.67 	 . 07 7 E- 0 1I 2 L'343 PU T -4.2671 -02 	 I.(226 -0 1 1.0447 -02 8 3 41 1 . 9 1.3 56 -01 -3 40 5 9936 o U ,y2 --0 2u 4 4k u hT 2c ls s
 
3 40 5 .63 1.8574 E 00 
 8. 762 L-01 2.0294 P 0
 3.4 3 -01 3 41 27.2 3 4.4031 H 0 	 0G -- 20 -'g
46 ILAC 	 '1 n41 37.54 5 9 22F-01 4.0265 - 7. 1696 01l 
 I.B2 6E- OP 3 40 54 .57 4.2367 E00 	 7.5; ,6--01
 203 11
47 KAAC 	 3. 301E 0 3 41 37.54
 6.892 6-01 3.0236E-01 
2.210 1-0 1 3 40 50.&2
48 LAAC 
 
0UALITATIV- ANALYSIS 
A/P NO. 0099 TEST NO. 0921 RUN NO. 124617 COND 8 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND 
BEGINMING 
j 'ti) 3-
TIME 
T 
ENDING TIME 
"4" tu.Q0j0 SAMPLE SIZF 203' 
VAkIAfLE MINIMUM AT TTME (HMS) MAXIMUM AT TIME (HMS) 
51 TVTACOMM -s.9279E C8 3 41 18.1;5 1.04q3E 01 3 41 2".3252 PHI CSNMM -1.199GE Cl 3 41 22.61 1.445,9E 01 3 LI 12.12 
53 PSI C *1-M­4 ."?' E 00 3 41 If 40 2 4- -­ 4 00 3 4 .­t47 
55 I Ltk$Ibr 3.610L 01 3 40 ¢0.0] 3.01056 01 3 40 50.01 
56 NTC 
t !E'yRUYR-zO - 4 Iu .cu -b.S 54-o1 3 41 5 7-- U--bYR D - 4 .0104E C.--­ 3--4 1 b'.. 2J f°3 7';4E-O :1 41 Z.. 6 
59 kUtWACT -2.1 33E 01 3 41 3A4.9 1.9737E 01 3 41 2L.5160 HLLVACT 
-. 3PfI5& 01 3 41 38.32 1.2829b 01 3 41 29.6461 kTPLACT 
-1.7744E 01 3 41 20.34 2.tI05 E 01 40 9.5562--T AL cT----cI-E-I7-r7 40W .5.5 1.5'rub- Ut 33 4 20.31 
63 PHI tA~n -":.30O0 101 3 41 23.68 3.8229E 01 3 41 u.4664 P GYRO -1.3910E 31 3 41 16.86 1.6854E 01 3 40 54.32 
65 NTL 
MFAN 
-1.767T 00 
3.0643E 00 
3.0105E 01 
-I.12--2_38-9. W6 8-­
-9.6652E-1 
2.7228E 00 
-. 784-0.
-8.4?24 - l 
6.4636E 00 
4.5362E-01 
SIGMA 
3.93522E 00
7.9979E 00 
_ 
0o.0 
02 4:38 -,' -0 z 
4.1512E Go 
4.4818E 00 
5.1 8% uo 
2.2365E- 01 
4.0184E O 
RMS SAMPIE-
4.3)39E 00 2038U.S6.8E 00 2038 
Zl - 00 20 8 
3.0105V L 2038 
1373 "I1E°3-- Q 220G 38 -
4.2478L 00 2038 
'5.2441E 00 20380 35.80-526.-0  2038 
2.327(}O 01 2038 
4.0439E 00 2038 
67 ALT-LO68 ALT--GD 
69 LtWC 
7c UfY90FZuIF LtTIT 
71 
72 
73 
75 
75 
7677 OAT 
OSO4.6359E-02 
-9.3611E-01 
NTC 
NTC 
NTC• 
Mm,4
NTC;-
NTC5.382BE 01 
3 41 24.79 
3 41 10.57 
3 41 19.83 
6.2916E-02 
1.4508E 00 
0 
5.7087E 01 
3 40 50.01 
3 410 5 1 01 
.54 T3465.8 
3 40 59.26 
6.2826E-02 
-5 375E-03 
-8.5227L-01 
5.4881E 01 
1.2156-03 
6.954?1-01 
Z.6125L-02 
9.8431C-01 
6.2838E-02 
6.95 
8.82 42L-0 
5.48902 01 
2038 
098 
2058­
2038 
CV'A( TTA7 TVF ANAI YUS

FLT CCND


A/P NU.,0099 TEST'NO. ,'21 RUN NO. 124617 COND 9 CALURAT ON 
PROGRAM 

TIlt. SAMIPLE .sr7E
BEUJNING 71ME ENDING 
T-'' ' fgo 1-'--.- - -- 4%.0i 
19DAM
S_.
MA XIMU TI 4 T IM -S PI } "_ MT l YF ( M ) 6IIVAR I PL F U 
2 . ! ':&E-0 2 . 7 54 - 2 3 .0 !., v - 02 7 9 07 4 57E- u 2 3 4 3 9. 8 52 Y ( C - .4 9 6*I- 02 3 4 5 43 .7 3 9 . 2. 03UE-02 3. 6.,7Rc-02 79073 42 4 .93 - - 5921E-02
.% X (,t. - f5.,jq?2 -02 3, 5 26.1 4e 7 .2153 3-.6 2 
 
4 &
5. <J 9l 00 2>o - -- .20? " .478HE O0 .65 h'5 00 90 7'771 " .3 . u '-- "--:.TA'-u n -ZR 157 9 E 0 4 .7 120F-01 .. /7 O0 7 7 34/, 5 . 9 2.6073F 0 3 45 21. "& 1 7U:S IlM-I OR:B 6 .7 115E--01 01 2 . C 2 2 E 0 .7 f, SE 01 7 Zl9E U l 3 4 2 ". 80 4 . 4 5i'0E 01 345 3 9 . 7 1 3 . 7 44 E7 TI M- A/ 5 3 . 2 : " K 2 ? _ 0 S £ I _ _ 97 0-­3 O .4 , 0 378 ] ?.??4tqF (.- 2.4.6OO
" 5 0 l 5 
.4o 
5i Y )[ -' - -;-/; Cf., 2 , 2 7 / TT - I . V7 2S- - U 7F--- -T4ZV .- 3 . 0C;; Y4 81 19 2 ?. 47 WE 03 7 907- 9-7" 2. 407 L.0 3 4.606 3 022 2 .6 6 .0 4 95E 03 3 42 t.: 01 0 AL 1 1-IN E 5 . 14 7 6 £- 5 B4 4 
. 16 aE 2 "4 5 38-31 1.0149 -F02 3.252 -"F--0 .015 ,E02 79 7 C':,k 01 3 t5 19°.V7 5 -_- --39-7-I I VIA l 9.26 1615P 00 ZQ9._Q3 42 4 P.°29 1.0073E 02 6
-34 3 28.E7 11222F 021.2VIA,!rI NE 6. 2,th 01 
24 L- 0 1 1 . 6 9 ')E L UO7 01 . 5 0 2 E 0 6 . 1 4 P AI Lk t-H T - 1. 0 7 6 9 E 0 0 3 43 2 5 . 6 9 6 . 2 3 55 1- 0 3 4 5 30 . 74 4F-cl1 6.94-BqE-0| 9.4165E--01 7 07 
15 P;.ILL FT C ,5.7169E 00 3 45 SC71 j.8UL2E CO 3 4-,? .65 -6.36( . s 0 ? _ 1 7 .--) .9-_- - 7 9 7­
6 P L1-1 " '84 4 9 1- 0 1 3 4 3- '.o4 3 7o6 8 6f E 0(' 3 42 7 . -8 . 02 1 E0 0 
-I. 8 76 -01 4. 5 3 - 2 .' l C3 L'-O 1 7907 I S FU ;- TPI M - 4 . L;&4{£-01 3 42 5 .0 1 l. 8 4:- Cl 3 42 4 0 . 34 Ol 8 64 9)c- 0 1 6-9{ 5 1E" Ol 7 9 0 7419Ef'- .­0 1 3 4 5 39 . U2 - .7 
L FT 2.7 14,9 0 3 43 8.;g 3 74091 L. 3 7;j 2 .% R 0u0 :. 5 3 - 1 2 8 7 F 0 7 019 SI A t-PS - ]. 6 
. 1.. 0 3 4 4, 51l. 9 9 - . 7 2 6 E:­
20 "H J 
4.2611 E 01 7907
 
22 FLAP 4 .17 7 E 01 3 4 2­4 (.55 4.2 C'0 E ()1 3 42 3 .0/ 
01 
4.26 0 :E 01 2.1217 &--

69 -L"00 790724 u I.S(, 24 V'l CPbLI t 3*5 Zb ( ;559 7.. 501L GO 4.31325 O0N 4. o 
.,'LT- --'----- -l £ . .. 4 6. 22 7 0 E 0 7 .7 4 E 0 7 907"ZD'-7t79 1 - S1.4 3 2 , . ?? 1 .5 19 1E 01 3 4 5 2 1 .5 8 4 .67 20 E 0 79 672 6 AILI<G HT & , O 1 . 3 6 -3 p O 2 . 2"8 rf O0 
2 7 l i A - 5 . 5 7 9,14 0 3 4 4 4 5 . UQ . 6L5 60 C 0 3 4 75 ,. 29 - .972 6 E U6H SB3154 00 3.4Q3 S0So8372.77EO5 .. 5L.B4TOl 
--. 2.T20~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2 0 7907LO a 3 4 3 27 .50 .069 8 E 0 2 . 2 14 E 0 . I 3 0 RUJC 7 1 0 .3 43 4.4 1. 7 .6 249 2 .68 3 F. 0 6P. 01 7 C0595 2 .ZC55 . 0 1 2 1 93 E o ]
-U I 3 4 5 .18 2 .2 6 15 01 3 4 2AIL-S I N - -9 6023 1 
7 21 - 1 3 ItB40.1 -1 Uo('6. 1l 15 11 15.01 1,.9 743E 01 2 4877 F 01 ]. ",%.£ 7Fl 3? DU GN -4. 
3. 13 4 5-01 1 .o8889E 01 790 7 tl
 
2 S 
l 4 2 . 7 1. 5 9 n00 1. 3 4 34 f.6 .8 ,86
: 01 
34 HE-AD P 
.0 0 .52 0 70
 35 NI(C 0 34 91 
 6 33E00 3 45 451 .64
36 O -4.6175t 
 
fn c38 NYTC 3.4495 O0 .7490 0 79039 .4867 E-0 40 P - . !)43L 01 3 43 6.97 9 5922 E 0 3l44 3o.R 4 ­

4 . 7 9 E 00 343 2 4. 9 7 6 . 5 32 -L.0 2 1 . 2 o3'- o0 5 1 - 0.C 7 9 7 4 2 RK . 5 u.= 3 44 2 6 . 49 
.4 1 )e(> 4.67 a21-02 1.5 39£- c1 7907-0143 L, T -8. 344 E£-02 3 45 19.1 3.3.27156 -0 1 3 43 57.38 1 I. 115? -02 I.. . 9[.- 0 1 7907 50 OE-O] 3 4,2 4 . 2.0 I.0627E-044 R OT 6 . 27 E-02 3%43 4 .4 1 1 

3 45 39 95 
 1.3639 b GO 6 50 6--01 1 . 5 10(14 Go 7 (. 7 3 . 0 9 1 L-C-- 3 43 3 4 3 5453 C. 0 -01 79u7bJ4 6 lAC " 55. 4.4 5.12 1E-01 3%.C6 9 6-01 5.969 .[-- O )* 
.n 47 KAAC . 266E-0 2 3 42 3 .3 1 2 .071 E00 .3 42 
-0 1- 2 41306-0? 6 56 5
F 7 ,7
2. 12 6E 0 
 3 42 5 . 44. 6 .1004
87 E- 01 3 4, 9 .97 .
48 LA C . 8,1 2 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS


AtP NO. 0099 TEST NO. 0921 RUN NO. 124617 COND 9 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND


BEGINNING TIME SAMPLE I;7F 
--r-35";Ur-' s 5 4v.o (901Y


VARIAtLE MINIMUM AT TIM& (HM';) MAXIMUM AT TIME EHMSL MFAN SIGMA RMS SAMP! F 
51 TETACUM -8.9279k 0 3 45 40.9q I.0551E 01 3 43 1?.atO 3.94612-01 3.e,54-?E 00 3.6754F 00 7907
52 PHI COMM -- 'oluE 02 3 44 47.20 1.4517E 01 3 43 27.0c5 3.1090E 00 6.0142E 00 6.7703. 00 700753 PSI LUMM -6.1"66E% 00 3 43 40.2 8.762P- 00 3 45 I:.? 1.48S2F CO 1.667E00LUP5TIC-PMM-f97S2 3 t2 40.11 1.4]A4E 3 41.53-- U0 )0 toO31VZ-023 -OX 3.7c6 E.-1 79055 LtLRSIb 3.0105E ol 3 42 35.01 3.0105E 01 3 42 3±.OI 3.0105E 01 0.0 3.0105E 01 790756 I C 
57 TIAGYRO --l.34t 00 3 42 ?5.(. 6.8936C GO 3 4- 4.82 2.9164E 00 1.7385 Q . QtIl O0 70 
-. 46 ,c-.E -- 43 TVh9-02 (2-2 8.6 O.-6:-02 7Q-78.os 4i.2. -. y>159 RUB ALT -2.4650(} 01 3 43 !4 .17 1.9503E 01 3 43 40.60 -6.9465E-01 4.576(E O0U 4.624F O0 79374,6 EL VAC1 -1-.vOA4L 01 3 45 42.50 1.5641E 01 3 45 44..37 9.8776E-01 5.0409E 00 5.14562 00 790761 HTALA(:T -I.7744E 01 3 44 27.87 I.99SM% 0] 3 42 40.14 -l.934 -02 0.naOL__0 79026.01.A F 00 
6r--ALcT-- 7IL- -134,-4 %.1I 152"21 3 45 2i. 5 -6.90tE2-O1 5.64Ib O0 5.691BE 00 790763 PrII GYRO -1.3466E 01 3 45 52.1 9.27021 00 3 45 16.82 -2.4924E 00 3.4540E 00 4.2594E 00 7907
64 P GYRO -6.2921E 0 3 44 39.92 1.23602 01 3 43 56.97 7.1593E-01 1.7926E 00 1.9302E 00 7907


65 NTC


5b N-it


67 ALT-LO OSIS 
68 PL-GD 4.&4s9--02 3 43 40.,0 7.9473E-02 3 45 0.31 6.5006E-02 5.5047r--03 6.5238E-02 790769 LCC -3.0814E-01 3 45 21.78 6.09042-01 3 4 1 0 2.941's8l 77(770 tL'LU -- ,.66orE--- rr4r s.O± 4.62 -Ol 45 46.43 --1.21 01-- 2.4123--1 2.7549 01 7901 
71 NIfC


72 NTC


73 NTC


", .'INT u


7! NTC
76 NTC


77 OAT 5.2380E 01 3 42 48.58 6.1432E O 3 45 12.41 5.6224E 01 2.6413E 00 5.6286F 01 7907


Q)UAL ITATIVE AN LYSTS


A/P Nu. 0099 TEST NO. O}q21 RUN NO. 124617 COND 10 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND


BEGINNING TIME ENDING TM APE$Z 
;T .50 ... 46+-0?.O 
VARIAI'LL MINIMUM AT TIM[ (" MA IUM.AT TTM - -H._MFAN SIrMA RM5 ;AP 
--- A~" .'J0 - ul .4.-f tl4 bo (l 3 45 5t.30 I.0U25 0 .35-01 ' . 0 0 242z6 
2 YACC -lO £ l3 46 23,.115 1.1122E-01 3 45 55.77 -I.WU92E-63 2.9401£-02 2.9422E-02 2426 
3 XA(,c -7.2]35[,-0? 3 45 5".73 2."lgE-01 3 46 28.71 1.3704E-01 7.1932H-02 1.Eu 7Tr-01 2426 
Z­
4 ALPIA -2.403111: 00 3 45 515 8 7.3973F, 1 3 4 3% O . Z 2 ! "0 p t6. 
k4R
FTA---'-'-'=527 °{J T Th ; 4 !)5 -2.69:22 -T I.L902h O I .9,,2Lt O0 2 426 
0.I 3 46 4 .11 8-01 "45t=Oc 24256 1IM-TURB 3({ 0 46 11.09 2.8553E CO 3 2.49 1.9004E 00 1.9 
" 
 7 IIM-//S 3.4727.E 01 3 46 3.48 6 92721b O0] 3 46 46.62 4.9689E: 01 9.629 ,E 00 5.0 13t Ol 24?6
'

8 1! V 3.7118b 01 3 45 59.'75 6.,274!z 01 3 4(, 4o.6,2 4.0944& 01__ . 6 4E_ Q0 _ ;53 _9..I ZZ_ 
-- " L 5 4E--Wi---- 4 5 5 .3 46 4 _64'F _S5 725E G I.722T- U I. 805 4t 0 3 24 ?t)41 3o I 1_F.7 
10 ALTUFINE u,25)F 03 
 3 41, 4(.81 1 7944E 03 1.7735 02 1.8U?31E 03 2263 4b 52.95 2.17j5E

1i VI A, .O13 , 0 ? 3 45 59 .11? 1.4454 E 02 3 46 47 48 1°.I 0 IF. Q2 1.35P5. O 1 1.197 q 02 2426 
I' VIASI INL: 1.0176L U2 3 45 59.n7 1.4516e 02 3 46 30.q4F 1.1792E 02 1.3108E O0 ____6 p 0_ ....._ 2

X;'.P~ [ S F-J.. .. l ~ ~ l O 3 46 LT.7v2 -].l,U6E: 00 .J-59 t uOuO o L 6 2z42­
14 P IlLK';HIT 3°(}769 -OlI 3 46 f,7.65 2 8461L 00 3 46 2 23 I.1gO0?. 0 3.5126F-01 1.241CE GO 2426) 
15 PAILLI f-T -1.9'17bE 0 3 46 2.21 4.936E-01 3 46 47.63 -2.9134E-01 3.26ri' E-01 4.4-7' --01 2426 
16 !.0 0 -'7.4 14 3 t- -62 3 1+! 6. ,6 2 . 1 7 ;'F O0 3 4 6 0 0 4 2 2.LF D02 Z l 
III UL-I IM - .LI12F--Ql 3 4f5 . 'U5-6.03 64E-02 3 46 1.56 -1.80b7H-0l 5.4777F-03 1.B096F:-l 2 426 
I' ,I.%ALP,S
 -1.292oAL UO 3 45 59.33 1.1151L: 00 3 46 30.06 5.4107E-02 8.9289E-01 8.95BE-Ol 2426
 
20 II.I,IL[fT 2.8471F. 0 1 45 50.50 5 6731 E 0 s 45; . 8 3 S 5 O . 32 g- 1 3 S 5 O 4
Ur FII- r4D U .- CT (5 _3.3 1 3 V -0 .4 0 O 242 67T - -IF, 7.7TH-7 -E-U _3o 6G. GO0 3.46 4 ,- 0 
22 ILAP -2.0b - - 01 3 46 24.F6 4.ZV00E 01 -_45 5v.50 1.4812E. 01 1 7451C 01 2.2889E 01 242 6


23 l, 2,3 OIS{ q Il 
24 lSC 24 DiSCRE FE 
'25 --- - ;U7 ,6C -U- 3 4 5 53.zU 1.28d 2L U I 3-46 14.30 I°8 zf5 h 00 6).5930 e O0 6. 649 4F 00 242 
26 ',/ILiGhT - 1.0,8 4E Q! 3 46 1.44 1.!087E (;1 3 4 3.02 8 0 008 E.-0 1 5.4922F 00 5.5B 1?. 00 242.6 
2-7 IITA -4.51"7z/ 0 3 45 50.50 7.8316E 0 3 46 47.4a 51476E 00 2.4337F 0 5.6'3?F 0 2426 
2 E PHI -5. -44C O 3 44, 2.33 -4°02!1. O0 3 46 4.95 -5.362 0 F-0 I 1.7132F 00 179515E 0 242(, 
30 SKtU --9.L41;3L' (0 3 46 1.99 8.4799E O0 3 46 2 S.92 1.1368E 00 3.197&E 00 3.3q47E 00 2426 
31 AIL- STCN 5.2 W -E(j0 3 6 S.C2 2.26 15 E;Ol 3 4 5 5(.50 2.1 4,52 C.01 S.1 3 61. 0o 2. 16 a0 E 01 24?25 
32 PUuU,IN -3 .1(.47L-UJ 3 46 1.71 2°OU96b 01 3 45 50.50 1.0 0 O 1 .504 ' 8G }a IF A 2 
34 AL) 1.f,194.E: U1 3 46 0°(b3 1.93l6E 01 3 46 30.62 1.8704F: 01 2.['13t-01 I.P796& 01 2426 
35 NTL


36 Q -3.8338E 00 3 46 6.92 F=.30B9E 00 3 45 52.93 -3.8296F-01 1.2B53E 60 ].Bz j2F 8? 24E$


38 N'7C


39 NTC


40 P -1.1519E (:1 3 46 ].(,9 7.4,079E 00 1 46 3.31 -1.4"90E O0 2.7349F 00 3.1140OF 00 74?6 
S.026Ch 0.8
42 R -2.S2,,Ar ,', 3 46 24.17 CO 3 46 26.85 3.203£-01 5 0 I.OqVIL 00 24 ? 
*_iPbtT -9.956E--(,2 3 46 29.U7 3.2716L-G] 3 46 25.73 1.4439F:-01 5.2468E-02 .5 3 -( 2426 
44 kCDuT 6 92.71,C-02 3 A6 ?U.C04 1.50ifU-O1 _-45 55.77 1.071OL0£-C .E $ -- I 0789oE-01 2476 
bo46 LLAC 3.48 3 -01 3 45 5 L16 5 .04S E 0 3 46 47 .0 1.E376 0 8.500 -01 2.072 s" Ofj 2426

-447 RAAC 1.32(',(,-UZ 3 45 52 2 4 3.o89E 0 3 46 47 75 5.B3e E-OI 4-3512-01 . 7.215E-01 242


48 LAAC 2.210I-01 3 45 3.03 2.9213E 0 3 46 47.70 5.9266-01 .83c2E--0I 6° 677E-Ol 2426


QUALITATIVe ANAYSIS


A/P NO. 0099 TEST NO. (921 RUN NO... 124617 COND 10 CALIBRATION PROGRAM FLT COND


5F(,INNING TIMrE FNOING TIM- SAMPLE SUZP


RMS AMPtfr-5VARIAFLE MINIMUM AT TIME (HMS) MAXIMUM Al TTmS ( mMS)_N SIGMA 
5.2424E 00 242651 ltEACOMX. -9.j034e LID 3 45 59.50 1.0551E 01 3 45 52.54 -3.S752E-01 5.24R1E 00 
52 Phi CLMM -j.19 OF ('1 3 46 1.27 1.4517L 01 3 45 57.54 8.7516E-01 5.296F 0 5.'L1?bL 00 2426 
52PSi1t~ -4 tst 00 -3 46 1IJ .-9 ,,I Vu9'3 7 4 2075 -01 4o.2006E-01 Z 2 o'EG CKMZFS-(Y!7 : U "-6 4 l77.V A9C 
b5LltSbN B.01L' 01 3 /5 50.50NIC 3.0105h 0l 3 45 50.50 3.0105E 01 U.0 3.CICE 01 242656
57 TFTACYHO -4.4'(,F 00 3 46 6.30 6.4124E 00 3 45 50.50 --2.703ft&00 13C3fS_0. ,16_E0--- 2­
' 4.~-U 
-y '00 ACr -2.4Ut,.% 01 3 46 0.98 1.9152F 01 3 45 59.77 -7.1166F.-O1 4.9036E 00 4.9550E 00 2426 
60 I.LIVACT -1.1fl4 01 3 45 52.36 1.4001E 02 3 46 47.09 1.1A494E 00 5.5298t: 00 5.8633E 00 Z426 
I ' =l-34 1.>-1 4rT7 -3 .L-Z2 2426 
4 9 
61 hTALI,(.T -1.77444 01 3 46 4.78 1.987W 01 3 -16 L 5.a?'-0. 6_021 0flQ 2AZ6 
-9.5492.02 242667-TALAnT .68fl-Or- 4---9 Lsd8L 03 Ab u.d8 F.afQY9E .tYC,(0 00 242663 $HI bYRRO -5.'6tQO' 00 3 46 4.95 3.28712 00 3 46 25.48 -1.2622E 00 1.6177E 00 2.2130F 00 
64 P ,YRO -4.7191E 00 3 46 3.31 8.98882 00 3 46 1.71 7.1833E-01 1.3178E O0 1.OOUE 00 2426 
crr5 NFC
"6T-- "7TC­

67 ALT-LO -4.0306E 00 3 464 9.99 5.SS1E 00 
 3 45 50.77 2.1899E 00 2.8114E 00 3.5637F 00 2415 
68 ALT-GO 6.'915L-O2 3 45 54.54 9.6028F-02 3 46 47.31 7.9241E-02 ­3.2517E-03 7.93072"02 2426 3 45 5.50 1.4583E 0 3 46 (a2 .Z9 O' 3.168?'.95F S 7 169 LUC 2.t3UF-0I1 0 46 
71 NIC 
--TtLIL' . 5L 0± .4 3V.4 ;.4Zl40 3 L.6±, 2.04 . 2 4.32U0 4.192 2295 
72 NT(

73 NTC74 mr:f 
75 NTC 
76 NTC


77 OAT ,5.9622E 01 3 46 8.12 6.5053E 01 3 45 59.50 6.0699E 01 7.6729E-O1 6,0704F 01 7476 
